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Abstract
This thesis has two aims. The first is to give an unbiased 
hearing to certain shorter narrative poems of the 1590s, considering 
their achievement primarily on their own terms. The po®as present 
difficulties because of their marked artificiality. Chapter I 
is therefore an approach to than by the consideration of some 
contanporary attitudes to poetry, art and descriptive technique, 
whilst Chapter II examines the poems* relation to certain 
traditions and art-forms which influenced them. Chapter III 
is an examination of the use of description in the poems, and the 
implications of their narrative technique. Chapter IV contains 
a detailed study of the four major poems of the genre, Marlowe*s 
Hero and Leander. Shakespeare*s Venus and Adonis and Lucrece. 
and Drayton* s Endimion and Phoebe.
The second, and related, aim is to display the genre*s rble 
in establishing poetry as an art independent of the moralists* 
demands, and in asserting the right of the English poet to create 
fictions freely. The poems had the capacity to do these things 
because of their particular nature, and because of their position 
in the literary and social scene of the time. Their success came 
from the way the poets drew on the established achievements and 
prerogatives of the painter, cultivating admiration both for
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illusionistic effects and for the penetrating perception which 
apprehends the essence of the subject represented. At the same 
time, in the genre as a whole, the poets undertook what was denied 
the painter, the portrayal of the mind and its existence in time, 
thereby establishing the rights and distinctive excellence of 
poetry.
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Note on editions and usages
Per Scillaes Metamorphosis, Hero and Leander, Endimion 
and Phoebe, Ovids Banquet of Sence and The Metamorphosis of 
Pigmalions Image, the text as established by E.S.Donno in 
Elizabethan Minor Epics (I963) is followed. For Venus and 
Adonis and Lucrece, I use the modernised text of The Poems, 
ed. P.T.Prince (reprint of I96I). Editions of other works 
are stated in the footnotes.
In quoting from sixteenth and seventeenth century works, 
I have modernised i/j and u/v, expanded the contractions a,e, 
1,0,u, emended misprints which are not only obvious but dis­
tracting and have otherwise followed the original spelling 
and text, or that of the edition used.
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The following abbreviations of periodicals are used:
2L
ELH
EG
BJRL
JEGP
JWI,
HLN
m g
IÆLR
M
PMLA
PQ
RES
RSI
ShQ
ShS
SSL
SP
SR
JWCI
Comparative Literature
English Literary History
Essays in Criticism
Bulletin of the John Rylands Library
Journal of English and Germanic Philology
Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes
Modern Language Notes
Modern Language Quarterly
Modern Language Review
Modern Philology
Publications of the Modern Language Association
Philological Quarterly
Review of English Studies
Essays of the Royal Society of Literature
Shakespeare Quarterly
Shakespeare Survey
Studies in English Literature (Rice University) 
Studies in Philology 
Studies in the Renaissance
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Introduction
The 1590s produced a literary fashion which had neither direct 
forebears nor direct progeny. This was the ornate narrative poem 
of moderate length based on myth or **history**. The fashion 
effectually began with Lodge*s Scillaes Metamorphosis, published in 
1589, and was passing out of fashion a decade later. In that time 
it was remarkable not for development but for a few virtuoso
1
performances, some professional ones and a mass of imitations. 
Spenser*s Muiopotomos (published 1590) endowed the stylistic effects 
which it shared with Lodge* s poem with a solid poetic respectability. 
Marlowe*s Hero and Leander (in circulation from 1592 though not 
published till 1598), Shakespeare*s Venus and Adonis (1593) and 
Lucrece (159^) were extremely popular and influential. Drayton
1 A list of lesser poems of the genre, and imitations includes:
1593; Anthony Chute, Beawtie Dishonoured; 1594, T.H(eywood), 
Oenone and Paris. I.O., The lamentation of Troy for the death 
of Hector; 1595; T. Edwards, Cephalus and Procris and Narcissus. 
Richard Bamfield, Cassandra. R.B., Orpheus his .journey to hell 
and his music to the ghosts; 1596, Dunstan Gale, Pvramis and 
Thisbe; 1598, Heniy Petowe, The Second Part of Hero and Leander.
T. Cutwode, Caltha Poetarum; I6OO, T. Middleton, The Ghost of 
Lucrece. J. Weever, Faunus and Melliflora; l602, Francis Beaumont, 
Salmacis and Hermaphroditus ; léo4, T. Middleton, Father Hubburds 
Tales; l607. W. Barksted. Mirrha; l6l3, H.A., The Scourge of 
Venus; 1628, Phineas Fletcher, Venus and Anchises; 1655; John 
Quarles, Tarquin Banished: or. the reward of Lust.
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and Chapman attempted the style in Endimion and Phoebe and Ovids 
Banquet of Sence (both published in 1595) • The element of the ornate 
myth produced one line of imitation, the complaint element in Lucrece 
itself indebted to Daniel* s Complaint of Rosamond (1592) - another. 
Maqy of the products are by men whose names are scarcely known 
otherwise, or by writers such as Heywood and Middleton who are 
remembered by other works. With T. Cutwode*s Caltha Poetarum and 
Marston*s Metamorphosis of Pigmalions Image (1598), the form became 
scarcely reputable, or at any rate open to severe attack, witness 
the inclusion of those two works in the list of books to be burnt 
by the order of the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Bishop of 
London in 1599.^ As a living form, the type of poem scarcely 
survived into the next century; by l601, Robert Chester can write,
Away fond riming Ovid, lest thou write
Of Prognes raurther, or Lucretias rape (3)
The genre - which lacks a name, and to which I shall refer as 
the Ovidian narrative on grounds outlined in Ch. 11^ - is an interest­
ing phenomenon, as much for its origins, its achievement, its 
significance for the period, as for its individual poems. But 
though two or three of the poems, in particular Marlowe*s Hero and 
Leander. and Shakespeare*s Venus and Adonis, have received a great
2 Arber, Transcript of the Stationers* Register. III.677-8.
3 Robert Chester, Loves Martyr, ed. A.B. Grosart (I878), P.38.
4 See below, pp. 73 "Tf.
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deal of attention, the genre as a whole has not had a very 
sympathetic or even a very serious reception, and Lucrece. so much 
admired at the time,^ has nearly always been undervalued.
The reason for this attitude lies, in the first place, in the 
poems themselves. The casual response - even the constant response - 
to those which form the core of the fashion is that they are 
predominantly artificial. When they are looked at with the 
expectations drawn from_other ways of writing, the response is 
understandably unsympathetic. Language from the start establishes 
the poetic character. It is highly rhetorical, and rhetorically 
disposed, with frequently obtrusive patterning figures, such as 
anaphora. The style, typified in Lodge*s Scillaes Metamorphosis, 
appears a high one, with pretensions which are out of place in tales 
of Glaucus, or Adonis, or Endimion - rather as if Spenser had employed 
an epic style in The Shepheardes Calendar, or as if, to put it 
extremely, a writer were attempting to pass off the praise of a 
trifling object as serious.
5 E.G., "Who loves not Adons love, or Lucrece rape?" (Return from
Parnassus II. I.11.301, ed. J.B. Lelshman (1940), p.244);
"All praiseworthy Lucrecia" (William Covell, Polimanteia. ed.
A.B. Grosart (1881), p.4^ "The younger sort takes much delight 
in Shakespeares Venus, & Adonis: but his Lucrece, & his tragédie
of Hamlet, Prince of Denmarke, have it in them to please the 
wiser sort" (Gabriel Harvey, Marginalia, ed. G.C. Moore Smith ^ 
(Stratford-on-Avon, 1913) p.72).
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The poets tend to develop incidental detail at the expense of 
story, and ornament at the expense of sympathy. Critics often 
quote the description of Cupid wounded in Lodge's Scillaes 
Metamorphosis:^  but the passage is remarkable as the first appear­
ance of a typical 1590 way of writing rather than intrinsically 
attractive. Marlowe has Cupid transform Hero's tears to pearls,  ^
and the conceit as he works it out is delightful; but its imitation, 
say, in Philos and Licia. where Licia's tears settling on her neck
g
•'there shewd like a carquenet", is more curious than charming 
and is unlikely to be taken, as it probably was intended, as a 
deliberately humorous imitation. There is little scope to 
identify with Glaucus, or Hero, or Venus; the pathos inherent 
in the story of Lucretia as told by Shakespeare is cancelled by 
the patterned language in which she expresses herself. It is as 
though the authors were deliberately holding off the human responses, 
which are a part of, for example, Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde. 
for the sake of display and artifice. The worlds of the poems are 
seemingly escapist, with their departure from familiar time and place
6 St.21, in Elizabethan Minor Epics, p.25.
7 1» 375-76, Elizabethan Minor Epics, p.58.
8 Philos and Licia (entered in S.R. l6o6), p.24.
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to countries where the gods court human-beings and human-beings 
are given new shapes; even Lucrece contains the long passage of the 
Trpy-cloth, and centres on behaviour of Lucrece which is unrealistic, 
is "wonderful but a little hard to forgive".^ The worlds are 
emphatically unlife-like; the rhetoric distances place and character. 
The immediacy of known encounters with human beings, or of portraits 
that one is conditioned to accept as human and life-like from other 
genres, is absent from the poems. When characters argue, their aim 
is as much oratorical as, apparently, human; Leander talks like a 
bold sharp sophister. Marlowe, and Heywood, use the seduction 
technique embodied in the literary tradition of the suasoria, the 
persuasion to love, but do not use that tradition for the human 
potential.
To modern taste, such characteristics add up to a limitation 
on the genre as poetiy, narrative, and literature. Thqy correspond 
to the ornate unfunctional aspects of, say, Elizabethan architecture, 
like the caryatids which are merely the opportunity for surface 
decoration and display.
But, though the character of the poems is not in question in 
one way, a different approach may be possible; and to alter the 
viewpoint is to see how the modem estimate of the character is
9 D.C. Allen, "Some observations on The Rape of Lucrece", 
ShS, 15(1962), p.91.
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formed by the expectations created by other literary genres.
To use the perspective of other Elizabethan literature ends in 
judging the poons by the criteria of the drama, or of The Faerie 
Queene. or of lyric; in comparison with all three, the Ovidian 
narratives are found wanting. They do not, like drama, seem 
interested in holding up a mirror to nature; the worlds they 
develop are not continuous with the known everyday one. They 
have not the extent of The Faerie Queene and in any case lack 
the seriousness of "Spencer the Truthes Faith";they also 
lack the immediacy and universality of lyric.
Alternatively, the obvious standpoint from which to judge 
them is that of narrative, which leads to the standard of Homer, 
of Chaucer, or of the novel. Drayton is no Homer, no more than 
he is a singer. The poems show none of the human interest of 
Chaucer. In particular, the expectations created by the novel 
are damaging to the Ovidian narrative, since the bias of the novel 
has been predominantly naturalistic. Instead of aiming at an 
imitation which is apparently indistinguishable from experience 
gained from daily life, the poets are interested in the artifact
10 Cutwode*s preface to Caltha Poetarum.
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set away from the every-day by framing devices. They exploit 
the possibilities, not of coincidence or merging, but of contrast, 
discontinuity, foil and consequently of time-gaps, and of pronouncing 
themselves at every possible stage "art" or "Art". Perspectives 
which lie apparently conveniently to hand from literature are there­
fore of little help.
Yet if one looks at the poojis from another point of view 
and in their own context, the negative el^ient is transformed.
They display two pronounced and recurrent interests. One is the 
expressive external appearance, especially as already rendered 
in the visual arts or in pictorial conventions. The other is the 
depicting of the inward scene, the expressive rendering in words 
of the mind.
The first is typified by, for example. Lodge's brief portraits 
of Glaucus, Venus and Cupid; by Marlowe's account of Hero and of 
Venus* temple; by the horse in Shakespeare's Venus and Adonis and 
the Troy-cloth in Lucrece; by the Latmus paradise, and Phoebe, in 
Drayton's Endimion and Phoebe, as well as the masque-like processions; 
by Niobe's statue in Chapman's Ovids Banquet of Sence. T h e
11 Lodge's Scillaes Metamorphosis, sts. 2, 85-88; Marlowe's Hero
and Leander. 1.9-36. 135-57; Shakespeare's Venus and Adonis.
289-300; Lucrece, 1366-533* Drayton's Endimion and Phoebe.
7-78, 105-28, 7&7-823; Chapman's Ovids Banquet of Sence. sts.
3-6. Other examples include Thisbe's garments in Dunstan Gale's
Pyramus and Thisbe, Seven Minor Epics, ed. P.W. Miller (Gainesville,
1967), p.47; the account of Diego in Richard Linche's Dom Diego
and Ginevra, Seven Minor Epics, p.64; the description of Faunus
(11.29-80), Melliflora (11.133-66), a W  the 'summer hall'(11.255-8?) 
in Weaver's Faunus and Melliflora; wall-hangings, tapestry.
u-
interest is typically Elizabethan, pronounced in The Faerie Quesne,
and shown in accounts of Mortimer's tower in Mortimeriados (1596)
12and the Barons Narres (l603) ; but the passages in the Ovidian
narratives are more influential, being set in shorter poems and
often opening the poems. Inasmuch as the interest is peculiarly
Elizabethan, its study in one genre may illuminate a general trait
of the period, as well as the genre itself.
The regard for pictorial conventions and achievement is
accompanied by a particular concern of the poet. Miss J. Grundy
has spoken of Shakespeare's "Pygmalion-complex" in connection with 
13the Sonnets . The other poets of the Ovidian narratives may be 
said to share the complex. Here the evidende from a would-be poet 
like Thomas Edwards is useful because his very desire to imitate the 
successful poets means he is a mirror of the qualities for which 
the-poets were admired at the time. Apologising for the
12 E.g., the house of Busyrane, Faerie Queene, III.xi.28-52; 
Mortimeriados, 2311-94, in Works, ed. Hebei (Oxford, ed. of I96I), 
I, pp.375-77; Barons Harres, Canto 6, sts.30-62, Works, II,
pp.110-18.
13 "Shakespeare's Sonnets and the Elizabethan Sonneteers", ShS
15 (1962), p,44.
room-decoration, Licia dressing, her embroidery, in Philos and 
Licia, Seven Minor Epics, pp.2-4, 21-22, 26-30; Laura's scarf 
and the Court, in Amos and Laura, Seven Minor Epics, pp.221-22.
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deficiencies of his writing he says: "So I cannot cunningly,/
Make an image to a w a k e " I t  is as though Marlowe’s Hero and
Leander and Shakespeare’s Venus and Adonis had such abundance of
artistic vitality that the reader was almost prepared to put aside
his preconceptions about the ultimate lifelessness of works of art.
Towards the end of the fashion, Marston makes The Metamorphosis of
Pigmalions Image, the myth of the artifact with life, so explicit
as to lay it open to censure and ridicule. Whatever his moral
aim, artistically he takes the poem quite seriously, and has more
than a mocking interest in feigning convincingly, with words, a
transformation from art to life. That his poem can be considered
licentious in one way shows its success. (A narrative verse
15epistle on Pygmalion by Fulwood - intrinsically just as dubious - 
never gets singled out as morally suspicious.) In the early years 
of the seventeenth century Bacon stigmatizes belief in the importance 
of words as "a Pigmalions frenzy"^^ 5 it suggests his looking back 
on a recent time when poets were not primarily concerned with the 
difference between the living and the lifeless, the true in fact 
and the false, but were fascinated by how far they could take 
illusion. The fascination went with emphatic frame devices, for the
14 L ’Envoy to Narcissus, ed.W.S.Buckley (l882), p.61.
15 W.Pulwood, The Enimie of Idlenesse (ed. of I582), pp.289-91*
16 Advancement of Learning, I.iv.3.
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formal boundary increases illusion-potential; a figure seems more
likely to step out from a frame than a figure to move which is, for
example, a life-size paste-board cut-out standing at the side of a
real fireplace in a real room. It is not fortuitous that the
meanings of "frame" in the period include making, creating^
The second interest, that of the inward scene, is less obvious.
Since speech shows character, and the elenent of débat in both
Lodge's Scillaes Metamorphosis and Marlowe's Hero and Leander is
pronounced, in such poems the interest is latent at the least.
In Lodge's po«n it shows as continuity with past traditions, from
the Romaunce of the Rose, from debates between months and seasons
in earlier literature, and frcxii entertainments which included débat
between opposed sides. With Daniel's Complaint of Rosamond, and
his proven awareness of a work like Boccaccio's L'Amor osa Fiammetta
1
(a translation by Yonge was published in 1586) the second interest 
becomes more noticeable. Daniel's poem, itself a kind of narrative, 
could be said to have the display of the mind as its foremost 
purpose. Heraclide's lament in Nashe's The Unfortunate Traveller 
(registered a few months before Lucrece) shows a current interest
17 NED, frame, v., 7*8a.
18 N.W's. epistle before The Worthy Tract of Paulus Jovius. Works. 
ed. A.B. Grosart (I896), IV, p.8.
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in using the complaint in new ways^^. Lucrece. in which one of 
the most striking features is Lucrece*s complaint and lament, 
accomplishes the depiction of the working and existence of a mind 
over an interval of time. Further, Shakespeare creates the image 
of a considerable external beauty which is also matched and formed 
by that vrithin. The Elizabethans* regard for the beauty of the 
mind appears frequently - in Peele, Whetstone, The Book of the
Courtier. Nenna's discourse on nobility, as well as more notably
2.0in Spenser and Shakespeare's Sonnets . If the regard was more for
an ideal than actuality, it was still powerful. Praise is one
matter, explicit and articulate depiction of the object of praise
another; the second is what Shakespeare - uniquely - achieves.
And that Lucrece was fervently imitated for just its expressive and
non-visual qualities suggests a recognition of its achievement -
21as well as misunderstanding •
But a poem giving a very different impression, Drayton's 
Endimion and Phoebe, shows the same interest. For as well as being
19 The connection has been pointed out by G.R. Hibbard, Thomas 
Nashe. (1962), pp.168-69.
20 Minerva's persuasory speech in The Arraignment of Paris; 
Whetstone, An Heptameron of Civill Discourse (1582), W4^; 
Spenser, Amoretti 79# Epithalamion. 186; Shakespeare. Sonnet 69.
21 For example, I.O., like to some extent Middleton in the Ghost 
of Lucrece. misunderstands the controlled expressiveness; the 
result often verges on the absurd.
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fascinated with external appearances, Drayton is much occupied with 
his "Idea" - whether as his muse, his (ideal) mistress, his "fore­
conceit" (his concept of the poea) or as Phoebe to Endimion (Endimion 
standing for the poet). In any case, the rather mysterious element 
is one which resides in the mind and is perceived by the mind.
Though not described fully, it gives the poem a quality of intellectual 
appeal, of the beauty known by the understanding. In the sense that 
Drayton's verse "is the true image of ... (his) mind"^^, Endimion and 
Phoebe is the image of a quality of mind, and in this sense continues 
the mind's portrayal shown hy Lucrece. Drayton's Englands Heroicall
Epistles (1596-98) in which par excellence the mind is revealed -
23a current definition of a letter was that it set forth the mind - 
confirms his interest. So do, to a lesser extent, his complaints 
like Peirs Gaveston (1593); Matilda (1594), and Robert Duke of 
Normandy (1596).
Lucrece also sets a standard for the period by the way in 
which Shakespeare makes one aware of the passage of time, and matches 
the depicting of the mind with the time through which the mind exists. 
To some extent, the portrayal of a character's consciousness is 
inevitably accompanied by a portrayal of time, since both words and
22 Prefatory sonnet to Idea (1599)*
23 Fulwood, The Enimie of Idlenesse. p.l: "An Epistle ... is
nothing else, but a declaration (by writing) of the mindes of 
such as bee absent ... even as though they were present".
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consciousness exist in time. Shakespeare's tour de force lies in
the fact that he does not say that the hours passed slowly or quickly -
as writers before had done to get round the problem. He enacts
time passing. In English verse before him, only Chaucer has anything 
2hcomparable •
In the Ovidian narratives as a whole, the twofold interest makes 
a world for the poem which is emphatically what Chapman calls " f i c t i v e , 
that is, feigned, created, not matched in actuality. The po«ns, 
axiomatically, imitate worlds, but the imitations follow concepts 
drawn from the poet's mind, or from another artist's mind. Each 
world, therefore, is one for which the poet carries the responsibility; 
and he does so not apologetically or ashamedly but delightedly - 
whether he is Marlowe or Thomas Edwards.
The co-existence in the genre of the two interests and their 
corollaries may at first seem paradoxical, as if each might nullify 
the other. To take the co-existence not as arbitrary or disparate 
but rather as the sign of an underestimated versatility, even 
seriousness of artistic aim, may be a way of doing justice to the 
genre's significance, and of seeing it in perspective.
24 In the Knight's Tale, where narration matches the time the 
pilgrims have to pass.
25 Prefaces to Odysseys, in Poems, ed. P. Bartlett (N.Y., 1941), 
p.407 (hereafter referred to as Poems).
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At the same time, the very nature of the poems means that more 
general issues are involved. Because they are poems and are based 
on myth, or fable (in the sense of "favola"), the Ovidian narratives 
raise the question of what was considered the essentially poetic at 
the time and what the connotations of fiction and fictive verse were. 
Drawing heavily on painter and artifact, they are involved in the 
status of painting relative to that of literature in England at the 
time. Description in then plays a peculiarly important part and 
is prominent in their overall artificiality, and thus leads one to 
ask why description was as it was in the period and as a mode of 
writing what expectations it raised. Because fiction raises the 
question of what imaginative process creates it, Elizabethan concepts 
of imagination are involved. The dual focus of interest in the 
poQjis means that in them the expressive is sought to a special 
degree. When the concepts of art and expressiveness are involved, 
inevitably the focus is also on the rôle of the poet as an artist, 
and what he feels his status to be.
Despite its limited size, therefore, the genre cannot be 
assessed without reference to these wider issues. At the risk of 
shifting the balance too far towards the general scene, I approach 
the Ovidian narratives through a general section. For if the 
general questions are necessary to see the achievement of the 
poems, equally the pornns throw light on the general matters.
The two-way process between a work of art and its context is vital
21.
in this field, especially as in criticism poems of the genre have 
tended to be considered only in the course of wider surveys of poetry 
in the period. The poems naturally have a place in the whole field 
of Elizabethan poetry, of mythological poetry in the Renaissance and 
in the huge amorphous body of Elizabethan narrative verse^^; but in 
such surveys inevitably they tend to be judged by the criteria of 
other better-known kinds of poetry, whereas the genre is distinctly 
sui generis. (A notable exception in criticism is E.S. Donno's 
introduction to her anthology Elizabethan Minor Epics ( I963 ), where 
she takes the poems on their own terms.)
Perhaps the most exalted features of the genre are those of 
art and the artist. Overall therefore it is not surprising that 
Elizabethan attitudes to art are particularly important in exploring 
the character and achievement of the Ovidian narrative.
26 M.C. Bradbrook, Shakespeare and Elizabethan Poetry (1 9 5 1 )*  
Hallett Smith, Elizabethan Poetry (Cambridge, Mass., 1952)*
D. Bush, Mythology and the Renaissance Tradition in English 
Poetry (Minneapolis and London. 1 9 3 2 ); L.R. Zocca. Elizabethan 
Narrative Poetry (New Brunswick, N.J., 1 9 5 0 )*  N. Alexander 
(ed.). Elizabethan Narrative Poetry (I967).
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Chapter I
The context of Elizabethan attitudes to art and descriptive technique
Since the simple impression that the genre gives overall is
that of the writers* regard for art, I take it as the controlling
feature in providing a context and perspective for the poems.
This is to run the risk of appearing to cut them down, and indeed
there are a great many other perspectives available which would do
the genre justice in other ways^; but when overt regard for art
is regarded, as it tends to be today, as the sign of a limitation,
a restricting and even destructive approach is being used to the
poems. The modern meaning of "artificial" remains an obstacle to
appreciation of much Elizabethan art, despite the attention which
2
the shift in meaning has for decades received . A man's apology 
for "unartificialnesmust always seem strange. Inevitably in 
what follows either directly or indirectly the virtues of that 
" excellentest artificiality"*^ in which the Elizabethans delighted 
are being urged. The love of it was, after all, not only for its
1 Indeed, a difficulty is that there are too many, as A.C. Hamilton 
points out in "The Modern Study of Renaissance English Literature: 
A Critical Survey", MLQ.16(1965)» 150-83.
2 Recently John Shearman's Mannerism (Harmondsworth, 196?) > to which 
I am much indebted, offers an excellent re-appraisal of sixteenth 
century art. His book shows how apt the criteria of the visual 
arts can be to Elizabethan literature.
3 Haydocke's preface to the reader before his translation from 
Lomazzo, A Tracte Containing the Artes of curious Paintinge
(Oxford, 1598), f.4\
4 Gabriel Harvey, Pierces Supererogation, in Elizabethan Critical 
Essays, ed. G. Gregory Smith (Oxford, 1904), 11,277.
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ovïn sake but involved a concern for the status of a contemporary 
vernacular literature and the English artist, whatever his particular 
skill.
For in the early 1580s the case for literature had not been 
argued and won. Of poetry which embodied recognition of contemporary 
European achievements there was only a small amount: Wyatt' s and 
Surrey’s, the Shepheardes Calendar of 1579* some of Gascoigne’s.
When Sidney deplores the state and status of poetry in the England 
of his tirae^ , his eloquence sounds sincere, even when allowances 
have been made for the tradition in which he was writing of 
deprecating contemporary literature. Sidney is unique in his 
European outlook both as regards literature and critical ideas 
(as well as painting). But it is highly likely that there was 
knowledge, at any rate in some London circles, of criteria of 
poetry inherited from and currently discussed in Italy; and when 
Englishmen were concerned to establish a national literature which 
would be the peer of that of Italy, France, Spain, the way in which 
they wrote was bound to be influenced by received notions of poetry’s 
excellence and essence. What the Ovidian narratives contributed 
is fairly seen in the light of such criteria.
5 An Apology for Poetry* ed. G. Shepherd (1965); P-131. All 
quotations from the Apology are from this edition.
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The poet’s right to originality and invention had long been 
proclaimed for the Renaissance by Boccaccio. Poetry was to be
expressive, exquisite, the mind’s invention. It proceeded "from
the bosom of God" so that poetic creation echoes divine creation 
without presumptuously rivalling it. Its end was to "veil truth 
in a fair and fitting garment of fiction"^. Thus from the beginning 
of the Italian Renaissance, fiction was legitimised. The importance 
of Boccaccio in English eyes in the sixteenth century is reflected 
not only by Yonge’s translation. Amorous Fiammetta (1587)* the use 
of story material from the Decameron and Gouÿbourne’ s translation of 
the Minf ale Fiesolano around 1598, but by Stephen Hawes’ borrowings 
from the Amorosa Visione and the De genealogia deorum in the Pastime
of Pleasure, where he asserts poetry’s relation to truth and the
n
rôle of the poet’s myths in veiling truth'. Boccaccio’s ideas were 
therefore current in the first part of the century; but in a form 
which emphasised the poet as teacher and moralist - not surprisingly
6 Genealogia Deorum Gent ilium. XIV.7; in Boccaccio on Poetry, 
ed. C.G. Osgood (Princeton, 1930), pp.39-40.
7 See C.W. Lemmi, "The Influence of Boccaccio on Hawes’s Pastime 
of Pleasure". RES, 5(1929); 195-98.
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when one considers that Boccaccio himself was traditionally regarded 
in England more as a philosopher than a poet^. What happens is 
that his thoughts on poetry are reoriented both by the fact of 
Renaissance Italian literary achievements and by sixteenth-century 
Italian critical debates^.
What is crucial is the Italian critics* emphasis on the 
inventive aspect of the essentially poetic - and by implication 
the creative as opposed to the imitative side of imagination.
G.B. Giraldi states that an essential of heroic poetry, the 
marvellous, exists in what appears impossible, in **fittione’* - 
and he cites Ovid*s Metamorphoses to make his p o i n t I t  is 
by his ability to portray fiction that the Poet is called a poet. 
"For by the name of poet we do not wish to say anything other than 
maker. And he is called a Poet not for his versifying, but 
principally for his subject matter in as much as his materials 
come from him, and are made, and pretended, brought into being 
and suitable to Poetry". The creation of new things, he says, 
marks the poet, not his recitation of known things even though he
8 See H.G. Wright, Boccaccio in Engl^ (1957) > Ch.i.
9 B. Hathaway, The Age of Criticism (N.Y., 1962), provides an
excellent survey of the subject.
10 G.B. Giraldi Cinthio, Discorso ... intomo al comporre de i 
romanzi (Venice, 155^)> P*56.
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succeeds in bringing them before the mind’s eye. True poets,
says G.P. Capriano in a passage steeped in comparisons between poet
and painter, should feign their poetry from nothing^^. "La fittione**
is one of the three marks of the perfect poet.
At the same time the critics continue to claim the fable’s
relation to truth, how the poet delights to recount truth under
the guise of the fabulous, "for the which he is called poet, that
is the feigner and imitator of the truth"
Such an aim is accompanied in the best poetry by a style which
embodies enargia. the quality which brings things before the mind’s
eye and gives poetry brilliance. Repeatedly the critics define
13
and praise this vividness ; they found it in the great classical 
models, Homer and Virgil, and in their own poets, Dante, Ariosto.
It was claimed by some as the essential of good poetry, which is the 
view Giraldi controverts above.
11 Della vera poetica (Venice, 1555)» sig.Biv ^  , Bii .
12 A. Lionardi, Dialogi ... della Inventione Poetica (Venice, 155^)»
pp.61-62.
13 Hathaway lists occurrences, p.10. Particularly interesting are: 
G.B. Giraldi Cinthio, op.cit.p.56; G.B. Pigna, I romanzi 
(Venice, 155^), pp.^-51« Tasso, Discorso del ooemo eroico, 
Qpere XII (Pisa, 1823), pp.126, 184.
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But if such criteria made poetry exist quintessentially in
what was visual, a complementary line of thought was that it was
the poet’s prerogative to imitate the inward scene, the conceits
and passions of the soul. In this he was doing what was denied
to the painter whose field was in the vivid depiction of the outward
appearance, though neither artist was excluded from the particular
gift of the other (and indeed Leonardo argued that the best painting
was that which expressed the emotions). Varchi states this clearly
l4in 1549 and again in 1590 . Knowing the Italian view makes Sidney’s
statement of it all the more forceful: from "examples and reasons,
I think it may be manifest that the poet ... doth draw the mind more 
effectually than any other art doth"^^. The unstated concomitant 
is that the authenticity of poetry in a particular language is 
proven, in part, by its success in depicting the mind. Sixteenth- 
century English poetry, when Sidney was writing about 1582, could 
not claim to have shown the mind.
Sidney’s mention of the criterion is the more telling because 
it accompanies emphasis on the fictional, the poet’s dépendance on 
a ^ good i n v e n t i o n T h e  poet, unlike astronomer and historian, 
is not bound by facts; he.
14 B. Varchi, Due Lezioni (Florence, 1549), p.113 ; Lezzioni 
(Florence, 1590), P*5^3*
15 Apology, p.115*
16 Apology, p.124.
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lifted up with the vigour of his own invention, doth grow in 
effect into another nature, in making things either better 
than Nature bringeth forth, or, quite anew, forms such as 
never were in Nature, as the Heroes, Demigods, Cyclops, 
Chimeras, Furies, and such like: so as he goeth hand in
hand with Nature, not enclosed within the narrow warrant of 
her gifts, but freely ranging only within the zodiac of his 
own wit. (17)
This links up with his, and later Puttenham’s, view of the poet
as maker, though it is hard to-day to re-capture the positive
connotations of the word, as with the overtones of "fiction** and
"fictional**, related to them. Not only in Italy was **la fittione"
valued, though it was Italy who gave it its full value for the 1590s,
The phrase **a poetical fiction* tends to be overlooked because it
becomes a commonplace by the end of the century, but is often a
phrase of high regard when used by those interested in poetry.
Warner obviously feels that to work in "a Poeticall fiction** adds
1A
to the invention of his poem . The tern it is true is ambivalent 
for the period in England, but that, for example, E.K. speaks 
disparagingly of a **fiction** in his notes to "June** of the 
Shepheardes Calendar serves to show the contemporary focus on the 
word^^. And anyhow Spenser* s standing in the matter is not as
17 Apology, p.100.
18 Albions England (1589), p.152.
19 It has the spaciousness of many Elizabethan terms, like 
"phantastique**, **wit* (see A. Stein, "On Elizabethan Wit**, 
SEL,1 (1961), 75-91), a quality which was an asset creatively, 
miking up by flexibility and scope for lack of precision.
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strong as one might assume. Drayton’s friend, Reynolds, praises 
him for the Faerie Queene but adds; "some good judgments have wisht 
(and perhaps not without cause) that he had therein beene a little 
freer of his fiction, and not so close rivetted to his Morall"^^.
But for the 1580s, the praise of "fiction** - including uses 
by Sidney in the Apologie - is more a claim on behalf of what poets 
have achieved elsewhere and in other times than of anything in 
current English poetry. Poetry which was onphatically fictional, 
unreal, which dealt with myths and transformations would not 
therefore be regarded as the product of an idle brain (though it 
was bound to come under direct attack from the moralists); it was 
doing something for English which had already been done for Italian 
for example by Boccaccio in the N inf ale Fiesolano as well as later 
by Boiardo and Ariosto - and which needed to be done to prove the 
art. Equally important, it would be asserting and proving the 
position of the artist who carried out in words such fictions.
However, to look at the status of literature in England in 
the 1580s only from the point of view of literary criteria leaves 
out of account its status relative to the visual arts for which, 
in practice (whatever the theory), there was a high regard at the
20 Mvthomystes (c.l632), p.8<
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time, in England as on the Continent# Men who were lettered, 
travelled and also deeply interested in the position of English 
poetry - such as Sidney, Daniel and Puttenham - were a small 
minority# Access to the visual arts was much more widespread#
At one end of the scale there were those who had access to the 
Royal collections and those of great nobl^en; but towards the 
other end of the scale, the ordinary Londoner might have his 
admiration aroused by pageants and their painted trappings, 
tapestries and painted cloths were purchased by merchants, and 
even a tavern might own such a piece^^# Jack of Newbury set up
pp
his gallery - as well as the Earl of Arundel. English parsimony
to painters, such as Haydocke complains of^^, did not lessen
admiration of the art, which went from the initiate’s for painting
24done *’to content the conceit of the judicious** , to ignorant 
admiration. Naive praise combined with the knowledgeable to make 
a climate favourable to visual representation.
21 E. Croft-Murray, in Decorative Painting in Britain 1537-1837» 
Vol. I (1962), describes the distribution of painted work.
22 Deloney, Jack of Newbury (1597)» in Works, ed. J.O. Mann 
(Oxford, 1912), pp.W-42.
23 Preface to The Tracte, f.5^ .
24 Lomazzo/Haydocke, Bk.II, p.l68.
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The situation is highly relevant to certain types of poetry. 
John Shearman comments "Too little appreciated is the extent to 
which the critical language of the arts in the sixteenth century 
was in fact commor|to all of them"^^. The widespread doctrine of 
ut pictura poesis allowed for the transfer of criteria from one 
art to the other, while the achievement of Renaissance painting 
was so demonstrably ahead of that of English poetry - and as 
painting was by Castiglione, for example, established as a 
gentlemanly interest and pastime - that the direction of influence 
was for the time being predictable and inevitable (though in the 
next century the pendulum would swing the other way)^^. The 
influence was especially strong when subject-matter, that of myth, 
was held in common. Elizabethan attitudes to and admiration of 
the visual arts affect their attitudes to poetry - why they valued 
certain effects and what they aimed at.
Admiration went out to the simple as to the sophisticated
27effect. Mimicry delighted - wood carved to represent stone , 
sheep on a tapestry shown "curiously raysed with rawe Silke, like
25 Mannerism, pp.33-34.
26 And Lomazzo advises would-be painters of lions to read Ariosto
(Haydocke, II, pp.81-85).
27 E.g., a muniments chest of c.1590. Burlington Fine Arts Club, 
Catalogue of an ExhiMtion of Late Elizabethan Art (1926),
pl.36.
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pO
unto theyr naturall heayre**^ .^ Tapestry and jewellery allowed
the happy coincidence between the thing imitated and imitation -
such as the amethyst described in the Aethiopica, where stone
represents stone, art and nature meeting^^. Raised embroideries,
of flowers and insects^^, speak an admiration for the illusion of
life which might almost deceive an onlooker - reflected in
u.
literature by frequent citing of anecdotes of trompe 1*oeg.1 effects, 
particularly those of Apelles and Zeuxis^^. Such admiration may 
seem naive and repetitive but, found in attitudes to the visual arts 
and amongst the writers themselves where it came from the visual 
arts, it gave the artist - and hence the poet - a wide field in 
which to create. The way men seemed to be prepared to allow 
wonder to push back and almost out of sight the boundary between 
life and art^^, was a particularly positive asset for a poet writing 
with the half-belief which may be called the Pygmalion complex.
28 Whetstone, An Hept^eron... sig. M4
29 Trans. Underdowne (1569)» f.66 '^ -67''.
30 E.g., a long cushion cover, I565-I6OO, in the Victoria and 
Albert Museum, Accession No. T.80-1946.
31 E.g., Lodge, Rosalynde (1590) J.36'' , Angel Daye, preface to 
The English Secretorie (1586), Meres, Palladis Tamia (1598), 
Sir John Davies, Nosce Teipsum (1599).
32 Even in Sidney, Arcadia (1590), Prose Works, ed. A. Feuillerat 
(Cambridge, 1912), 1,415»
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Artistry over-rode subject-matter: **wee are delighted** says
Meres **in the picture of a viper or a spider artificially enclosed
within a precious jewell*’^ ^. Sidney admits **Oft cruel fights well-
34pictured forth do please**"^  ^ - a regard which partly depends on
seeing difficulty skilfully overcome.
The pleasure of difficulty resolved is one of the reasons for 
the particular degree of admiration accorded to the marvels of 
perspective - combined with the fact that the illusion of a third 
dimension so greatly added to the lifelike effect of an image (one 
of the reasons for the way tapestry could be considered very life­
like is because the folds and hang of the fabric give an actual 
depth to the images). Puttenham, R.D., Hilliard - and later 
Wotton - all praise perspective for the illusion it creates, making 
a third dimension where there were only two^ -^ . Chapman* s, Drayton* s 
and Shakespeare* s references to perspective pictures suggest more 
than naive wonder^^. For the work of art to contain within it
33 Palladis Tamia, in Elizabethan Critical Essays, 11,312.
Also p.309.
34 Astrophel and Stella, 34.
35 Puttenham, The Arte of English Poesie, II.xxv, ed. G. Willcock 
and A. Walker (1936),p.30^ (hereafter referred to as Arte). 
R.D., The strife of Love in a Dreame (1592), f.28'^. His 
translation of the original in the Hypnerotomachia shows a 
characteristic English bias, compared with the free French 
translation (1546). Hilliard, in Walpole Society, 1(1911-12), 
pp.19-20, following Lomazzo (Haydocke, V.i,p.181). Wotton, 
The Elements of Architecture, in Reliquae Wottonianae (I65I)
pp.272-73.
36 Chapman, All Fools (l605),I.i.47-48;QBS,st.3; Eugenia, 172-78; 
Byrons Conspiracy, III.i.49-52. Drayton, Io*s picture in 
Mortjmeriados, Barons Warres; see note in Works,V, note to 
Mortimeriados, 1332-38.
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different images was for art to possess the changeability of life 
itself.
Further, Renaissance perspective invited wonder for its control 
over time. Used to organize a picture, it meant that a variety of 
depths were presented in a single plane which could be taken in by 
the beholder at a single glance, whereas in actual life the beholder 
would have to refocus quickly and successively to see them. The 
sixteenth century knew that "the sight must have time"^? to register 
objects at different distances from the eye. The painter ellipsed 
different moments in time into one apparent moment which despite its 
illusory nature compared with actual experience did have reality in 
being open to one glance of the viewer. The way he overcame time 
by organizing different planes into one painting's surface displayed 
a magical power. It was a kind of accelerated time (like the tales 
of the Metamorphoses ), which Bacon was later to call the greatest of 
natural wonders^®.
37 S. Bateman, Batman uppon Bartholome (1582), f.18.
38 J.F. Nims, in Ovid's Metamophosis; The Arthur Golding 
Translation, 1567 (K.Y., 1965), points out how "Time is 
telescoped in Ovid" (p.xviii). Bacon's comment occurs in 
Svlva Svlvarum (1627), p.81: "Acceleration of Time, in Works 
of Nature, may well be esteemed Inter Magnalia Naturae. And 
even in Divine Miracles, Accelerating of the Time, is next
to the Creating of the Matter."
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The taste for perspectives is, in Plato's terms, phantastic
as opposed to eicastic^^, the latter being an exact imitation of
the object imitated without distortion or alteration in scale.
Sidney gives the terms other meanings^^, but the Elizabethan
preference reflects the debate over phantasia, that is, imagination,
in the period; it was an enchanted glass (a reminiscence of the
magic "prospective glass"), capable of distorting or of rendering
true images^^. A large body of opinion was ready to condonn the
imagination; but despite this, overall the image and the image-
42maker were being up-valued in the period . And for the establish­
ing of the phantasia's rights in literature, painting and the visual 
arts played a vital part.
39 Sophist, 236c; Dialogues, trans. Jowett (ed. of 1964),111,p.385.
40 Apology, p.125.
41 Puttenham, Arte, I.viii, states both sides clearly.
42 Discussed by W. Rossky, "Imagination in the English Renaissance", 
SR, 5(1958),49-73, an extremely useful article; he also 
re-assesses the term "feign" and to some extent "fiction".
I use "phantasia" from now on to denote the imaginative 
faculty; "fantasy" I use in the modem sense of that which 
has little or no bearing on reality.
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Painting, for reasons far from completely logical or moral, 
held a place of special esteem, even affection, in unlikely men. 
Bateman as a "Student in Divinitie" relays a lugubrious catechism 
which establishes a picture as "A glosing treuth" because it dis­
plays objects and living creatures which "are not the very true, 
and selfe same thinges"^^; but elsewhere he gives advice to 
painters on the mixing of colours^. In I6O8, Hakewill sets out 
to expose the "dangerous abuses" of the sense of sight, including 
"the delusion of the eie by painting"; but he contrives to use the 
term "noble" of painting and limning^^.
The reason for this kind of licence was that though painting 
deceived the eye, it was a most delightful deception - sight being 
"so bewitched that its then most delighted, when tis most deceived, 
by shadowings, and landskips, and in mistaking counterfaits for 
truths . Another reason for the licence can be traced through 
Elizabethan terms of admiration. Writers on the whole do not say 
"it looked real" but "it looked life-like". The first suggests 
metaphor, artistic legerdemain as it were in replacing the actual 
by its imitation; the second is simile and only puts two things
43 The Golden Booke of the Leaden Goddes (1577), f .24^ -25 ^ .
44 Batman uppon Bartholome, addition at pp.395-96.
45 The Vanitie of the eie (Oxford, I6O8) ,p.88.
46 Ibid, pp.88-89.
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side by side. The visual image was acceptable so long as it 
remained side by side with what it imitated; when it attempted to 
replace the real it became morally suspicious. The "false Florimel" 
and the gold ivy in the Bowre of Blis are dangerous because they 
replace their live counterparts. On the other hand, a mistress's 
* counterfeit" was acceptable because it was a symbol of her in her 
absence from her lover. One reason for the prominence of the frame 
in pictorial arts and, metaphorically, in literature is that it 
prevents the artifact's elision with actual life.
The painting, although it was autcmatically a fiction, avoided
a certain sort of censure. In the position it made for itself it
offered a glorious example of art expressing whatever the artist
"hath conceaved in his head'*, "the formes of whatsoever can be
47imagined, be it never so straunge in conceits and Idea" '. Thus 
it provided vivid confirmation of what the Italian critics stressed, 
the validity of the inventive imagination, the artist's power to 
create fictions.
A reflection of art-admiration in the literary world appears 
in the great number of book dedications which beg^n by referring 
to the gabled skill of antique painting and painters, in those of
47 Lomazzo/Haydocke, II.xiv,p.6l.
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Saker, Lodge, Greene, Day, Lodowick Lloyd, to mention only a 
48few * Insofar as it becomes a convention, the practice can be 
somewhat discounted. But the writers could have referred to the 
excellence of classical literature, or to the excellence of music. 
The Apelles-type anecdote makes a compact reference and incorporates 
the delicate subject of patronage. Possibly the Elizabethans 
considered a book not so much temporally as to-day - a beginning and 
an end separated in time - but as something itself like a picture, 
framed by title-page and dedications. The excellent picture 
(Austin Saker uses the word of Pygmalion's image) brought alive is 
both a metaphor for the book finding an audience to give it life, 
and a reference to skill and imagination creating a work of art with 
the power of life itself - an idea the Elizabethan poet was able to 
entertain because of the ambiguity of "life'*, meaning "that which 
lives", for example, Hauer's poetry, as well as "that which has 
breath". Further, the writer referred to the painting because 
it needs no apology or preface, but speaks for itself. It is 
eloquent and expressive, but its mode is revelation, not description 
divided by time.
48 A. Saker, Narbonus. The Labervnth of Libertie (1580), where 
he uses the picture analogy from Sigs.A2 ^  to A 4 ;  Howell,
His Devises (1581); Day, The English Secretorie (1586); Greene, 
Morando (l587), Greenes Never too late (1590), for example; 
several works by Lodge; L. Lloyd, The Pilgrimage of Princes 
( 1586) .
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This raises the question of why the mute eloquence of painting 
should have been considered a desirable aspiration of certain sorts 
of poetry. The answer lies in a combination of facts; firstly, in 
the painter's pre-eminence in the 1580s, secondly, in his effective 
advertisement of it, and thirdly, in the extraordinary deference 
in the age to the sense of sight. If there is a certain circularity 
of argument in what follows, it is inevitable since in the period 
arguments for the pre-eminence both of the art and of the sense 
involved a continual cross-reference.
The force of the first two considerations is seen from 
Leonardo's Paragone, his comparison between poetry and painting. 
Though it was never printed in the sixteenth century, its views had 
a wide influence outside his studio, as did his paragons between 
painting and sculpture. Lomazzo's Trattato of 1584, accessible 
to Englishmen though Haydocke did not publish his part-translation 
until 1598, reflects the ideas; Sidney's Apologie contains echoes 
of it, and it must have reached the Sidney-circle through Sidney. 
Hilliard was familiar with it. Sir Anthony Blunt plausibly argues 
that the dialogue between painter and poet in Timon reflects 
Shakespeare's acquaintance with the views of the Paragons
49 "An Echo of the 'Paragons' in Shakespeare", JWI, 2(1939)
260-62.
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Thus there is evidence that the Italian ideas were known in some 
English circles.
Leonardo praises painting for its permanence, its freedom 
from time, its vividness, immediacy and expressiveness and its 
appeal to the imagination-^^. On all counts he finds poetry wanting. 
Above all he emphasises the painter's creativity. "Vath Painting 
the images of Gods are made"^^; "If the painter wishes to see 
beauties that charm him it lies in his power to create thœi"^^.
The painter is semi-divine. Painting, says Lomazzo, "in my smal 
judgment ... is the most divine and excellent arte in the world, 
insomuch as it raaketh the workeman seeme a Demi-god. And these are 
Leon; owne words upon which matter he is very copious"^^.
The ideas pass into French literature. Du Bart as uses the 
painter as an image of the Qeator, and the painting as an image 
of creation^^; the art can frame another nature^^. That creativity
50 Paragone; A Comparison of the Arts, ed.I.A. Richter (1949)
pp.49-71.
51 Ibid, p.77.
52 Ibid, p.51.
53. Lomazzo/Haydocke, II.xiv.p.6l.
54 Week II, Day 1.
55 Week I, Day 6. K. Secular, Natural Magic (Oxford, I965), 
points out that painted landscape as an image of creation is 
used by Reray Belleau, 'Le Pinceau', and by Maurice Sceve in 
Le Microcosme. Shakespeare jokingly refers to the god and 
painter analogy. Loves Labours Lost, V.ii.645—46 (The Complete 
Works, ed. W.J. Craig (reprint of 1955); all quotations from 
the plays and sonnets are from this edition) •
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was so strongly implicit in the painter’s work meant that the 
writer, aiming at manifesting his artistry, was bound, in the 1580s 
and 1590s to turn to the painter, particularly when his subject was 
fictional.
Arguments such as Leonardo's dovetailed with those of the 
third consideration, the primacy of the sense of sight, a ubiquitous 
view in the period, supported by a massive body of opinion and 
reference to philosophy, religion and physiology. The power of 
the idea is conveyed by the discourse of Andre Du Laurens, who 
uses verbal eloquence and much recourse to authority to make his 
point^ . Aristotle valued the sense as that of invention; by 
sight man knows God, by seeing and admiring his works; it is 
excellent because it "performeth his office at an instant", like 
the understanding, "in a moment whirleth round about the world"
It is endowed with light, "the goodliest qualitie that is in the
58whole world"^ . Plato's and Plotinus* opinions are cited, as well
as those of many other authorities.
Earlier in England, Aristotle's opinion is relayed by 
S9Daniel^ . Plato's emanates from The Book of the Courtier.
Echoes of the idea often occur - for example, in Chapman's Ovids
56 Tr. Surphlet, A discourse of the preservation of the sight
(1599), Ch.3.
57 Ibid., pp. 16-17.
58 Ibid, p.18.
59 Preface to The Worthy Tract of Paulus Giovius, Works, ed.A.B 
Grosart (I896), IV, p.16.
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Banquet of Senoe and Day's translation of Daphnis and Chloe^°, 
while Spenser's Fowre Hymnes embody an ecstatic attitude towards 
both light and the sense of sight. Current physiological beliefs 
such as those stated in the encyclopaedic Batman uppon Bartholome - 
which for the most part were based on classical authority — placed 
sight first among the senses^^. It was thought that superior as 
the understanding of course was to any sense, access to it was 
gained first and foremost through sight: if "the finall ende of
images is the understanding, ... the eie is the immediate". 
According to the view of Aristotle, "there is nothing in the under­
standing, which was not first in the sense"
The Bible promised ultimately a vision of God to the faithful; 
St Augustine had written how in the end "sight shall displace faith" 
Religion condoned the visual image as a symbol and hence as an 
effective tool in teaching the ignorant^^. It was the starting-
6bpoint for the religious contemplation taught by St Ignatius Loyola
60 Ovids Banquet of Sence, st.63; Daphnis and Chloe (1586), 
sig. B3 ^
61 Batman uppon Bartholome, f.lS'^ .
62 Lomazzo /Haydocke, II,p.lBO.
63 Quoted by J.A.Mazzeo, Renaissance and Seventeenth-Century 
Studies (1964), p.l.
64 E.H.Gombrich, "leones Symbolicae", JWCI, 11(1948), 163-92. 
Batman uppon Bartholome, f.3-4, summarises the religious 
position with regard to images.
65 Described by L.Martz, The Poetry of Meditation (1954), Ch.l
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Works of Lodge, a convert to Catholicism, such, as the
Prosopopoeia of 1596 reflect the Ignatian method and show rhetoric
as the servant of it. Rhetoric itself had from the classical
treatises emphasised the part played by the eye, especially the
mind's eye. Quintilian reserved his highest regard for the
visionary power of some writers^^. Cicero before him praised a
style of evidenza, and also discussed sight in the context of the
art of memory, since things seen were clearest remembered^
Wilson gives a resume of the art in The Arte of Rhétorique,
an often-reissued book^^. In the course of the summary he
confirms the equation of the term "image" with "picture": "An Image
what it is. / An Image is any picture or shape, to declare some
69certayne thing therby" Memory itself was compared to a
66 De Institutia Oratoria, VII.ii.29, tr.H.E.Butler (Loeb,
1920-22), II, pp.433-35.
67 De Oratore, II.Ixxxvi.351-60, tr.E.W.Sutton and H.Rackham 
(Loeb, 1942), I, pp.465-73. See P.A.Yates, The Art of 
Memory (1966).
68 The Arte of Rhétorique (1553), f.lll'^-l6'^. It is worth 
recording that Sir George Buc, The Third Universitie of 
England (printed as an appendix to Stow, The Annales of 
England, ed. of I615), says that the art of memory is taught 
"within this Universitie of London" (p.988, col.2).
69 The Arte of Rhétorique, f.114 .
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picture or a storehouse of pictures - "un grand tableau", "un
tableau p e i n t in which the spectator cannot see everything at
once. The importance of the association is that for the Elizabeth-
ans the faculty of memory was "The greatest excellencie that can be
in man*^^. Plutarch had praised memory.
The great effect thereof, in preserving and keeping 
things past or rather indeed keeping them whiles they 
be. For to say truely, of that which is once passed 
nothing remaineth nor subsisteth in esse, were they 
actions, word es, or passions; for all things be 
transitory and passe away as soone as they are, because 
time, in maner of a current or streame, carl eth all 
away before it: but this memorative faculty of the 
soule catching hold thereof I know not how, and staying 
it from slipping away, giveth an imagination of essence 
and being to those things, which in trueth are not. (72)
So to the Elizabethan it stood between a man and "bestial
oblivion", the "misery of darke for g et fulnes s e "73 ; "the next thing
that approcheth immortalitie is memorie, and so nigh that if a man
could but remember the end of thinges, he should never taste death,
but he should live for ever"^^. Lloyd states memory's value at
the beginning of his book: "What is fame then, but a memorie of
things past?
70 Simon Goulart, commentary to La Sepmajlne (Geneva, 1588), p.557; 
Hamlet (I.v.98) speaks of "the table of my memory".
71 L. Lloyd, The Pilgrimage of Princes (1586), f #139'^  •
72 Tr. P. Holland, The philosophie, commonly called, the morals
(1603), p.13^3.
73^ ' Hamlet, IV.iv.40; Daniel, Musophilus (1599) ,1.352, Poems, ed.
Sprague (reprint of 19^5), p.79*
74, The Pilgrimage of Princes, f.l39 
75 Ibid. f.5
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It is not fortuitous that this looks forward to Shakespeare* s 
'•remembrance of things past" (Sonnet 30). The Sonnets, above all 
of the age, are concerned with poetry's rble in immortalizing. 
Daniel's share the interest and in Delia 34 he explicitly brings 
together painting and the poet's power;
When Winter snowes upon thy golden heares.
And frost of age hath nipt thy flowers neere;
When darke shall seeme thy day that never cleares,
And all lyes withred that was held so deere.
Then take this picture which I heare present thee.
Limned with a Pensill not all unworthy: (?6)
Heere see the giftes that God and nature lent thee;
Heere read thy selfe, and what I suffred for thee.
This may remaine thy lasting monument.
Which happily posteritie may cherish;
These collours with thy fading are not spent;
These may remaine, when thou and I shall perish.
If they remaine, then thou shalt live thereby;
They will remaine, and so thou canst not dye.
Continuance in time becomes for the 1590s perhaps the most 
potent attribute of the image rendered in the visual arts, 
especially in painting, free from the major causes of decay in
tapestry, and its ability to create the illusion of depth touched
with more magic than sculpture. It gives the final perfection 
in a paradise: "... variable flowers like a painting, remaining
alwaies unhurt, with thir deawie freshnesse, reserving and holding
76 "Pensill'* in the period meant paint-brush.
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their colours without interdict of time"'^ ’^. The Ovidian narratives 
draw on the time-picture link in many ways.
That there was widespread and deep regard for the visual 
arts at the time, as for the sense of sight, and that the picture 
criterion found its way into a variety of disciplines is therefore 
plain. But a specific reason why the Ovidian narratives in part­
icular are so affected by it is because of the techniques of 
description developed in Elizabethan rhetoric books and because 
of the dépendance of the poems on description. Established 
patterns for structure taken over from oratory start with exordium, 
then proceed to narratio. The Ovidian narratives notably omit 
any exordium or introduction (compared with, say, Sackville's 
Induction), plunging straight into a stoiy, and thereby narratio 
is made to perform the function of exordium. When an elaborate 
description stands at or very near the opening of the poems, 
current ideas about a set description colour the poems from the 
start. Description possessed a general as well as a precise 
meaning in the period. As demonstratio, for example, it denoted 
a vivid word picture of an object, place or person. Another 
school of thought argued that "bothe in every Oracion, made upon
77 R.D., The strife of Love in a Dreame (1592), f.91 •
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a Fable, all thynges therein conteined, are lively described"78^
A number of rhetoric books - by, for example. Sherry, Day - 
happily grant both definitions, while even Puttenham includes 
countenance, personification, time, place and action in the precise 
sense of descriptio. E.K. praises the tale of the oak and briar 
in "February" of the Shepheardes Calendar, as told "so lively and 
so feelingly, as if the thing were set forth in some Picture before 
our eyes, more plainly could not appeare". Thus there was latitude 
to equate description and narration, and though this might not be 
done, the fluidity of the terminology meant that the different 
meanings would interact and colour each other.
The distinctive feature about description in the rhetoric 
books depends on the terms descriptio, hvpotiposis, icon and simile, 
and the quality of enargia. They inherited from classical writers 
on rhetoric the ideal of lustre and brilliance in style - over and 
above clarity - qualities which seem to set the fact before the 
eyes, appealing to the sight over the understanding. Quintilian 
makes it clear that enargia basically proceeds from a degree of 
imaginative power, that it can be transmitted in words by ornament - 
simile, metaphor or icon - or by detailed word-pictures, "ocular 
demonstration" or hypotiposis, and he cites the stormed town and
78 R. Rainolde, A booke called the Foundacion of Rhetorike (I563), 
f.51^ *''' . The debate goes back to the classics.
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its sack as a suitable subject for the last^^. "Though the 
attainment of such effects is, in my opinion, the highest of all 
oratorical gifts, it is far from difficult of attainment. Fix 
your eyes on nature and follow her"^^. The Elizabethans arrive 
at rather a different injunction.
Tracing the terras from Sherry (1550) to Puttenham (1589) 
one becomes aware of how relatively unfixed they are at first, 
and of a genuine development, an increasing certainty as to their 
use. There are certain constants. "Description" is always the 
setting forth of a thing as if we saw it (and the sack of a town 
is frequently mentioned as a good subject to use it on) ; and a 
distinction, sometimes imprecise but always firm, is maintained 
between descriptio and the other figures of simile and icon.
Briefly, the progression is as follows. Wilson cites 
description (under Illustris explanatio). and similitude; separately 
he mentions "Imago*, "that is so saie an Image" - he is Englishing
Op
As elsewhere he equates image and picture, the painterly 
concept is latent in the term from the start.
79 De institutia oratoria, V.xi.22-23 (Loeb,II,pp.283-91), VIII.ii, 
iii,vi, especially ii.61-82 (Loeb,III,pp.245-57)•
80 Ibid, VIII.iii.71.
81 After Quintilian, for example Wilson, Rainolde, Sherry, Peacham.
82 The Arte of Rhétorique, f.95"^ ,T.100 f.lll
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Sherry at first (1550) equates enargia with description^^.
In 1555 he distinguishes between description and demonstratio . 
The first so sets a thing before "the Readers eyes, that it semeth 
not to be told, but to be done; & the reader not to here it, but 
se it". The second is so plain and copious an expression of a 
subject "that the reader, semeth to see it before his eies, as 
though it wer livelye paynted in a table" (that is, a painting)^^. 
Thus painting as a paragon of vivid expressiveness enters the 
topic. Sherry elsewhere brings together "Image" and 
"similitude .
Peacham (1577) is most explicit about hypotiposis: a kind
of "discription" so vivid "that it seemeth rather paynted in 
tables, then expressed with wordes*^^. It is a painting out 
of "each thing in his due collour", as "the cunning Paynter 
paynteth all manner of thing es most lyvely, to the eyes of the 
beholder" - and a hectic example of a painted crowd scene follows.
83 A treatise of Schones & Tropes (1550), sig. E l .
84 A Treatise of the Figures of Grammer and Rhetorike (1555)- 
He defines description twice, f.xliii and f.xlv ^ .
85 Ibid, f.xlv ^ .
86 Ibid, f.liii .
87 The Garden of Eloquence (1577), sig. O i i .
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Related figures of prosographia (the feigned person) and 
pragmatographia (the feigned action or event) are given in equally
QO
strong painterly terms . Where Quintilian had prescribed the 
natural model, the Elizabethans in effect urged the writer to keep 
his eye on the painter and follow him. And **Image** or ^Icon** is 
equally biased to the painter, Peacham using the phrases to •• paint 
forth*, •• paint out*»^ .^ His example, though it is a set of similes 
to represent a woman, refers to a set of colours and qualities; 
it is painterly in that it shows the colour the painter uses, but 
it does not display the sum of the colours, the complete picture.
When Angel Day gives examples of hypotiposis in his Tropes and 
Figures, they are a mixture of icon and metaphor^^; but in 
expounding the "Letter Descriptorie** in the 1586 English Secretorie, 
he gives a remarkable example of Elizabethan hypotiposis, which, 
set near the beginning of a popular and often reprinted letter- 
manual, was probably influential. As it is an illuminating example 
of the painter-poet analogy, with an interesting early usage of 
"Lantskip**. I quote it in full. The force of the term
88 Ibid, sig. Oii , Oiii , Oiv ^ .
89 Ibid, sig. Uii ^ .
90 Tropes and Figures$ in The English Secretorie (1595), p.97.
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"Descriptorie"
comprehenâeth chiefly a narration thorough out, in which is 
contayned (by laing out the several partes thereof) a perfect 
and playn demonstration or description of any thing; In these 
sorts of Epistles, the excellencie of the writer, and paynter 
concurreth in one, who the more that eche of them studieth by 
perfection, to touche all thinges to the quieke, by so 
muche the more nearer doe they both aspire, to that exquisite 
kinde of cunning, that in eche of these differences, is 
absolutely to be required. The curious paynter in drawyng 
a perfect peece of Lantskip, presenteth many thinges unto the 
eye, the conceite whereof is marvellous, for wyth great 
admiration we doe there seeme to beholde, the most pleasaunt 
and goodly vailles: woodes hye, and decked with stately trees 
(some toppes wherof the winde seemeth to wreathe and turne at 
one side) then goodly rivers, hye wayes, and walkes, large 
situate and hie d i ming hilles and mountaynes, far prospectes 
of Cities, Steeples, and towres, ships sayling on seas, and 
waves blowne up aloft, the element cleere, fayre, and 
temperate, with some shining beames shadowing, and spreading 
over all these, wherein seemeth the delight so rare, and 
climate so perfect, as verye desire provoketh a man to gaze 
of it, as a thing in present life, and moste certayne viewe. 
And doe I pray you, our excellent writers degenerate at all 
from any part of these? ... (9l)
The writer's emulation of the painter has entered the subject, the
passage hinting at a genuine rivalry, not a writer obeying a given
standard as in Peacham. Day's account itself attempts to replace
a painting with words, and displays two strains of admiration,
that for the painter's skill in achieving illusionistic effects
91 The English Secretorie (1586), p.42. Day's use of the term
"landscape" is twelve years earlier than the first usage recorded 
in the HED. His passage is also interesting as it describes 
landscape existing as a genre in its own right at a time when, it 
has been said, there was no such concept of landscape painting in 
England (H.an^k.Ogden, English Taste in Landscape in the Seven­
teenth Century (Am^rbor, 1955)V p.8). Could Day be following an 
actual landscape painting, or engraving of one, for example, one 
of Hieronymus Cock's engravings, of around 1555> after Bruegel's 
landscape drawings?
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and that for his ability to touch things to the quick. The 
second is the greater; imaginative penetration controls technical 
skill. In fact the passage shows in miniature how the imagination’s 
rights in poetry were won in part by the eye. The neo-Platonic
concept of the artist provided the argument; the outright pleasure 
in illusionistic painting provided much of the power.
Ironically the example Day chooses to bring home the vividness 
within the power of the artist is most likely that of an ideal 
landscape; this illustrates how it was the artist’s vision which 
conferred value and brilliance, not the power of nature, and how 
the idea of the artist creating an other, golden world ("delight 
so rare, and climate so perfect”) entered England by more than 
one route.
Puttenham clarifies the two distinct strains of descriptive 
technique which have been developing. One is hypotiposis. "the
count erf ait representation’*, the other "Similitude or Resemblance”,
92each category containing several sub-categories^ . The passage 
is important on several counts. His hypotiposis invokes both the 
Renaissance painting and the inventive imagination. It is the 
setting forth of
92 The Arte, p.238 and p.240.
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many things, in such sort as it should appears they were 
truly before our eyes though they were not present, which 
to do it requireth cunning; for nothing can be kindly 
counterfeit or represented in his absence, but by great 
discretion in the doer. And if the things we covet to 
describe be not naturall or not veritable, then yet the 
same axeth more cunning to do it, because to faine a 
thing that never was nor is like to be, proceedeth of a 
greater wit and sharper invention than to describe things 
that be true.
Behind this lies the newly acquired English knowledge and 
admiration of three-dimensional effects in art, the **counterfait 
representation” of perspective, which is neither "veritable” nor 
"truely in fact”; and behind it too lies the increasing value 
attached to making fictions in art, with their connotation of 
creativity and difficulty overcome. But, though later he finds 
plenty of contemporary examples to expound the amplifying, 
beautifying and painterly effects of simile (including icon) with 
the enargia such ornament brings, to illustrate hypotiposis he turns 
to Chaucer and Homer. Examples of description which in a contemp­
orary English revealed an object with a kind of transparency and 
completeness were not to hand. The more exacting challenge of 
hypotiposis. both linguistically and imaginatively, had not been 
met by the 1580s.
The theory is relevant to the Ovidian narratives in several 
ways. It throws light on the poets’ methods, for although one 
cannot imagine Marlowe or Shakespeare "following the rules’*.
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they were inevitably affected by such widely held views. Inter­
estingly, even when Shakespeare appears to use hypotiposis of the 
natural, as in Adonis* horse - "Round-hoof*d, short-jointed, 
fetlocks shag and long ...”93 _ the perspective is actually that 
of art, for the preceding stanza runs:
Look when a painter would surpass the life 
In limning out a well-proportion * d steed.
His art with nature's workmanship at strife.
As if the dead the living should exceed:
So did this horse excel a common one.
In shape, in courage, colour, pace and bone. (94)
If one function of the next stanza is to show the difference between
flesh and blood creatures such as the horses which follow their
natural instincts while Adonis (unnaturally) spurns Venus, another
function is the demarcation of the poem's world from the actual
world since the horse outdoes a natural horse (and even the best
painting of a horse) • The theory also has a bearing on the long
Troy-cloth description in Lucrece^^. Its continual emphasis on
how excellent description can as good as replace the actual object
has a touch of the magical regard for art, as though it could come
alive. When books as pedestrian as those on rhetoric implicitly
set forth the idea, not surprisingly it becomes more marked in
93 Venus and Adonis. 293-98.
94 Ibid, 289-94.
95 See below, p. 2.3/.
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poetry. Puttenham by his very omission hints at one achievement 
of the Ovidian narratives. Though his book does not actually 
state the value attached to description as a mark of poetic 
excellence throughout the Elizabethan period, there is evidence 
elsewhere of this fact. Sackville is particularly praised for 
his ” d i s c r i p t i o n s " 9 ^ ;  e .K. draws attention to those of the 
Shepheardes Calendar in his gloss on "December”; Goulart is quick 
to point out the beauty, elegance and inspiration of those of Du 
Barbas in Les Sepmaines. Lodge has Glaucus say "Confounded with 
descriptions I  must leave t h e m ' ^ 7  _ his store of words and invention 
is inadequate before Scilia's beauty. To convey a marvellous 
sight is by the theory of the time - which the Elizabethans 
inherited from the Continent - to prove verbal skill, imaginative 
penetration and inventiveness, artistry in all its important 
aspects.
Nothing illustrates the attitude better than a few words of 
Boccaccio's compared with Yonge's paraphrastic translation of them. 
The subject is a tournament in L'Amorosa Efammetta;
96 The Mirrour for Magistrates, ed. L.3. Campbell (Cambridge, 1938), 
prose 22, p.318.
97 Lodge's Scillaes Metamorphosis, st.54.
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Quai lingua si d'eloquenza splendida, o si di vocaboli 
eccellenti faconda sarebbe quella, ohe interamente potesse 
i nobili habit, et di varieta pieni narrare ... (98)
Yonge's version reads;
What tongue is there, be it never so famous for golden 
eloquence, and choyse words, or witt, never so much commended 
for excellent sentences & exquisite invention, that coulde 
perfectlye or perticulerlye set te downe the Noble and 
gorgeous Habittes, and the sundrye brave sûtes of apparrell,
(as pleasaunt for varietye, as wonderfull for magnificence) 
which was seene there? (99)
Of course there is a tongue to do justice to the elaborate descript­
ions which Boccaccio tactfully went on to devise, and it is English, 
and Yonge's. But his verbosity is not simply a fault; it is 
exuberance, even triumph, at the capacity to produce and handle 
words. The poetic description, disciplined and accomplished, 
was far more of a linguistic and artistic triumph. Greene in 
1590 sets out a "description” of a palmer: "A hat of straw like
a swaine .../... With a scollop shell before: /Sandalls on his feet 
he wore, /Legs were bare, armes u n c l a d I t  is vivid; but is 
of what by convention would be called real life. The description 
which reall^ T- proved artistic excellence was that of the masque-
98 L'Amorosa Fiammetta (Venice, 1545), IV, f.59
99 Amorous Fiammetta. f.66 .
100 Greenes Never too late (1590), pp.1-2.
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figure, the temple, the fountain, the tapestry - but all, whatever 
hints and details the poets included, such as had no actual 
prototypes in waking life. It is of this type that the Ovidian 
narratives displayed such a rich collection.
Yet the very pursuit of excellent description in the period 
emphasised the limitation of verbal art in relation to the concept 
of an ideal and total revelation. The more developed the language 
in the hands of a writer, and the more he was capable of brilliant 
extensive descriptions which rendered their subject fully, the 
more such writing became discursive, and debarred from the 
instantaneity of the painting, able to be itself, to show its 
subject fully rendered, without recourse to words. This is one 
reason why the Elizabethans use so much icon and simile, and why 
they seek the quality of enargia. with its visual impact; such 
figures, sufficiently well done, could be thought of as by-passing 
words. The effort on the one hand to develop and display the 
resources of the language and on the other to overcome the diffused 
impression of extent is one of the reasons for the richness of 
poetry in the 1590s, and particularly in the Ovidian narratives.
Seen from this angle, they have a vital part to play.
Drawing on artifact and painting, they create non-existent worlds 
in the first place typically by description; yet at the same time 
they display an interest in what is denied the painter, depiction 
of the mind, hence of time. By their medium, words and their mode
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of functioning, they appeal to the understanding as the picture
cannot; and if "before these images can come to our understanding,
101they bee first in the eie: that is, they must first be seene” ,
the eye of the mind is as powerful as the actual eye. More than 
with any other poetic genre of the period it lay with them, within 
a compact length, to compass the variety of aims which would show 
the poet an artist equal with the painter, and at the same time 
to develop the distinctive potential of the essentially poetic.
And to borrow the analogy of oratory in law, if the successful 
lawyer was he who seemed to make his hearers see before their 
very eyes the case he eloquently argued, the poetry which would 
most effectively argue its case would be that which seemed to set 
its subject-matter before the eyes of its audience. Such poetry 
was the Ovidian narrative.
101 Lomazzo/Haydocke, II, p.180.
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Chapter II
The poems* relation to their social setting and certain traditions 
A point the preceding survey shows is how critical awareness 
and knowledge of theory as regards poetry's (and painting's) 
excellence was, in England, far ahead of actual achievements.
This may explain why the Ovidian narrative sprang into existence 
fully formed. Lodge's Scillaes Metamorphosis was completed only 
a short time before Marlowe's Hero and Leander. the most dazzling 
poem of all, was written. The scope for talk of development of 
or in the genre is practically nil. But to see the poems in their 
setting, and to trace affinities - and sometimes debts - between 
certain traditions, art-forms and the poems is a means of exploring 
their character and their achievement. For insofar as the poems 
display a high regard for expressiveness, it is that of a variety 
of other art-forms, not a naturalistic standard.
i. The social context.
The social setting of the genre was predominantly that of 
the Inns of Court; and although the Inns had such a long-standing 
reputation as the ground of both poets and poetry that to cite their
6o.
importance may seem no more than a truism^, the Ovidian narratives 
and their writers, with one or two exceptions, have particularly 
close links with the environment.
Lodge, "of Lincolnes Inne Gent”, dedicates his 1589 volume 
to "his especiall good friend Master Raph Crane, and the rest of 
his most entire wellwillers, the Gentlemen of the Innes of Court 
and Chauncerie*. Shakespeare* s Venus and Adonis and Lucrece are 
dedicated to the Earl of Southampton (entered at Gray*s Inn before 
1589); and there are a number of occasions when Shakespeare was
p
associated with the Inns . Drayton* s name occurs in a list of 
young men at the Inns^, and his friendship with Lodge was 
acknowledged on both sides^. Chapman and Marston were members in 
the 1590s^. Thomas Edwards though unidentified has at least 
plausibly been associated with Inns circles , and "T. Cutwode**,
1 E.g., in his Thy estes (I56O), Jasper Heywood tells Seneca how 
many poets there are to undertake the translation "In Lyncolnes 
Inne and Temples twayne,/Grayes Inne and other mo” (The Preface,
2 Leslie Hot son, Shakespeare's Sonnets Dated (19^9), The First 
Night of Twelfth Night (1954). Mr W H (Ï9é4). See also G.M. 
Young, "Shakespeare and the Termers", Proc.Brit.Acad..33 (1947), 
81-99.
3 W. Covell, Pollmanteia (1595), ed.A.B. Grosart (1881),p.38.
4 **My Goldey" in Drayton's Endimion and Phoebe; Lodge's admiration 
for Drayton's "nines and threes'* in Epistle 59 A Fig for Momus
(1595).
5 John Marston, a member of the Middle Temple from c.1594 to I606. 
See R.E. Brettle, "John Marston, Dramatist. Some New Facts about 
his Life", MLR.22(1927).7-14. For the known facts concerning 
Chapman, see M.MacLure, George Chapman (Toronto, I966).
6 C.M. Stopes, "Thomas Edwards, Author of 'Cephalus and Procris*, 
'Narcissus'", MLR,16(1921),209-23.
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shown by Dr Hotson to be Tallboys Dymoke, was entered at Lincoln's 
Inn in 1584^. Dr Hotson finds mention in a Dymoke lawsuit of a 
1590 piece by Tallboys, "Faunus his Four Poeticall Furies'*, of which 
the fourth part was "the metamorphosis”. Daniel's name is linked 
with the Dymokes by a I60I lawsuit, and it is known he travelled 
abroad with Sir Edward Dymoke, the Queen's Champion, in the 1580s
o
and possibly the 1590s .
It has been argued that the initiator of the genre is Thomas
Watson - whose Amyntas. ” paraphrastically'* translated by Fraunce
in 1586, was very popular^. The evidence is convincing - though
scarcely illuminating for the nature of the poems - and the Amyntas
poems must have been of at least general importance to Lodge, who
10mentions Watson and Fraunce together . The two had been members 
of the Inns - Fraunce of Gray's Inn - and prefatory poems to 
Watson's Hekatompathia (1582) suggest a group of friends with a
7 L. Hotson, **Marigold of the Poets", RSL.n.s..17(1938).47-68.
8 M. Eccles, "Samuel Daniel in France and Italy", SP, 34 (1937), 
148-67.
9 W. Staton, "The Influence of Thomas Watson on Elizabethan 
Ovidian Poetry", SR, 6(1959), 243-50.
10 Dedication to Phillis (1595).
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strong literary interest, centring on the Inns. Lodge therefore
shared with them something of the same audience and the same
tradition. Watson's high literary standing has been shown by
Mark Eccles, who also finds good evidence for friendship between
11
Watson and Marlowe . In particular, the initials C.M. attached
to a dedication of Watson's Amintae Gaudia are Marlowe's who
commends this "'Posthumus Amyntas' to the protection of the
12
Countess of Pembroke" . Watson's connection with Walsingham
substantiates his link with Marlowe, whose name is thus also
brought into the particular circles from which the genre came.
The society was one in which invention and conceit were
highly prized, a society of "witty blasé gentlemen-students":
"satirical young men who scorn the sentimentality and the happy
endings so dear to the v u l g a r W e b b e  praises them snobbishly
but singles out their "many rare devises, and singuler inventions 
14of Poetrie" . Dymoke plays on conceit and good self-opinion in
11 M. Eccles, Christopher Marlowe in London (Cambridge, Mass. ,1934)
12 Ibid, p.163.
13 L. Hotson, Shakespeare's Sonnets Dated, p.48. For the Inns in 
general, see A.W. Green, The Inns of Court and Early English 
Drama (1931); Stow, A Survey of London l603. ed. C.L. Kingsford
(Oxford, 1908),I,pp.76-77; Sir Georg Buc, The Third Univers it ie 
of England (Stowe's Annales, ed. of I6I5).
14 A Discourse of English Poetry, in Elizabethan Critical Essays. 
I,p.244.
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his preface to Caltha Poetarum in such a way as to suggest it was 
an essential characteristic of the type of poetry he was writing 
and of the society to which the poetry was oriented. "Singuler 
invention” and a "conceited” mind were invaluable for writing 
poetry on myth.
The society makes it possible to define a little more closely 
what the young men felt they were writing in the Ovidian narrative 
and with what aim. As a genre it was not pastoral, though it had 
some pastoral e l e m e n t s ^ T h e  use of myth might have suggested 
allegorical meanings and "sentences morall, /Closed in shadowe of 
speeches pastorall”, but true pastoral did not ”speake in tearmes 
gay and rhetoricall”^^ as the Ovidian narratives did. They were 
the equivalent of pastoral, though, in that the young man was, 
typically, setting out his claim to be a poet. Thus Lodge speaks
15 See Hallett Smith, Ch.I. Endimion of course is a shepherd. 
Daphnis and Chloe is always in the background - especially 
as Longus explains its origin to have been a picture (given
in Amyot's translation; Day omits the preface). For kinship 
between Ovid's ideas of transience and permanence, and pastoral, 
see E. Panofsky, "Et in Arcadia Ego", in Philosophy and History. 
Essays presented to E. Cassirer, ed. Klibansky and Paton 
(Oxford, 1936), pp.243-44.
16 Eglogues of Alexander Barclay, tr. from Aeneus Silvius, ed.
B. mite (EETS, o.s. 175, 1928), p.3.
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of his "unperfit pooms”, his first appearance as a poet although he 
had published before, including works containing some verses. His 
example was far less influential than Shakespeare's, who spoke of 
Venus and Adonis not only deprecatingly as his "unpolisht Pamphlet'*, 
but as "the first heir of my invention”. Dunstan Gale, Thomas 
Heywood, Thomas Edwards, Anthony Chute and I.Û. all adopt the 
convention. That it is the authors of the obscurer examples of 
the *'smal Poome'*^ *^  who imitate him in introducing themselves and 
their poetic progeny in this way shows how widely it was recognised 
as the start to a (hoped-for) poetic career. Professor Bradbrook
has discussed how Venus and Adonis probably operated in raising
18 ]Shakespeare's standing as a writer ; the tribute of a writer |
like Barnfield shows how effectively Venus and Adonis and Lucrece
established his poetic fame in the eyes of his contemporaries:
Shakespeare "mose Venus, and whose Lucrece (sweete, and chaste)
19/Thy Name in fames immortall Booke have plac't" . There was, at 
least superficially, a certain suitability about the Ovidian
17 Spenser, preface to Muiopotmos.
18 M.C. Bradbrook, "Beasts and Gods ..." ^ , 1 5  ( 1962),62-72.
19 Poems, ed. M. Summers (1936), p.131.
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narrative for making a poetic début. It was not expected to be more
than pamphlet length; the writer's subject and treatment of it
could be supported by his modesty in embarking on a minor matter
before risking one more serious ("young men should write and inure
20
themselves in smaller matters”) ; the style of the fashion was
highly rhetorical, so that the would-be poet had good opportunity
to show off his art before a display-loving audience. The preface
of a man like Thomas Edwards shows how the form and subject-matter
21epitomised the poetic for him .
The suitability of the genre to first fruits of poetic invention 
emphasises how far it was from being regarded as heroic or epic 
poetry. The stature and ambitions of The Faerie Queene dwarf it.
No writer of an Ovidian narrative claims to be emulating an Italian 
example, as Spenser set out to rival Ariosto. A little piece like 
Lodge's Scillaes Metamorphosis is by comparison scarcely more than 
a puff to the writer's reputation. What marks The Faerie Queene 
off as heroic poetry, even more than its length and Spenser's 
artistic aims, is its commitment to moral ends. Spenser is on the
20 Pollmanteia, ed. Grosart, p.34.
21 Poems, ed. W. Buckley (1882), pp,4-5,
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side of vii*tue and of art used to good ends# Shakespeare's Venus 
he would have made an example of immoderation in love.
Nor was the genre lyrical, for even if narrative was played 
down it was still an important element in the poems. The poets 
do not convey personal and emotional involvement; Lodge's narrator 
claims to be love-sick and in despair, but does not seem to want to 
impress us with the reality of his Œiotions, any more than Lodge is 
interested in making his audience feel sorry for wounded Cupid in 
stanza 21. Spenser's Prothalamion shows the difference, for he 
too has a narrator walking sadly by an English river, brings myth 
into the poem and like Lodge writes with much art; but the 
Prothalamion communicates a real sense of sadness. It is in that
sense lyrical. The Ovidian narrative was not lyrical in the sense 
of recording a moment or mood; and music was no element in its 
presentation.
Nor was tee Petrarchan as the Elizabethan sonnets were. The 
Inns of Court men were young and vain. Though one part the young 
man had to pl%r was that of the sonneteer, deep in love with a 
mistress intermittently or continually cruel, there were other 
parts he might try out, at least in the mind and in verse, and in 
something of a spirit of revolt against Petrarchan woman-worship.
In the Ovidian narratives the young man is frequently wooed by the
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woman - Adonis by Venus, Endimion hy Phoebe# Oenone is forced to 
plead her case with Paris# Even though Leander first approaches 
Hero, the frailty of her position and her vulnerability to her 
emotions make Leander at times the wooed, as he is by Neptune#
The idea that a young man should be courted by a woman of beauty 
and perhaps high standing and that he should keep his superior 
dignity by refusing her suit was flattering if unlikely in real 
life.
Still, even though the balance of power might favour the
t
young man, it did not mean the woman's role was used satirically 
against her, nor was it the butt of cruelty. Marlowe and those
who imitated his gnomic lines, such as "Like untun'd golden strings
. 22 
all women are, /VJhich long time lie untoucht, will harshly jarre” ,
use the proverb for its worldly-wise tone and for the opportunity
23
it offers of concealing a personal point of view ; the pamphleteer's 
anti-feminine theme had apparently no interest for the young poets 
when they practised Ovidian narrative. But if the pleader was a 
woman it gave novelty to the theue of love, and allowed a vigorous 
renovation of the tradition of debate.
22 Marlowe's Hero and Leander, 1,229-30#
23 On this last point, see below, p. 14-/.
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Thus, when it comes to finding a name for the genre, there is
none to hand; the form turns out to be one which, drawing on many
literary forms and patterns, cannot be identified with any of them.
At the time, it was not in the centre of literary attention, except
insofar as it brought certain poets fame, ary more than it was central
as regards popular audience demands; for there was no existing
English theory to cover it, only certain criteria from abroad about
the nature of the essentially poetic, and the recognition in the
1590s that it was poetry in an essential way. Nor was theory
developed to include it; there is no evidence that the Elizabethans
24
knew of or used the term "epyllion” . Spenser simply calls
Muiopotmos a "smal Po'éme”, Shakespeare calls Lucrece a pamphlet.
From Middleton's Father Hubburds Tales it seems that something like
25
the pamphleteering poet was recognized ; but this provides no 
name. As likely a phrase as any would have been "an excellent
poetical invention” which is obviously not a part of critical
?6
terminology. "Eligiacall historié'* covers Lucrece and
24 The aptness of the term has been discussed by, e.g., P.W. Miller, 
"The Elizabethan Minor Epic", ^,55 (1958) ,31-38, and W. Allen, 
same issue, 515-18» See Elizabethan Minor Epics, p.6.
25 See below, p. IS"!.  ^  ^^ __
26 Nashe, The Unfortunate Traveller, Works, ed. R.B.McKerrow
(Oxford, new ed. 1958) ,11,292.
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theoretically Hero and Leander: but what name could there be for
a poem like Lodge's Scillaes Metamorphosis which has touches of 
romance, tragedy and comedy but an attitude to them which makes 
such categories inapplicable. "Ovidian narrative” seems the 
nearest one can get.
Because it came into being as the result of a unique combination
of conditions in London - both literary and social - the genre had,
inevitably, something of the ephemeral about it. That it became
fashionable, and fed the fashion it created, meant that it as quickly
went out of fashion. It was open to attack on many grounds: hy
the church, because of its moral irresponsibility, by the snarling
critic because it was new and successful, by writers themselves
because the extreme stylistic features lent themselves to parody.
Metamorphosis could quickly become absurd, as it is in the Narcissus
27
play of 1602, and in Father Hubburds Tales ; it is hard to believe 
that some of the exaggerated word-play on "metamorphosis'* in 
Tourneur's The Transfoimd Metamorphosis is not deliberate parody.
If the genre was, in these circumstances, subject to severe 
limitations, it also derived considerable advantages from its 
position. It was new and therefore, like the print earlier in
27 Narcissus (l602), ed.M.L. Lee (1893),11.735-39. Father Hubtords 
Tales. Works, ed. Dyce (1840), V. 585«
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28
Europe , was able to pioneer new qualities in art, creating its
own decorum, and carrying off what it undertook by its indisputable
virtuosity. It was small and therefore able, like the Renaissance
bronze, to encompass gracefully - or on its own terms - what would
29have been grotesque - even repulsive at times - on a larger scale .
It was like the border elements in a tapestry. In the Sheldon 
30
tapestry maps , for example, the central area echoes known English 
counties; the visual language, though stylised and simplifying, 
renders what actually exists. It depends for its acceptance, like 
the more serious, ambitious, and hence substantial, contemporary 
Elizabethan literature, on a plausible imitation of known life and 
place. In the border the situation is different; there the 
designer is free of any necessity to imitate the here-and-now, and 
instead can develop the grotesque, fanciful, or mythical, mix his 
materials, to offer not merely visual counterfeits but visual 
fictions. Thus there are exuberant scenes for the eye to light on 
from the life of Hercules, or some slightly absurd caryatid, or 
elaborate vase; but the ornament and decoration do not prevent 
the discovery of hidden meanings, if the spectator is inclined to 
seek then, related to the theae of virtue and heroism, developed 
from the story of Hercules.
28 M.Levey, The Early Renaissance (Harmondsworth, 196?) ,PP»81-82.
30 In the^Victoria and Albert Museum; second half of sixteenth century.
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Such freedom is the prerogative of the border. The 
limitations of size and seriousness are offset by the designer* s 
freedom of imagination and freedom, for example, to develop the 
erotic element. But a danger in exploring this area, with its 
lessened moral and functional responsibility, is that invention 
and imagination can become unrestrained to produce an undisciplined 
fantasy. Even with discipline, too great an element of fantasy 
can remain, as seems to be the case xd.th Chapman's Ovids Banquet
31of Sence . To produce what is art therefore the artist, that
is the poet, has most to show himself an artist and to exercise 
32
artistic control ♦ The peripheral position of the Ovidian 
narrative was ideal for the invention of fictions, by which the 
poet could illustrate his ability in what was thought one of the 
quintessential marks of poetry; but it meant that his rble as 
artist, and his artistry, were more than in other literary genres 
the focus of attention. Nothing suited the young would-be poet 
of the 1590s more.
31 This is briefly discussed in Appendix 11^.
32 A point made clearly by E.H. Gombrich, in the 19o7 Northcliffe 
lectures, "Rhyme and Reason'*; also in general terms by E. Kris 
and E.H. Gombrich in "Principles of Caricature'*, in E. Kris, 
Psychoanalytic Explorations in Art (1953), P-199»
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Ihe situation affects the way in which the poet is influenced 
by and draws on traditions and art-forms, since he is likely to 
use those in which artistic awareness is uppermost. Those relevant 
to the group of poems include the visual element as well as the 
literary; and the ones I discuss in what follows are Ovid and his 
poetry, court-entertainment and tapestry, in addition to the more 
immediate literary debt to dream-vision and cŒiplaint. The poets 
owed much to Ovid in an age when he was extremely popular. 
Consciously or unconsciously, they drew on court-entertainment, 
with its vivid spectacle, love of skill and characteristic relation 
between words and sight; and they wrote with a taste in narrative 
trained on tapestry (and "tapestry-like romances**"^  ), and in a 
vivid style with a visual taste trained on tapestry. Such forms 
provided criteria which affected the poets' aims and writing; and 
critically speaking, they provide controls by which to appreciate, 
if not evaluate, a group of poems that in literary terms is sui 
generis. And in the way that the poems mark the flowering of a 
style which made its appearance early in the 1580s, such forms 
illuminate that characteristic late Elizabethan style in general.
33 W. Empson, Some Versions of Pastoral (Harmondsworth, ^  of ^966), 
pp.49-50. The implications are discussed below, p. 106^and p. lob^.
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ii. The "Ovidian” nature of the genre.
The continuing popularity of Ovid, either for his Metamorphosfes
or for the Ars Amandi, the Heroides. the Amores. or with the
Renaissance mythologists and mythographers, justifies referring to
his works as a tradition. For the poets of the 1590s he was a
continual presence, because his works were ' staples of the curriculum*
in the education system, "valued for their content, their style, and
their language”^  . To write on myth was to prompt his name,
especially when the poet included any metamorphosis, and this reason
alone is enough to justify calling such poems as Lodge's Scillaes
Metamorphosis and Shakespeare's Venus and Adonis "Ovidian". In
subject-matter, he is behind both Marlowe's Hero and Leander and
Lucrece; for his poetry's appeal to the senses Chapman's Ovids
Banquet of Sence and again Shakespeare's Venus and Adonis can be
called Ovidian. The vivid descriptions of the 1590 poems, a kind
of narrative which incorporates digressions and sets one story within
another, are characteristics which show his influence, as is also the
35
suasoria, the persuasion to love The Heroides were for the 1590s
34 Elizabethan Minor Epics, ed.E.S. Donno, Introduction.
35 John Carey, in his unpublished thesis, "The Ovidian Love-Elegy 
in England" (Oxford, I96O), discusses in detail the Ovidian 
erotic code as handled by poets of the English Renaissance.
See especially pp.139-^8.
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superb examples of poetry displaying the mind; the world of each 
poem is made by the character's letter, which was regarded as a setting 
forth of the mind, and so in general terms they relate to Lucrece.
Above all, Ovid was the great writer on love.
But where for the 1560s the Metamorphoses seemed only "to 
confirme /That youth and bewghte, come and soone be paste /Even as
b6
the flower'* , for the 1590s his significance alters, and so does 
that of his topic of metamorjihosis. And the sense in which the 
1590 poems are, in a way, most Ovidian is that in which they re­
enact his r&le as artist, in which they alter Ovid's own poetry, 
work transformations on their received subject-matter as miraculous 
as any changes of shape he recounts.
T.K. (probably T. Howell) and Golding saw in the Metamorphoses 
the mutability of all beneath the sphere of the moon: they faintly
apprehend that what is most beautiful is also most subject to change 
and death, even deriving its degree of beauty from the fact of its 
impermanence. Marlowe and Shakespeare are far more aware of how
beauty invites its own destruction - "How quick bright things come 
37to confusion'* ; Lucrece is vulnerable precisely because she is 
beautiful (Shakespeare emphasises this, mthout exculpating Tarquin
QO
by it) ; Hero and Leander's beauty sems presumptuous in the face
36 T.H(owell), The fable of Narcissus (I56O), sig.El .
37 J.W. Lever discusses this with reference particularly to Venus and 
Adonis, "Venus and the Second Chance", ShS,15(1962), 84.
38 Lucrece, 11.22-32, for example.
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of normal existence. But the fact of death is not the point of 
the poems; what gives value is the artist's vision of the beauty 
and his monument to it. Mutability is secondary to the poem - 
indeed, is even a means to arriving at the work of art which has 
itself beauty but one that will survive because of the eternizing 
power of the poet.
Ovid is silent about his active rôle in the Metamorphoses; the 
poetry simply exists. But it includes humour and a knowingly 
conceited awareness of the poet's part, which is far more prominent 
in the Mores and in the Ars Mandi. It is an awareness which the 
Elizabethan poems incorporate and which comes very directly from 
Ovid; for Marlowe translated some of the Mores, calling them 
Elegies, before he wrote Hero and Leander. The verbal debt of the
39later work to the translation has often been pointed out ; but 
also it is as though the narrator's - and artist's - voice in the 
poem was achieved through an adaptation of Ovid's in the Mores.
39 By, e.g. L.C. Martin in his edition of the Poems (1931)» by 
F.S. Boas, Christopher Marlowe (Oxford, 19^0),pp.29-41.
The Elegies in general have not received much attention.
E. Jacobsen discusses the translation in detail in 
Translation, A Traditional Graft (Copenhagen, 1958).
The most stimulating discussion is by J.B. Steane, Marlowe:
A Critical Study (Cambridge, 1964), pp.207-38.
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E.K. Rand says how the Mores show the idea of "the immortality
which the bard and the bard alone can give to men and deeds, an
idea that Theocritus and Horace had set forth finely. Ovid goes
farther; he takes pleasure in assisting at the process of
immortalisation. He gives his Corinna ... the reality of lo,
Leda, Europa; and they are as real as she. Here is at once a
to
thorough-going scepticism asjjbhe truth of ancient myths, and a
40lively faith in the creative imagination** . When Rand calls
wit "the faculty of mythologizing, of building an imaginary world**, 
he expresses a side of wit which the Elizabethans may not have 
articulated, but in which they firmly believed, which is in Ut 
nectar ingenium and in the great admiration for Marlowe's poem.
Rand further points out Ovid's fondness not only "for meta­
morphosis of legend, but (for) the idea itself; Ovid delights in 
his own power mythologically to transfoim as well as mythologically 
to create. Nothing pleases him so much as suddenly to shift his 
point of view, and after declaring his allegiance to one aspect of
a situation, immediately to present the exact reverse with an
42
equally convincing sobriety" .
41
40 E.K. Rand, »*Ovid and the Spirit of Metamorphosis", in Harvard 
Essays on Classical Subjects, ed. H.W. Smyth (Boston and N.I., 
1912), pp.224-25.
41 Ibid, p.226.
42 Ibid, pp.226-27.
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Marlowe's translations of the Mores illustrate exactly Rand's 
analysis. In Elegy Ill.xi Ovid is reflecting on the effect of his 
own writing; he has been too successful in advertising Corinna's 
Oharms so that now the world is at her door; yet only he is to 
blame.
With Muse oppose'd would I my lines had done,
And Phoebus had forsooke my worke begun. (43)
His poetic power to immortalize, which he values so highly, he now
invites the reader to see from the rueful, slightly absurd, self-
mocking, position. Then he shifts from the myth he has created
around the girl to the other myths poets have had a hand in:
Niobe flint, Callist we make a bear.
Bird-changed Progne doth her Itys tear. (44)
Marlowe goes on:
Jove turnes himselfe into a swan, or gold,
Or his bull's horns Europa's hand doth hold. (45)
- leaving unsaid what Ovid himself claims, that it is through the
poet that Jove does these things; Marlowe's translation, with
its progression from what "we" do to what Jove does, all the more
strongly suggests that poets are as gods.
43 Poems, ed. L.C. lÿartin, 11.17-18. 
44. 11.31-32.
45 11.33-34.
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Ovid, from his initial play on the idea that the poet's powers
are too effective, then turns to argue how palpably false and
fictional such power is - since, he suggests, we can only regard
these gods' myths with scepticism - and therefore how unworthy of
belief it is when turned to praising a mistress:
Poets' large power is boundlesse and immense,
Nor have their words true history's pretence.
And ray wench ought to have seem'd falsely prais'd 
Now your credulity harrae to me hath rais'd. (46)
He is keenly aware that the world and beings he writes of are his
creation, that it is he, the poet, who has the power to give mybh
form, to alter or invent it; and he knows how the work the poet
t
creates can have effects other than those planned for it, other and
1
more life than he is aware of putting into it.
In Hero and Leander, where Marlowe is himself transforming and 
inventing on the basis of poems by Ovid and Musaeus, there are the 
same witty, adroit, changes in angle as in the Elegies, the same 
invitation to the reader to make what he can of such swift trans­
formations - Leander one moment ignorant, the next a practised lover. 
Hero naive or knowing. Their lesson, as it were, is simply that 
they are Marlowe's creation. Because his narrator is not involved 
in human relationships with the characters and events he describes,
46 11.41-44.
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there is all the more scope to display the narrator-artist and
the more detachment to calculate his effects on his audience.
For example, in Hero whipping naked out of bed, there is a touch
of Corinna; "I snatcht her gowne ...", she "Betray'd her selfe,
& y elded at the last. / Starke naked she stood ... . In Hero
and Leander, the teller is not Leander, so it is all the more the
poet's imagination, not the lover's, which sees Hero in this way.
l%ile Marlowe's debt to Ovid is unique, in a more general way
Ovid was attractive to the other poets for the same qualities and
awareness, and the extreme popularity of Hero and Leander - in
481592, **in every mans mouth" - meant the dissemination of those 
qualities. It is an interesting comment on Marlowe's skill, 
though, that while Faunus and Melliflora and Salmacis and 
Hermaphroditus are witty essays in Marlowe's style and tricks 
of phrasing, Weever and Beaumont canxnot recreate the particular 
rôle which Marlowe makes for the poet-narrator.
47 The likeness to Corinna has long been remarked on. See D. Bush, 
"Notes on Marlowe's Hero and Leander", PMLA, 44(1928),760-64.
48 Fraunce, The Third ÎPart of the Countesse of Peaibrokes Yyychurch
(1592), f .4 5  .
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iii. Court-entertainment and the Ovidian narratives.
The contribution of court-entertainment to the 1590 poems 
overlaps with that of Ovid particularly in the way the form like­
wise focused on the artist's rôle. And like the influence of 
Ovid, court-entertainment is particularly relevant to one or two 
poems - Lodge's Scillaes Metamorphosis and Drayton's Endimion and 
Phoebe - at the same time that it is a colouring throughout the 
genre.
Inevitably it influenced the Ovidian narratives, primarily 
because it offered a model immediate in time and place for the 
presentation of myth. While the relation between the poems and 
entertainment holds for court entertainment in general, I shall 
refer to two works specifically, Peele's Arraignment of Paris 
(1581-84), and Beaujoyelux's Balet Comique de la Royne (1581) .
Peele's work is particularly apt not only because it is the sole 
surviving example of court entertainments which might combine myth
49 The Arraignment of Paris, ed. H. Child (Oxford, 1910). The 
Balet Comique is described and discussed by F.A. Yates in 
The French Acadouies of the Sixteenth Century (194?); see 
also M. McGowan, L'Art du ballet de cour en France 1581-1643 
(Paris, 1963).
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and pastoral^^, as some of the Ovidian narratives do, but because
it embodies a style of poetry which looks forward, with its vivid
quality, to the 1590s. Peele himself is associated with the Inns ■
for example, he contributed a puff to Watson's Hekatompathia - so
that there is a link between the Arraignment and Inns of Court
51writing in the 1590s . The very title and ingenious introduction
of a trial with the opportunity it offers the author to display
skill in argument suggests the Inns influence. The Balet Comique
was an entertainment of considerable reputation, and may have had
a specific influence, since a number of copies of the recueil came
52
into English libraries . There is sufficient resemblance in
some details between it and Lodge's Scillaes Metamorphosis to
53
make comparisons between the two works plausible . For example, 
inconstancy or mutability governs Lodge's poem, as Circe does the
50 As Progne (1566) and Narcissus (1571-72) may have done.
(A. Feuillerat, Documents Relating to the Office of the Revels 
in the Time of Queen Elizabeth ( 1908),pp. 142-43.
F.S. Boas, University Drama in the Tudor Age (Oxford, 1914), 
p.104.
51 The social group is discussed by D. Horne, Life and Minor Works 
of Peele (Yale, 1952),p.66f.
52 Pointed out by a reviewer in the TLS, 13 May, 1965, p.460.
There are for example two copies in the British Museum, two in 
the Bodlej^. Ben Jonson's copy is in the N.Y. Public Library.
53 Lodge's translations of Desportes in the same volume as Scillaes 
Metamorphosis show an orientation to French literature - and
he may also have been influenced, as W.F. Staton suggests (SR,6 
1959)), by Ronsard's "Complainte de Glauque".
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Balet Comique ("Seule cause je suis de tout ce changement /Que suit 
de rang en rang, de moment en moment: ) ; the poem incorporates
elaborate music and dances such as the livret describes. Drayton's 
Endimion and Phoebe, with its elaborate accounts of costume and of 
masques, the air about the opening setting of the highly wrought 
stage-scene, and "great Phoebes" "lovely cressant" like a reminis­
cence of an impressive stage-effect, stands in line with the 
tradition of elaborate masque.
Court entertainment and the Ovidian narrative had a similar 
audience, sophisticated, an élite, to whom myth was adapted.
55Peele re-writes the story of Paris so as to compliment the Queen ; 
Beaujoyeulx transfers the power to control Circe from Mercury to the 
royal audience^^. The same awareness of audience makes Lodge alter 
his material to flatter the Inns of Court men, as Shakespeare does 
in Venus and Adonis. The audience could be assumed to have learning 
so that myth can be presented with the emphasis on the manner of its 
presentation, with no pretence about the creation of suspense.
"Proud Troy must fall'* Ate announces in the prologue of the
54 Balet Comique, f.25 ^  .
55 Not in itself a new device; see T.S. Graves, "The Arraignment
of Paris and Sixteenth Century Flattery'*, MLN, 28(1913), 48-49.
56 Balet Comique, f.4? ^  - 48 .
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Arraignment; any suspense is simply as to how Peele will work his
variation on the well-known story. The outcome of the story of
Venus and Adonis or of Hero and Leander is a foregone conclusion.
Court-entertainment had the same license and limits as the later
narrative poems; masques were princely "Toyes", for the recreation
57of spirit of the sovereign , for entertainment and delight of the 
senses (though the allegorical significances were there if the 
audience was interested in them-^ )^. The primary aim of entertain­
ment and delight allowed wide scope for invention, at the same time 
that it imposed a limit on one kind of seriousness. That court 
entertainment exploited a certain place and rôle so fully and 
unashamedly, offering example while being innately different in 
its relation to the visual, stimulated the writers of the narrative 
poems to exploit the advantages of an analogous place and rôle, in 
literature, while exploring the distinctive possibilities of poetry 
without visual accompaniments. Court entertainment set up a standard 
of magnificence - the more magnificent it was the more it achieved
57 Bacon, "Of masques and triumphs ", Essays (1625); D avenant, 
preface to Britannia Triumphans ( 1637) • Quoted by A.M. Nagler, 
Theatre Festivals of the Medici (1964), pp.3-4, a book the 
illustrations to which are extremely valuable in giving an idea 
of Italian entertainments in the l6th Century.
58 For example, a key is printed at the end of the Balet Comique.
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its end of complimenting the chief spectator - and of spectacle 
involving transformation. Transformation in Peele's work lay 
mainly in that of myth. In both types, the example would affect 
poems based on myth.
Once this ancestry is recognised, a number of features of the
Ovidian narratives become more explicable. One is the discrepancy
between proclaimed and experienced feeling, the apparent emphasis
on sympathy, the actual emphasis on wonder. The narrator's grief
in Lodge's Scillaes Metamorphosis is not credible as a human
experience despite the eloquence with which it is set out. It
is like the gentleman's distress at the opening of the Balet Comique,
where the gold-embroidered handkerchief with which he mops his brow
59is more real than any grief . Another feature similarly illus­
trated is the mixture of the familiar and the remote - a scene 
apparently by "Isis-floud" but not corresponding to any known river 
or world, like the conjunction between the identifiable and the 
unknown in the Balet Comique, France and Circe's island, the human- 
being appealing to a French audience when he has escaped from Circe; 
or the shift from a mythological world, in the Arraignment, to
59 Balet Comique, f.7 ^ •
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Elizabeth's kingdom and the Queen herself. The distinctive pace 
of Scillaes Metamorphosis owes something to entertainment, its 
leisurely progression, the mixture of components in the poem - 
narrative, philosophy, music, dance, complaint, débat, metamorphosis 
just as the Balet Comique proceeds with its eclecticism, and Peele's 
play too, in its way, "Countrie gods", Paris and Oenone, gods from 
Olympus, and Colin, succeeding one another. If such a combination 
in both art-forms proceeds in general from the taste of the age for 
variety, the entertainments demonstrated to the poets a way of 
combining different elements, of relaxing and extending narrative, 
in a received sense, to make a distinctively new kind of narrative.
But perhaps more important than any of these features is the 
light that court-entertainment throws on the regard for art in the 
poems, for masque not only involves wonderful objects and displays 
made by art but comments on that art. This is so in different ways
for both French and English pieces.
The different workmen or artists collaborating to produce the 
total splendour of the Balet Comique were at the same time bound
to vie with one another, each urging the excellence of his art,
whether it was the musician, the designer or the writer.
Beaujoyeulx was in words attempting to do justice to the other 
arts, but at the same time was using the prerogative of the writer's
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power to give them an "impressing and lasting" existence^^, to save 
the events from "ce phre inhumain Saturne ... avec ses dents 
d'oblivion; "Else - to quote Jonson - the glorie of all these 
solemnities had perish'd like a blaze, and gone out, in the 
beholders eyes". Beaujoyeulx's account had a double audience; 
for the actual spectators it had to measure up to the vividness of 
the actual spectacle; for the other reader it was to give the 
entrée to a fictitious world which had existed for an evening, and 
to experience its events in the imagination. It perpetuated the 
ephemeral, though through a prose framework.
Peele, in having Flora refer to beautiful flowers and having, 
presumably, on-stage ingeniously wrought flowers of silks, was 
bound to be aware of the challenge of such flowers' skilful 
workmanship^^. And as there was a preference for the artificial 
to the natural objects (silk herbs and flowers "more commendable 
then the naturall things themselves" said Serlio^^), with all the 
pleasure of seeing difficulty overcome, the writer was bound to 
attempt the more elaborate verbal rendering to gain a corresponding 
approbation. But here there is an obvious difference between
60 Jonson, preface to Hymenaei, Works, ed. Herford and Simpson 
(Oxford, 1948),VII,p.209.
61 Balet Comique, Preface, sig. & 2''.
62 Arraignment, ed.cit.,I.iii.
63 Serlio, tr. of I6II, The second Booke of Architecture, f.26 r
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Beaujoyeulx and Peele, since the first is essentially the recorder, 
while Peele is a poet whose words do not record that such and such 
events took place but effectually create their own world. When 
Flora refers to flowers, she speaks of actual objects, but in talking 
of their beauty and the workmanship of the flower-portraits of the 
three goddesses, she is talking of her own workmanship, since she 
is the goddess of flowers, an aspect of nature. The terms she 
uses are - inevitably - those of man's art: the "cunning counterfet",
"workemanship". Inevitably her lines come to suggest the world 
made by the artist, a world which outdoes the natural, taking flowers 
and making them into something which nature cannot rival. Setting 
forth her words in poetry which itself employs art, at an early 
stage in the play, Peele draws the audience's attention to the fact 
that it is the workman-poet who has given the entertainment its 
form and substance, the illusion and its success. The very fact 
that Flora speaks means she suggests a skill which no stage crafts­
man could actually possess. Peele's poetry responds to observed 
realities, actual flowers or their silken counterfeits, but in the 
end the objects he describes belong to the imagination.
This leads on to the double relation of court-entertainment 
to the Ovidian narratives, for it both acted as a spur and at the 
same time provided an opening for the English poets in establishing
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their status and art. Masque and its related forms set up a
standard of a group of artists presenting myth vividly, which in an
age that valued the visual so highly was a challenge to the young
writer establishing himself as poet. To a style in which enargia,
illustration or brilliance, was a desirable quality, if not the
essential mark of excellence, court-entertainment held up actual
brilliance - so many lights, changeable taffetas, vivid silks; but
it excluded the enargia which lay in the beholder's imagination.
G.B. Pigna, for example, had distinguished between the enargia of
acts and that of signs or symbols. The first, which inheres in
the drama or that which actually presents things to the beholder's
eye, is apparently the greater. But the images in poetry which
persuade the reader to see a thing in the imagination bring to
them the light which is in the reader's mind as well as conveying
the enargia which comes from the writer's, so that the resultant
64illustration may in the end be greater . Though it would be
64 G.B. Pigna, I Romanzi (Venice, 1554),p.50; "due sono I'Enargie; 
I'una de i fatti; I'altra de i contrasegni. I fatti dramatica- 
mente rappresentati sono dalli spettatori veduti. I contra 
segni dall'Epico descritti inducono il vedere in imaginations.
& come quelli mentre son trattati, senza altro conosciuti sono; 
cosi questi col darci da intendere qual fosse 1'habito, il 
volto, & il parlare, nel conspetto nostro traggono coloro, che 
da noi essere scorti non possono. & se cio secondo 1'occasions 
fatto sarh, lucidezza daremo alls cose grandissima: & 
consequentemente h chi le mirerk diletto non picciolo, & poscia 
che 1'Enargia delle Scene non vi puo essere, saravi in suo cambio 
quest'altra taimente espressa, che assai sark ella sola'^ . It 
is worth recording that Jonson had a copy in his library.
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impossible to prove that an English poet set out to write excellent 
poetry on this supposition, Pigna*s statement shows that the idea 
of such a prerogative of poetry was current.
Further, though entertainments presented brilliant visual display, 
they were limited by the very materials by which their effects were 
achieved. For example, the descriptions of the Balet Comique 
raise expectations which are bound to be above what the actuality 
was. The stage-producer only produces the illusion of precious 
stones flaming^^; Drayton, provided he is master of words, can 
realise them perfectly in the imagination. A chariot surrounded 
by "cent flambeaux de cire blanche, qui donnoyent merveilleux 
lustre k 1* ouvrage"^^, or a head-dress where " au dessus de la
67
teste voyoit on trois grandes estoiles reluisantes", sounds
wonderful; but in
Upon her brow (like meteors in the ayre)
Twenty & eyght great gorgious lamps shee bare 
Some bume, some other let theyr faire lights fall,
Composd in order Geometricall (68)
Drayton devises an imaginative experience that could never be
staged. Similarly, in the accounts of elaborate costumes
65 By, for example, the tricks Serlio describes. The Seconde Booke..
f.26 .
66 Balet Comique, f .44 .
67 Ibid, f.4l ^ .
68 Drayton's Endimion and Phoebe, 841-46.
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Beaujoyeulx and the designers were bound by the limits of materials
(as well as by details prescribed by Cartari or Conti); Lodge,
Marlowe, Drayton have no need to match words with actual costumes.
Lodge has not the verbal resources to achieve Drayton's type of
description, far less Marlowe's, but his progress is basically the
same, from the stimulus of costume or effect seen or read of in a
livret, to the impossible in practical terms given perfect form in
the mind. Drayton describes
Sea-horses trapt with shining finns 
Armd with their male impenitrable skinns,
Whose scaly crests like Raine-bowes bended hye;
Seem to controule proud Iris in the slye. (69)
The "artifice delicat'*^  ^lies in the verse.
Yet the fact that marvellous spectacles had been made, just as
travellers wrote detailed accounts of amazing Renaissance gardens
71which they had seen , must have affected the impact of poetic 
hyperbole, increasing the belief which could be attached to the 
poetry. Beaujoyeulx prepares his reader by the account of Circe's 
"jardin artificiel", in which everything is "contrefaict d'or, 
d'argent, soyes, & plumes des couleurs y nécessaires"; the grapes 
are "beaux et gros ..., si artificiellement faits que les plus 
advisez les prenoyent pour naturels, & la nature mesme sembloit
69 Ibid, 798-802. Sea-horses incidentally appear frequently in enter­
tainments - in the Balet Comique, in the 1564 Fontainebleau 
entertainment, in that at Bayonne in I565, for example.
70 Balet Comique, f.15 ^ .
71 A good example is by Jerome Turler, The Traveiler (1575), PP* 
166-70, an account which makes Nashe's "banketting house" in 
The Unfortunate Traveller seem closer to reality.
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s'estonner de l'art if ice"*^ .^ The hyperbole has ancestry in the
miraculous vine of the romances, but like that of the Hypnerotomachia 
73Poliphili - by which it was influenced - it had a different effect 
because something like the description had been realised by art. 
Marlowe's account of the "livelie vine of greene sea agget", like 
the account of Hero, evokes the romanee-response of the exotic and 
wonderful^^; it could also be referring to wonders which had 
actually been achieved by art; what Marlowe does is to remove the 
presence of any other workman-artist so that it is only his presence 
that is felt.
The relationship between entertainment and the Ovidian narratives 
holds whatever language the entertainment is in. But the English 
entertainment, exonplified by Peele's, involves a further relation­
ship between spectacle and poetry. In the first place, the 
development from plain to vivid style, between Peele's early Tale 
of Troy (?1579) and the play on the related subject-matter which 
takes over phrases, raises the question of what brought about the 
change. It is possible that actual contact with the stage or 
pageant (as well as the royal audience with its demands for soph­
istication and magnificence) stimulated the stylistic development.
72 Balet Comique, -p.5 - 6 .
73 In R.D.'s 1592 part-translation, f.69 90 90 .
74 Hero and Leander, 1,38. See E. Seaton, "Marlowe's Lighter Reading", 
in Elizabethan and Jacobean Studies Presented to F.P. Wilson, ed. 
Davis and Gardner (Oxford, 1959),pp.17-35.
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The Arraignment may have followed the entertainment at Christ
75Church devised for Alasco, in 1583 , in which Peele had a large
part. The question remains open. It is extremely likely, though, 
that effects in the Arraignment and in English court-shows generally 
did not reach the level of sophistication of their Continental 
equivalents, just as English painting was provincial compared with 
that of the Continent, especially Italy. Spectacles in English 
productions of intended magnificence, at any rate up to the Jonsonian 
masque, must have left a gap between what they promised and what 
they fulfilled visually and technically. While technical advances 
over previous occasions sufficiently stunned the audience into 
accepting sights on stage with admiration^^, the distance between 
conception and execution increased the reliance on visual imagination 
which poetry could both stimulate and satisfy. Indeed, if English 
productions had been so brilliant that the dispassionate onlooker 
was not disturbed by technical flaws, such as the creaking of winches, 
then the part offered to - and accepted by - poetry would not have 
been so great; its chance to complete, even repair, the visual 
effect would have disappeared.
75 See D. Horne, p.58; F.S. Boas, University Drama... , p.l79f.
76 R. Amheim, in Art and Visual Perception (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles, 1954), p.92, "What Looks Lifelike", points out that 
it is the advance over previous renderings by artists which 
makes a representation look especially lifelike.
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In the Arraignment of Paris, Peele is projecting poetry's 
world. Aware of himself as an artist, stimulated by the royal 
status of his audience, he re-makes myth in a style that intermitt­
ently at least uses visual effects. The next step is for the poet 
to work without the ambience, but with a confirmed power to create 
the illusion of a world, transform his material, and to receive as 
much - or more - credit than before. Lodge and the other poets 
after him borrow from the type of visual spectacle, project a 
world and events that had never been realised even for one evening* s 
artificial entertainment; but because their medium is poetry they 
can create worlds more lasting than can all the artists collabor­
ating to make a court masque. In so doing they gain more credit 
for bringing into existence what had none before, like true poets 
feigning their poetry from nothing.
For Lodge, the potential is only partly realised because his 
poem is not great enough to stand on its own. Marlowe inherits 
the earlier poem's possibilities and realises them in a style which, 
drawing on masque with all its artifice, creates a world autonomous 
and alive with its own life. It is something of an irony that a 
style so visual and permanent should have as one of its sources 
the performance that was par excellence ephemeral. The transient 
beauty of masque made the poet's transformation of it, eternalized 
in verse, all the greater.
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iv. Tapestry and the Ovidian narratives.
The poets' use of such a style in presenting myth or 'history' 
was bound to be influenced by pictorial forms of myth to which they 
had access. A social élite was aware of the near-legendary 
achievement of certain contemporary or Renaissance painters and 
paintings; from the classics came the much-handled myths of Zeuxes' 
and Apelles' skill. But as a form actually seen, tapestry and 
painted cloths imitating tapestry were a far more pervasive influence, 
being relatively widely owned. Tapestry frequently took myth as 
its subject; it was a kind of narrative, either in single pieces 
or in sets; it had its own decorum, its own way of transforming 
traditional material. On all these counts it affected the Ovidian 
narratives.
The poan for which it appears to have most significance is 
Lucrece because of the long account of the Troy cloth. Further, 
Lucretia's story was popular with tapestry-designers. Tapestries
on the theme of an allegory or banquet of the senses have in general 
terms a bearing on Chapman's Ovids Banquet of Sence. Pieces showing 
Venus and Adonis or Phoebe and Endimion must have been quite common,
77but I have not come across any of an appropriate date . The subject
77 The Victoria and Albert Museum staff kindly allowed me to use 
Marillier Catalogue.
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of Hero and Leander became popular in the seventeenth century.
But the tapestry-analogy is as illuminating for Muiopotmos, a piece 
of Spenser's own myth-making, as for poems where the link seems to 
be closer; for it is in the general decorum of tapestry that the 
poems share.
The possible relation of the Troy-cloth in Lucrece to a 
specific tapestry-design has been discussed by Sidney Colvin.
While he found the kind of detail and representation in the 
description which might have been modelled on actual tapestry, 
he concluded that a direct link was unlikely. "We must take 
Shakespeare as describing ... not so much what he actually found 
in the picture as what his ovm genius would have prompted him to
o O
put there had he been an artist" . His view rings more true than 
the idea that Shakespeare was imitating a particular piece.
The figure of Lucretia in the series of "Famous Women", or 
"Virtuous Women", or in the ^Triumphs of Petrarch" sets - where 
she stands for chastity - was likely to give the whole character 
fixity and definition. This would be at the cost of individuation, 
for tapestry designers were not interested in individual character 
so much as combining instruction and delight. Shakespeare's 
portrait of Lucrece is individual through his art and skill, but aJ
78 S. Colvin, "The Sack of Troy in Shakespeare's Lucrece and in some 
fifteenth century drawings and tapestries", in A Book of Homage 
to Shakespeare, ed. I.Gollancz (Oxford,1916), pp.88-89, esp.p.99.
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a character much of what she thinks and does illustrates the 
leading feature of chastity, not a strongly individual personality 
like the women from the plays.
However, a surviving piece from a "Virtuous Women" series of
c. 1480-83, showing Penelope, offers a number of points about
79tapestry-presentation . She is set back from the spectator by 
the frameworkof an engrailed arch, with numerous details - of vaulting, 
plants, trees, a jay on a capital. She herself, richly jewelled, 
wears elaborately embroidered clothes of contemporary style that 
communicate the pleasurable shock of recognition in seeing fabrics 
represented by the stuff of fabrics. Behind her head as a wall- 
hanging is a piece of mille-fleurs work. The whole piece impresses 
through its fully filled decorative surface. The designer enjoyed 
exploiting some of the subtleties of the framed depiction; the 
arch plays with the difference between viewer and the figure seen, 
the wall-hanging exists within what is already a wall-hanging.
The technique of the inset picture, or hanging, is more j
relevant for Lucrece than for the other poems, because of the 
Troy-cloth; the technique also occurs in tapestries telling 
Lucretia's story. A Tournai piece, early sixteenth century, 
shows Lucretia's banquet on the left, her bedroom on the right.
79* Illustrated in R.A. Weigert's French Tapestry (1962), pi.13*
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the two scenes separated by the walls of the room, which one sees 
into through a window. The main effect here is serial, as the 
scale of figures in the two scenes is similar. >Jhen the bedroom 
scene is shown set back, seen more distantly, as in a late sixteenth 
century French tapestiy, the tendency to see it as an inset picture 
is more pronounced. Possibly the pattern of telling the story 
affected Shakespeare's use of different levels of representation.
Tapestries on the allegory or banquet of the senses reflect 
the popularity of the theme, but they are not simply parallels to 
its presentation in literature. *'La Dame k la Licorne" is too 
special a set to throw any light on a poem; though if one is
prepared to take the question of Chapman's irony as at least open,
then the refining of the potentially gross senses through symbols 
of purity, the virgin and the unicorn, to an exquisite beauty both 
of atmosphere and execution is parallel - though aesthetically 
way above - the refining of the senses through Neo-Platonism in 
Chapman's Ovids Banquet of Sence.
There are also examples of English tapestry work of the Sheldon
style which use the theme of the banquet. A long cushion-cover 
illustrates Taste by a woman with a basket of fruit by her, set in 
a border of flowers^^. More striking is a tapestry table-cloth
80 Illustrated in J. Humphreys' Elizabethan Sheldon Tapestries 
(1929), pl.XII, fig.2.
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of the five senses. The central panel shows Hearing, a lady 
playing a lute listened to by two attendants in a garden setting^^. 
In each corner of the cloth, on the floral ground, is a medallion 
illustrating one of the other four senses by traditional symbols. 
Visual forms of the banquet theme, particularly such a tapestry 
as the Sheldon one, emphasise how the artist takes pleasure in 
and communicates pleasure by the theme, whatever the moral read
82into the banquet . The artist's commitment to decoration as well 
as instruction in a visual medium, especially tapestry, could be 
a reason why Chapman's moral point of view in Ovids Banquet of 
Sence is ambiguous. If he is being ironic, he nonetheless gives 
the impression of enjoying setting out his subject. It is likely 
that his attitude to the theme was more equivocal than is often 
assumed, as though he were incorporating into poetry the ambivalence 
of a visual image, just as Niobe's fountain appears differently 
looked at from different angles.
81 Illustrated in Walpole Society, 14 (1926). See reproduction 
at end of thesis.
82 Some other examples of the theme are illustrated in G. de 
Tervarent's Attributs et symboles dans l'Art Profane 1460-1600 
(Geneve, 1958-59).
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Turning to the more general aspect of the tapestry-relation, 
one quickly discovers a typical character in tapestry, at anyrate 
up to and including the sixteenth century, which the "Penelope" 
fragment began to establish. There are two continental pieces, 
for example, at the Victoria and Albert Museum, of about the right 
period, one of the rape of Proserpina, the other of the rape of 
Europa^^. The first is a story told within a single piece, 
probably originally part of a series. On the left the maids of 
Proserpina screech and run around distractedly; the eye is led to 
the cause of the disturbance, the abduction of Proserpina by Pluto, 
"Duke of Ghosts", in a coach over Styx to a burning Avemus on the 
right. The scene is viewed through an arcade, echoed by smaller 
foreshortened arches below. The eye is led from left to right, 
entertained by incidental details on the way, of birds, a horse 
charging a griffin, by little figures who clamber and chase one 
another along the porticoes of the smaller arches.
The impression given by the other piece is first of all that 
of a beautiful and calm pastoral scene. Girls are gathering 
flowers behind an immediate foreground of a pool with cocks and 
water birds, an area also filled with details of plants. Only 
the head of a bull is seen at left, its horns being wreathed.
83 Accession Nos. 2029-1899 and T.773-1950.
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Behind, an avenue of trees, with cattle and a herdsman playing 
bagpipes, leads back to a large house. There is no horizon, but 
ranks of increasingly small trees and cottages. At right in the 
middle ground is what looks like a bay, the bull bearing off the 
girl, and distraught companions on the bank. The whole scene 
is contained within a rich border. Mars and Venus in chariots bottom 
left and right, and other small scenes set between vases and strap 
work. Costume, apart from that of Mars and Venus, is like that 
in the other tapestry, not in the slightest classical.
An English piece is the Sheldon '•Judgement of Paris" of around 
841595 • The subject is in a relatively small medallion at the
centre, within an area of decorative plants which is in turn 
surrounded by another border of flowers, fruits and plants, 
including a handsome dandelion, in abstract an incompatible detail 
but in practice an addition to the harmony.
Taken together the three pieces, and that showing Penelope,
I
suggest a definite manner and decorum. They show a wealth of 
detail, which is often more arresting than the nominal subject; 
every inch of the surface is covered, so that the eye, continually 
drawn onwards, is entertained with great variety. Adventitious
84 Accession No. T.310-1920.
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detail gives just as much vitality and movement as the main story.
It seems questionable often as to what the designer considered of 
main importance, especially in the Sheldon piece where one can 
overlook the central medallion. He shows little or no regard 
for period costume and details; he makes much of framing devices, 
and is not bound to a uniform scale.
The size and attractiveness of the border, and the interest 
in detail at the expense of the main subject, suggest an attitude 
which seeks opportunity for artistic display. For tapestry it 
is an indication of the decorative function of the visual artifact; 
but the principle, applied to the 0vidian narrative, means that 
details besides the main stoiy are of great importance for a poem.
It suggests a demand by the contemporary reader markedly different 
from that of a modem reader, a more relaxed view in which each 
detail can be of as great interest as another and in which variety 
rather than development brings pleasure. Such a view admits Diana 
and Apollo into the border of a "Prodigal Son** series, or allows 
the fascination of calm landscapes with river-gods as a frame for
Or
the subject of Sinon brought before Priam - details which developed 
like inset stories and descriptions in the Ovidian narratives.
The balance can be too much disturbed; Edwards* long opening of
85 The first. Accession Nos. 278-1913 to 283-1913 the Victoria 
and Albert Museum; the second in Holyrood Palace.
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Cephalus and Procris, an elaborate "poetical fiction" on dawn,
destroys the balance of the poem, but Marlowe, allowing the story
of Mercury and the Fates to grow, so controls it that it is
delightful in itself without damaging the main narrative,
Tapestry* s disregard for costume accuracy explains why there
are anachronisms, and yet not more anachronisms, in the poems.
Mercuiy with his beaver down and Adonis*s bonnet are touches of
a kind familiar in tapestry. The Troy story is conceived in
fifteenth century costume and amour; there was no reason why the
designer or the poet should have attempted any other solution.^
But when the poet began to create his world in visual terms he had
to start somewhere; the most obvious source was the wall-hangings
he had seen, and this explains why there are not more Elizabethan
details. Vihen Angel Day fills in the gap near the beginning of
Daphnis and Chloe, he eagerly makes Doreon an Elizabethan lover,
his "cleane washed doublet unbuttoned to the girdle**, a lover to
whom "his buckled shoes, seemed unweldie and curiositie of the rest,
made him at the least to bestow on himselfe a paire of calves
86
leather pump es for his wearing** . Day* s is a prose world, and 
can therefore include prosaic details; moreover, his subject.
86 Daplinis and Chloe (1587), sigs. B3 ^  , B4
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Longus* romance, had not like Ovid’s works been alive through
preceding centuries, and so was not - as far as I know - represented
in tapestry until the seventeenth century, so that the pictorial
control was not at hand.
Organisation of gothic and sixteenth century tapestry surface
is germane to the Ovidian narratives. Scenes are not organised as
a whole by perspective; parts are foreshortened,^foreshortening is
not used to give one focus of attention (this would be inappropriate
in a tapestry showing a series of incidents, such as the Grenier
87
Troy story sets, or those of the "Triumphs of Petrarch" ). A
"gothic" surface organisation often informs the Elizabethan poems,
especially in place-descriptions which use the category with its
88even emphasis and highly selective "minuteness of vision" . The
flowers and herbs of Corinna*s bower are thus presented, and the
"plot" on Latmus, as though it were a hortus conclusus so spread
out on a wall-area as to feast the eye with what gives the illusion
of an indefinite number of details. The categories are more fitting
when one imagines, as Drayton himself suggests by "hangings and
89
rich Tapestry", beautifying a "stately Gallery" , an actual
87 In the Victoria and Albert Museum Tapestry Court. A complete 
set of the Troy tapestries is illustrated in Los Tapices de la 
Catedral de Zamora# Martinez and Sanpedro (Zamora, 1925).
88 E. Lucie-Smith, "Artists and the Vision of Nature", Times,
3 November, 1964.
89 Drayton* s Endimion and Phoebe, 11.37-38.
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surface ornamented with them. No one detail is further away than
another, each flower as clear as each pine. VJhether through
choice or not - the evidence suggests that he learnt the terms of
90perspective later - he offers no "prospect" on to Latmus.
Muiopotmos illustrates the relative unimportance of scale. 
Spenser dedicates it to Lady Carey, and it is evocative, like the 
description of Proserpina’s robe in Claudian’s poem, of the care 
and skill with which dragonflies, caterpillars, centipedes, beetles 
and snails appear on Elizabethan embroidery^^ (Leonard Digges 
recommends his translation of the De raptu Proserpine to his sister 
as a design for her needlework). At one time Clarion has human 
proportions - so that it seems in the balance whether the court 
ladies admire a butterfly or a richly attired courtier; then he 
drifts undwarfed across scenes of "woods .. river and the medowes 
green**. The garden, described by a category, does not make the 
insect appear small.
Another aspect of the tapestry analogy is that the surface 
of the Ovidian narrative has the same kind of relation to actuality 
as that of tapestry. It is not a mirror of known reality, nor a
90 His language is much more knowledgeable in the later account of 
Mortimer* s Tower in the Barons Warres, than in Mortlmeriados.
91 Hallett Smith, "The Use of Conventions in the Minor Poems**, in 
Form and Convention in the Poetry of Edmund Spenser, ed.
W. Nelson (N.Y. and London, I96I), points out that Lady Carey 
is on record as presenting a highly embroidered satin garment 
to the Queen.
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window on to any such world; it gives on to its own world, in a way 
enchanted, not through "faeiy**, but by the possibilities of artifice 
and illusion - as the masque seems to be by its trappings and 
machinery. The tapestry surface is analogous to the style of the 
poems in that it is a thing in itself, whereas the Renaissance 
picture surface has typically no existence other than as a part of 
the picture; wood or canvas is obliterated. Tapestry appeals 
directly to the sense of touch, and the eye registers the slight 
folds and unevenness in the way a piece hangs, which can sometimes 
fortuitously give a figure depth. Chapman treats the idea of a 
transparent style for poetry dismissively. If poetry were to be 
plain, it would be as "perviall** as o r a t o r y ^ T h e  modem wish 
might be that the style of the Ovidian narrative were less a thing 
in itself, and more transparent, revealing its subject with some 
of the clarity of the Canterbury Tales. As it is, it imparts a 
peculiar texture to the imaginative experience which the poems 
offer. Chapman recommends the right density of style for poetry 
by the use of a **judicious perspective", and shadowing, in painting. 
In tapestry, the texturing existed automatically. And yet, perhaps
92 Preface to Chapman's Ovids Banquet of Sence.
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because of the associations of a woven surface, tapestry rapidly 
asserts its spell over a spectator despite the high degree of 
stylisation.
More important in the tapestry-comparison is a typical method
of construction and treatment of situation and character. Writing
on double-plots, Empson comments on a characteristic Elizabethan
taste in narrative and character-portrayai. Their taste in
narrative "must have partly been formed on those huge romances
which run on as great tapestries of incident without changing or
even much stressing character, and are echoed in the Arcadia and 
93Faery Queen" . The principle of construction is that of a set 
of scenes, in each of which character is only developed enough to 
"fill the situation"; such narratives invite a special way of 
taking a situation, which is not to "identify yourself firmly with 
any one of the characters".
Empson*s comment fits actual tapestry-series exactly.
Whether the series is that of the Chatsworth **Hunt**, or the "Triumphs 
of Petrarch", or the Troy story, it is not the depiction in depth 
of a single character which impresses, and the spectator is not 
invited to identify himself with the people shown. The figures
93 Some Versions of Pastoral (Harmondsworth, ed. of 1966), pp.49-50.
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of the hunt exist simply as members of a society. In the 
"Triumphs", figures are relatively clearly named, and identifiable, 
but they do not impinge as individuals, or as personalities, rather 
as parts of what Empson calls "varieties of the same situation**.
The repeated motif of a power overthrovjn - love by chastity, chastity 
by death, death by fame, fame by time, time by eternity - highlights 
the basic situation. Continuity and extent are powerful criteria 
invoked by tapestry; it is hard to believe that the style of the 
"Rape of Proserpina** piece was not continued in other scenes.
Even in a series like the Troy story, emphasis falls not on the 
individuated events - one death or horror is much like another - 
but on the succession of incidents; and the response which the 
pieces invite is to look continually further and see yet more 
incidents on a basic pattern.
The type of construction is more or less inevitable since the 
tapestiy designer has repeatedly to show the same character as he 
or she occurs in different scenes, to make a selection of scenes 
since the story-teller* s continuum, time, is denied him. It 
affects the Ovidian narratives as much as longer narratives; the 
unity of characterisation which they suggest by reason of their 
comparatively small size is in fact usually an illusion, as
94
becomes clear when individual poems are looked at more closely .
94 See below, p|^ . iSGf,
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If the relation with tapestry exists in all these respects, 
it may seem additionally surprising that not one tapestiy piece 
survives which shows a closer connection with a single poem.
But what would be more surprising would be its existence; for 
if the poet was - as all the evidence suggests - keenly aware 
of his identity as creator in a definite and distinctive style, 
his last aim would have been a rigorous imitation of a visual 
artifact already in existence. It would have involved submitting 
to the curbs with which pictorial art exists without its advantages 
in actually presenting itself to the sight. The fact that a 
writer was bound only to be able to carry around in his head 
images of tapestries he had seen meant that a process of dissolving, 
diffusing, dissipating, in order to recreate, was inevitable. It 
fitted in with poetic ideals, in poems such as Marlowe*s Hero and 
Leander, and Lucrece, that it should have been so.
V. Dream-vision.
The Ovidian narratives show a certain affinity with dream- 
vision, which depends on the part of the phantasia and "dreamer**, 
artist or narrator, in both kinds of writing. In speaking of 
dream-vision one has in mind most obviously the English tradition - 
in the poems of Chaucer, Lydgate, and its continuation in the
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sixteenth century in Hawes* Pastime of Pleasure; but also the 
Italian Renaissance prose-work, Colonna* s Hypnerotomachia 
Poliphili (published 1499), part of which R.D. translated as
95The strife of Love in a Dreame (1592) . The reason for postulating
any relation between the whole tradition and the 1590 poems is in 
the first place that certain of the poems show traces of dream- 
vision ancestry. Thus the narrator in Lodge*s Scillaes Metamorphosis 
goes, preoccupied by his cares, to walk alone - an action forcibly 
reminiscent of the way earlier dream- or love-visions started ; if 
Lodge makes no division between waking and sleeping, there was 
precedent for such merging, in the Parlement of Foules for example.
The verse opening of Chapman*s Cvids Banquet of Sence has the 
careful setting of the time of day which is sometimes found in 
dream-vision, for example in the Evpnerotomachia. Drayton* s Endimion 
and Phoebe cannot help but have a reference to the tradition, for the 
poem is about love, sleep and a dream; while the idea of an ascent 
above the earth is found in Chaucer* s Hous of Fame, deriving from
96
the Dream of Scipio .
In addition to such suggestions of the general ancestry,
Endimion and Phoebe and Ovids Banquet of Sence both show signs that 
Drayton and Chapman were drawing on the Hypnerotomachia. Drayton 
probably from the English translation, and Chapman either from
95 Ed. A. Lang (I89O).
96 See note in Works. V, on the passage.
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97that or the original . hliat, in general, brings it closer to the 
1590 poems than English dream-vision is its freedom from religious
or moral overtones. The dreamer's outlook is amorous and aesthetic;
98
when his heart is not "adicted to a voluptuous delight" , it goes 
out to statues, fountains, monuments, amazing works of art. In 
the work the senses are given full play, the dreamer frankly admits 
the fascination of the beautiful nymphs he meets; and when he has 
to make a choice, indicating a way of life - a situation analogous 
to that in Boccaccio’s Amorosa Visione and Hawes’ Pastime of 
Pleasure - he rejects wisdom and virtue, to his guide’s annoyance,
99and chooses that of love . He repeatedly expresses his vast 
admiration for the artifacts (and the nymphs) he sees, not stopping 
at exclamation but leading on to detailed description. The 
dividing line between art and life is in the background, not dwelt 
on.
The affinity of the Ovidian narratives x-jith dream-vision as 
a whole does not lie in a moving subjective utterance of grief,
I
as in the Boke of the Duchess, but in features apparently more
97 See below, pp.2.-^ '^  and Appendix Ilf.
98 The strife of Love in a Dreame. f.42 .
99 Ibid, f .75 -76 ^ . He rejects the guidance of the nymph
Logistica for that of Thelemia.
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superficial. The poems share with dream-vision a regard for 
the amazing artifact, and both are characterised by the way in
I
i
which the description of this artifact is repeatedly positioned 
at or near the opening of the poem. In a work like Lydgate’s 
Temple of Glas, the elaborate description of the more-than-human 
skill and workmanship serves to bring the reader away from his 
eveiy-day world, to take him into that of the dream; and the 
"ymages" of the Hous of Fame and the Parlement of Foules, though 
not opening the poem, have the same effect of asserting the dream’s 
world and its power. In the Hypnerotomachia, Colonna repeatedly 
establishes a world to which Poliphilus comes by the account of a 
temple or fountain. In the Ovidian narratives, though, it is not 
the dreamer’s world that the poem reveals, but the artist’s; and 
it is here that The strife of Love in a Dreame touched off a mood 
in the 1590s, because Poliphilus is so markedly the lover of art 
as well as the lover of Polia; and the way the works of art he 
describes, initially at least, are the works of men emphasises 
this.
Of course, the dream-world had all along been the writer’s 
but Lydgate and Hawes did not choose to draw attention to their 
role as artists. However, though in Hawes the moralist pre­
dominates there are signs in the Pastime of Pleasure of an 
increasing awareness of artistry. One is that cursory as most 
of his descriptions are, they are àore extensive than many
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earlier accounts of works of art - the romance-writers’, who rely
on a stock epithet (as in the Romance of Emare), or Henry Bradshaw’s,
100
relying on enumeration . When Hawes describes a fountain
In wonderfull, and curious similitude 
There stode a dragon, of fine golde so pure 
Upon his tayle, of mighty fortitude 
Wrethed and skaled, all wyth asure 
Havyng thre heades, divers in figure 
Whiche in a bathe, of the silver great
Spouted the water, that was so dulcet (101)
it begins to savour of descriptions later in the century, or even
those of the Hypnerotomachia where language, in the original as in
the English translation, is stretched in strange ways to encompass
and convey the marvel seen or imagined.
Whatever the dream-vision, its world is one for which the
writer is responsible because it is not imitated from actual waking
life. It is the creation of his phantasia, *’ fantasy", the faculty
102
which everyone admitted went on working when a man slept . The
world which Colonna projects has little or no moral justification;
it is blatantly wish-fulfilmient, "in which he could enjoy all those
103
things which were unattainable to him in real life"
100 The Wedding of St Werburgh (15135 published 1590) ,sts.226-38.
101 Hawes, The Pastime of Pleasure, EETS (1^28),11.2024-30.
102 E.g. Churchyard. Shores Wife (ed. of 1593)» p.l79s "The roving 
thoughts of idle braine, and fancies in the head: /That feeds 
the mind with humours vaine, when body seemeth dead".
103 A. Blunt, Artistic Theory in Italy I45O-I60O (ed.of 1966),p.40.
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It is his vision of art’s and love’s golden world, emphasised by-
phrases like "golden countrie". Yet if his work and its world
were fictions, they were ones which no Puritan, however he objected
to art as the maker of false conterfeits, could deny might occur
in the form of dreams. The poet of the Ovidian narrative, in
borrowing some of the attributes of the fiction as dream, drew on
its naturalistic justification to get thon past the moral censor;
he thus could prove himself as poet by making fictions while giving
plausibility by relating them to the ever-active phantasia. Chapman
104
refers to the "phantastique" disapprovingly , but he also produced 
Ovids Banquet of Sence, which suggests that the ambiguity of fiction 
and phantasia served his purpose as poet.
vi. The use of the complaint tradition.
This veiy different tradition was equally vital to the genre 
in its overall achievement; though it is akin to dream-vision in 
the important respect, for the period, that in it the phantasia 
and the mind were examined and given expression. If the form had 
not been to hand which so expressly rendered - or could be made to
104 Preface to Odysseys, Poems, p.407.
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render - the inner world of the speaker, the elatient of mental 
portrayal could not have been made so strong a part of Lucrece.
The form was also valued for its immediacy. In the Mirrour for 
Magistrates it was used for its moral effectiveness; even when, 
occasionally, the expressive potential of the form begins to interest 
the vrriter - as it seems to in Churchyard’s Shores Wife - the 
moralist quickly reasserts his control. But part of the overall 
arrangŒient of the Mirrour is that each ghost is imagined to come 
forward like an actor delivering a soliloquy in a play^^^; thus 
when the individual complaints are taken in their setting their 
impact is considerably more forceful than when they are considered 
as isolated pieces. Also a potential sophistication of the 
complaint in the Mirrour was established by Sackville’s Induction 
and Complaint, which provided an example of complaint set within 
a compact unit, with a scene established by visual imagery.
As to why major poets revived the complaint in the 1590s, 
general discussion of the imagination - whether it was good or evil, 
fostering truth or deception - meant that writers were bound to 
be aware of it not only as the powerhouse of invention, but, as part 
of the mind, as a subject to be expressed. It is as though
105 E.g. Prose 20 and Prose 22.
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interest in it at one level - the moralist’s - generated or 
encouraged interest in it at another level, that is as the force 
behind personality and behaviour; and this interest was an amplify­
ing force in a kind of writing where imagination was already under
106
focus for its ability to devise fictions
Daniel’s own contacts with Italy most likely suggested to
him the expressive and artistic potential of the complaint, over
and above its moral effectiveness. The title-page of the Complaint
107of Rosamond, a simplified print of a porch from the Hypnerotomachia ,
announces the orientation to Italy and the Renaissance. Daniel 
still extracts a moral from Rosamond’s story, but in fluent verse 
which skilfully uses an up-to-date rhetoric though in Daniel’s 
relatively plain style. The idea of beauty misused is balanced 
by his recognition of "Sweet silent rhétorique of perswading eyes: 
/Dumbe eloquence"^^^, a standard of estpressiveness beyond any moral 
bent.
106 The question of the revival of the complaint is discussed by 
Hallett Smith, Elizabethan Poetry. pp.103-04.
107 Simon Waters on printed both the operative 1592 edition of
The Complaint of Rosamond, and The strife of Love in a Dreame.
108 In Poems, ed. Sprague, 11.120-21.
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But apart from Daniel’s poem, there was Yonge’s translation 
of Boccaccio’s L’Amorosa Fiammetta (published in 158?), a work 
which emphasised the expressive and analytic power of the writer 
in displaying the mind. Yonge and his printer add moralistic 
touches to the original - beginning with the title-page - but the 
translation nevertheless gives the impression of a powerful render­
ing of a personality gripped by strong emotions. The interest of 
Fiammetta’s mind remains uppermost; while the work also contains
vivid "poetical fictions" on, for example, the seasons, eloquent
passages on topics such as that of the happiness of the lowly life,
109and impressive descriptions of, for example, a tournament
Although there was only one edition of Yonge’s translation,
Boccaccio’s work must have made a strong mpact, at least in
certain circles; and evidence occurs in a predictable quarter.
In his epistle before Daniel’s translation. The Worthy Tract of
Paulus Jovius (1585), N.W. says to Daniel: "if Courtiers are
inwardly ravished in vexd-ng the Picture of Fiametta which Boccace
limned ... then -vjill Gentlemen of all tribes, much rather honer 
110your Impresa" . The comment, besides indicating the popularity
/  - W  ' > c
109 In Yonge’s translation, ^ ^.65-68, for example.
110 Works, ed. Grosart, IV, p.8.
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of Fiammetta in court circles, also shoxfs the strength of the 
habit of pictorial reference even for a piece of writing which did 
what the painter could not.
Fiammetta was copious and expressive; it was an easily 
available example of a writer’s psychological insight at a time 
when there was considerable popular interest in psychology. That 
both original and translation were prose meant there was all the more 
opportunity for the English poet to recreate its achievement in 
verse. It also carried potentially at least reference to its 
own articulateness which Yonge made the most of, and which harmon­
ised with the Elizabethans’ own self-conscious manipulation of 
rhetoric and art. There is also some evidence in Lucrece that 
Shakespeare drew on or at least was aware of Amorous Fiammetta, a
passage from which offers an explanation of how Shakespeare arrived
111at the Troy-cloth
Such a survey of some traditions on which the poems draw - 
by no means comprehensive - illustrates several features of the 
Ovidian narratives. The heritage both of Ovid’s consciousness 
of himself as artist, and of the self-regarding element in the
111 See below, p;^ . 13/
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court-entertairment, provided material and precedent for the 1590
poets to develop awareness of the artist’s part in the Ovidian
narratives. Court-entertainment and the accomplishments of
tapestry meant that the poets had the stimulus and the models for
the imaginative sights they created, and at the same time the
incentive to outdo the achievements of the artist working with or
in a visual medium; there was small satisfaction in a rivalry in
which the poet took second place. Dream- or love-vision in some
poems influenced the way in which the 1590 poets set down their 
112
"divine" dreams. The figure of the dreamer was replaced by 
the self-aware artist; the traditional license of the dream, 
like the romance, to include miracles of art which outdid waking 
possibilities was used by the poets. They set forth wonderful 
works of art which, however, their verbal and imaginative artistry 
was now capable of rendering vividly and in detail (and the work 
of art included ultimately, of course, the poem itself). Because 
the Ovidian narratives were not actual drearn-visions, such wonders 
belonged to the world which the poet brought into being and for 
which he took responsibility and credit. Thus his rôle as creator
112 Edwards pays tribute to the poets who "divinely dreampt" 
(L’Envoy to Narcissus, ed. W. Buckley, p.6l).
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was made a focus of attention. The tradition of the complaint, 
with its potential emphasis on the inner world of a character, x^ as 
a vital complement to those traditions in which the external appear- 
ance was studied. In the next chapter I attempt to show what is 
perhaps the most important way the two worlds are bridged in the 
poems, and to analyse the consequence of the attention given to 
the artist’s rôle, that is, the very characteristic tone of the 
poems.
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Chapter III.
Description and narration.
The reference in Ovidian narratives to another work of 
art, primarily through description (but to some extent through 
visual imagery), links up with the other distinctive interest of 
the genre. This reflects the variety of functions that description 
fulfills in the poems, and points to a characteristic achievement 
of the genre. In making considerable use of the elaborate set 
description of an object, particularly of a work of art which is 
both beautiful and significant, the poets are writing within a 
long and well-established tradition; the use they make of that 
tradition is highly distinctive^.
For the tradition, see J. Hag strum. The Sister Arts (Chicago,
1958), Part I; also F. Hard, "Spenser’s ’Clothes of Arras and of 
Toure’", SP, 2? (1930) ,162-85. Rhetoric used to the end of 
display in classical literature is discussed by T. Burgess, 
Epideictic Literature (Chicago, 1902), esp. relevant pp.200-01. 
While it is useful to be aware of elaborate description of works 
of art in, for example, poetry by Theocritus, Bion, Catullus and 
in descriptions by the Philostrati, there is no direct evidence 
that the Elizabethans were influenced by such writing. The 
Imagines of the Philostrati in particular would seem to be 
relevant to the Elizabethans, but I have not discovered that 
they were imitated in the 1590s. There is an interesting affinity 
between Ausonius’ Cupid Crucified and some aspects of the Ovidian 
narratives (the link between the artifact and the dream, a pref­
erence for visual detail at the expense of feeling), but no evid­
ence of an actual debt. Homer’s description of Achilles’ shield 
was the most famous and influential account of a work of art; 
for its relation to the Ovidian narratives, see below, pp.2-»^-ys.
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As in dream-vision - for example, Lydgate’s Temple of Glas -
description may be establishing a world quite different from the
actual world by referring to a work of art of supreme skill.
Chapman’s Ovids Banquet of Sence and Drayton’s Endimion and Phoebe
thus open, and the extremely artificial figure of Hero acts in a 
2
similar way . Elaborate description has its own hypnotic effect -
3
as pointed out by James Laver of accounts of women’s fashion ;
costume descriptions in the Hypnerotomachia illustrate his point
exactly, but passages in the Ovidian narratives also lay a spell,
are a cantation wooing the reader to extend the limits of his
belief. Their effect comes partly too from their reference to
the timeless work of art, analogous to the timelessness of the
dream. The particular way the scene is set in the poems is shovm
clearly by comparison with Sackville’s Induction. In that poem,
as in the Ovidian narratives, visual images are used to paint an
environment, so that there is apparent continuity. Sackville
seems to offer a painting:
The gladsom groves that now lay overthrown
The tapets torne, and every blome downe blowen. (4)
2 One may note also the elaborate descriptions of Faunus and 
Melliflora in the first l66 lines of John Weever’s poem (l600), 
and descriptions of wall-paintings, hangings, and an elaborate 
chamber in the first four pages of Philos and Licia (l6o6).
3 "Countries of the Imagination", ESL, n.s.2? (1958), p.152.
4 Sackville’s Induction, 11.6-7, in The Mirrour for Magistrates 
ed. L.B. Campbell (Cambridge, 1938)» p.298.
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But firstly the details of the description are not drawn together 
into a whole; and secondly, as Paul Bacquêt points out, it is less 
an objective painting than an elegy for the departed summer, with 
Sackville showing a romantic concern for the transferring of human 
feelings to things - as in how "The naked twigges were shivering 
all for colde"^. The opening passage reflects and deepens a mood, 
mirroring a world which is at the mercy of time and change; with 
its elegiac note it is like a case-history of mutability.
This is what the place and figure descriptions of the Ovidian 
narratives take their departure from, in subjects often involving 
a metamorphosis - as though changeability could be mastered by a 
style which gave it picture-like definition in a fictional world 
of the poet’s making. Lodge’s Scillaes Metamorphosis opens with 
a melancholy narrator, walking solitarily - like Sackville’s 
narrator; the reference to "Isis-floud’* seems to anchor the poem’s 
world to a familiar one. But then personification is used - 
"The piteous streames relenting at my mone /Withdrew their tides, 
and staid to heare me groane" - to establish a world outside the 
control of natural agencies, such as the seasons and time, making 
it the enactment of a hyperbole; the entry of the "Sea-God Glaucus"
5 Ibid, 1.16.
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in st. 2 sets it still further away from the actual. The world 
of the poem turns out to be far less recognisable than the unplaced 
stylised one of Sackville.
The sheer exaggeration of the conventions which Lodge takes 
to an extreme underlines the poet’s rôle in creating, not imitating, 
a world, one in which the narrator is at the centre. Yet this 
artifact is b o m  out of mutability, preached by Glaucus in sts.
4-7. A lover’s inconstancy, emotional changeability, leads to the 
story of Glaucus and Scilia, ending in transformation. Change 
is transferred to invented character, environment and myth; it 
is concentrated into definite shapes, set in a world made by the 
supra-natural beings. Sackville presents a world that imitates, 
for all its conventions, conditions of actual existence. Lodge - 
and the other writers of Ovidian narratives - builds one which, 
if not golden, is freed by the poet from "hasty accidents"^; where 
love is controlled by the gods, and death, if it occurs, will be 
seen as different from what it is imagined to be.
6. Spenser, Epilhalamion, 1.429.
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The peculiarly pictorial air of the scene and descriptions 
is especially valuable to the poems, for it achieves a concentrat­
ion valuable in what are relatively short poems, and further is a 
means of suggesting perpetuation.
In general the more pictorial the images of description are, 
and the more they combine to give the impression of a single work 
of art, the more quickly and inescapably they work on the reader 
partly because when an object is named one tends to see it not in 
natural tems but in terms of images of it seen. For example, the 
locus amoenus to which the poet is taken by Africanus in the 
Parlement of Foules is rapidly established by the tapestry-like 
category of trees; and the tree-list of the first canto in the 
Faerie Queene acts likevdse with its tapestry-like presentation.
But the Faerie Queene, unlike the Ovidian narrative, has time to 
work, "comes to possess the reader*', "naturalises him in its own
7
imagination" by means of its leisureliness and spaciousness.
The short poem has not the leisure, so in it the pictorial image 
comes into its own. Drayton’s opening of Endimion and Phoebe 
uses to advantage the impossibility of gradual acclimatisation, 
bringing the reader at one stroke as it x-xere into the poem's exotic
7 Wallace Stevens, The Necessary Angel (1980), p.50.
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mythical world. The suggestion of an earthly paradise prompts
not only the literaiy tradition so that one knows in general what
features to expect, but also the pictorial tradition, especially
as Drayton uses the words ’’tapestry*' and **galleiy**.
The picture-reference as a means of perpetuation does for
the poems what in other genres is achieved in other ways. The
lyric, for example, comes to terns vrith time by taking and
immortalizing a moment; the sonnet, eternalizing a woman’s or
man’s beauty, eternalizes itself. A subject like the story of
Adonis had in the past been re-created so as to stand as part of 
0
an annual ritual . The immediate ancestry of the genre included 
such a work as Watson’s Amyntas and Fraunce’s English version of 
it which leads up to an annual commemmoration of a pastoral death. 
But when Shakespeare writes Venus and Adonis he tells the story as 
a one-time event with no suggestion of an anniversary, and thus 
leaves aside an eternalizing element in the traditions on which 
he is drawing. Ovid’s story of Lucrece in the Fasti was within 
the framework of an account of the Roman calendar; Shakespeare 
removes the story from any such context and tells it as a ’"history’'.
8 For example, in Bion’s Lament for Adonis,
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But poetry which carries the strong impress of the painter’s art
can be thought of as living on, and overcoming time, by the same
means as the painter’s.
Description of the artifact also serves the important purpose
of drawing attention to the poet himself. For the more brilliantly
he reveals the object - or person seen in artificial terms - the
more he demonstrates his power, imaginative and verbal. ’Skil and
the love of skil do ever kisse” wrote Chapman in verses set before
the greatest test of artistic coming-of-age in English, the
9
translations of Homer .
Chapman’s own Ovids Banquet of Sence reflects exactly the
poet’s attitude to artistry. The description of the fountain of
Niobe means that the perspective on to all that follows is that of
the work of art. The significance of the fountain is elusive.
10
Certainly, it is partly to point to the dangers of presumption ;
but then what, as E.S. Donno says, is to be made of Chapman’s own
stress that, ”more neerely viewed”, the statue does not even appear
11to be that of a woman? Probably as great as any recondite
9 Poems, p.382, 1.49. Samuel Page says the same thing in admitting 
his own deficiencies as a poet; to describe the Court ”Would 
adde a mighty volume to my Verse, /Besides mine owne weake wit: 
for I doe know it,” Ovid "was a better workeman, than I Poet”
(Amos and Laura (I613), in Seven Minor Epics, p.222).
10 See F,J. Kerraode, "The Banquet of Sense". BJRL, 44(I96I),68-99•
11 Elizabethan Minor Epics, ed. E.S. Donno, p.13#
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dictionary meaning which Chapman wishes to convey is also the
mystery of art itself. The statue derives from a golden age:
it was ”in great Augustus Caesars grace” that the stone Niobe was
brought from ”the steepe Mygdonian mountaine”. It belongs -
12like the mausoleum near the beginning of the Hypnerotomachia 
to the classical age which by general consent was held to have 
set an absolute standard in artistic skill. A more striking 
fact about the statue of Niobe than the display of a moral failing 
is that Chapman does not make clear, perhaps deliberately, whether 
the stone statue is the actual Niobe transformed, the individual, 
tragic, stone found and transported to a garden, or whether it is 
the representation in stone of a human being transformed into 
stone. The ambiguity, combined with the paradox of ivory statues 
so ”lively doone” it looked ”As if Death liv’d in theyr confusion”, 
and the technical daring described in st. 6, means that sooner or 
later the reader is aroused to what the poet as artist is doing; 
and it is impossible to believe that the Elizabethan poet intended 
anything else by raising these artistic issues. There is a further 
twist to the complications, because the subject of Niobe in the 
Renaissance raised the question, was her transformed shape a
12 Hypnerotomachia. sig. A8 f. The account of the mausoleum, like 
that of Niobe, is drawn from Pausanias (Niobe is described in 
I.xxi.3) tr. W.H. Jones (Loeb, 1918), Vol.I,p.105) # The 
relation between Chapman’s Ovids Banquet of Sence and the 
Hypnerotomachia is discussed briefly in Appendix II|.
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13monument or a tomb? As the poem depicting wonderful beauty
was itself faced by the same question - for example, Shakespeare’s
Sonnet 83 - the unresolved ambiguity is transferred to the fabric
of Chapman’s poem.
It is into the supremely artificial world that Corinna comes^
”In a loose robe of Tynsell”, ’’Nothing but it betwixt her nakednes
/And envious light”, seen through the eyes of a beholder, Ovid or
Chapman, as much as ever an Anthea by a Herrick; there follows
the tapestry-like account of the garden. The sequence of passages
in which the hand and eye of the artist is so apparent is essential
l4as a persuasion to accept what follows .
The established fact of the timelessness of the work of art 
operates in more than the opening passage of a poem. The fact
15that pictures "persist, control time, and overcome its passage” ,
is vital to the account of the Troy-cloth in Lucrece. The wall-
hanging is approached by the specific reference to time; for
Lucrece seeks it out as an answer to ’’The weary time she cannot 
l6
entertain” . Through the painter’s magic in controlling time.
13 A late variation is an epigram by Henry King, Poems, ed. M. Crum 
(Oxford, 1965), p.156.
14 For Chapman’s flower catalogue, which is part of the perspective, 
the most Convincing elucidation is in N. Alexander’s intro­
duction and notes, Elizabethan Narrative Poetry (I967).
15 E. Kris, Psychoanalytic Explorations in Art (1953), P*50.
16 Lucrece. 13ol.
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she finds a solution to the most painful element of her existence
at that point, the necessity of living from minute to minute between
the despatch of her letter to Collatine, and his arrival. Her
presence is eliminated within a few lines, when Shakespeare uses
the presentation, unusual for the poem, of "There might you 
17see” " - a sign that Lucrece has lost herself, contemplating the
scene, in griefs greater than her own. The immemorial quality
of the image triumphs,if only temporarily, over an individual’s
sense of time. For about seventy lines the picture and not
Lucrece is before the reader, before Shakespeare brings her back
to the recollection of her situation, to use the image he has
created in other ways.
It is worth pointing out that the sense of a different passage
of time when a wall-hanging or painting is approached is not unique
to Lucrece. but is an Elizabethan characteristic. In Mortimeriados.
the account of Mortimer’s tower is preceded by two stanzas which
18explicitly suggest two orders of time . The first is of the
natural movement of seasons - ”He hath the Sommer, and a fruitfull 
19yeare” - a time-scheme in which the whole action exists. But
17 Ibid, 1380.
18 Mortimeriados. 2297-310*
19 Ibid, 2298.
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the second arrives at a different order of existence, ’ olde Satums
golden raigne*, a period of rule which "makes all things young 
20
again” ; the golden age and golden world which the artist can
at any moment bring into being are deliberately invoked before
the entry to the chamber. Drayton could have made the transition
purely in terms of space; significantly he uses other terras.
The uniqueness of the passage in Lucrece lies in the way in
which the work of art is interwoven with Lucrece*s mind. Because
of the nexus of ideas in the period around mind, picture, and word -
"The conceits of the mind are pictures of things”, words are "the
speaking picture of the mind”, Drayton’s verse "the true image 
21
of my mind” - there is plenty of scope to take the verbal picture
as the sign of the writer’s mind, but "picture” can also be read
as a sign of a character’s mind within a poem. For example, in
Mortimeriados Mortimer’s tower is in one way the extemal^ising
of the Queen’s emotions, a mood of love; the images of the casket
are for Daniel’s Rosamond a means of clarifying and giving meaning
22
to the turbulence of her emotions . Later, images which Drayton’s
20 Ibid, 2305, 23O8.
21 J. Hoskins, Directions for Speech and Style, ed. H. Hudson 
(Princeton, 1935), p.2* Daniel, Musophilus, 1.178, Poœis, 
ed. Sprague, p.74. Drayton, sonnet before Idea (1599).
22 The Complaint of Rosamond, Poems, pp.51-52.
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23Rosamond sees similarly give meaning and form to a state of mind . 
The account of the Troy-cloth in Lucrece is by no means a piece 
of padding, or superficial ornament; it is the complement to 
Lucrece*s complaint. Images which externalize her own emotions 
are a means of displaying them as she studies the pictures of 
Hecuba, Achilles, Sinon, and the whole image of the sacked city 
externalises the metaphor continually used of her. Moreover the
description is a means of passing from her mind to the outside,
24
public world .
The Elizabethans were fascinated by the mind; but they scarcely 
knew how to display it in poetry beyond saying that it was their 
subject, or claiming that a letter was an image of the writer’s 
mind (hence in part the popularity of the letter form in the 
period, and Englands Heroicall Epistles), or implicitly displaying 
it in the ghost’s complaint. Shakespeare expounds it in poetry 
without recourse to saying that is what he is doing, or to the 
isolated complaint.
It was the poet’s interest in the mind which worked with his 
own imitation of the painter’s standard to allow poetry its own 
criteria, and to establish it as an art existing in its own right.
23 Englands Heroicall Epistles, Works, II, pp.135-37.
24 See below, pp.
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equal with the visual arts. The poet, imitating and anatomising
the inward, scene, was doing precisely what the painter was limited
in. He had an advantage in his medium, language, for just that
feature of it which Leonardo criticised, its inability to act
instantaneously; the poet’s "words which he uses to describe the
various elements of beauty are separated from one another by lapses
25of time which introduce oblivion and sever the proportions” .
In this very fact the poet found the means of coming to terms with 
time in his own way, co-ordinating time as it would be experienced 
by the characters he depicts viith time as actually experienced by 
the audience. The sequence of words he could make an imitation 
of the nature of human consciousness; since the mind exists in time 
his imitation of it is truer than the imitation showing it at one 
moment, which is what the painter has to do even if he captures 
the essence of a mood or character. The poet scores over, say, 
a tapestry-designer in presenting a story; he is not limited to 
telling his story by a series of static tableaux - Agamemnon and 
Achilles fighting writh Hector, Achilles wounded, Hector killed and 
so on. Nor does he have to resort to giving it the illusion of
25 ParaKone, ed. I.A. Richter, p.62.
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movement by a formal device such as the arcade on the •’Rape of 
Proserpina” piece. Marlowe presents the figure of Hero as vividly 
as a painter, but he can bring her to life, give her speech and 
emotion, an existence in time. Drayton creates not only the 
brilliant tapestry-like scene of Latmus, but can also people it 
with an Endimion recognisably human in his emotions^^. The continuity 
of verbal narrative means that the writer scores in his relation 
with his audience, which participates in the re-creation of the 
poem’s life, by the progressive registering of place, character 
and event. That the poem cannot be registered at a glance becomes j
an advantage where it seemed a drawback; yet the poet can also |
I
work through vivid visual details which appear to work, as in the ■
description of Hero, as immediately as if they were registered by 
the eye. '
The co-ordination between time in the poem and the reader’s 
sense of time is most marked in Lucrece where there is not merely 
the story’s extent but Lucrece’s own sense of time. When she 
laments the hours she has to live through, Shakespeare communicates 
the exact feel of the moments passing to the reader. The problem 
is formidable, for to have time drag for a character is likely to 
involve time dragging for the reader. Lucrece’s popularity to-day
26 As Professor Tillotson points out in her comment on the poen. 
in Works, V.
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is as limited as that of Richardson’s Clarissa where the same 
problem is undertaken. Nevertheless, when Shakespeare presents 
the Troy-cloth, seen partly through the narrator, partly through 
the consciousness of Lucrece, he is demonstrating the superiority 
of poetry over painting.
Such emphasis on the visual content of the poems, and the 
general ajj^f artistry omits a consideration of the means by which 
they are conveyed, that is, the narration. If it was on the one 
hand the poet’s desire to ’’represent”^ as much of his subject- 
matter as possible, to achieve immediacy such as the visual object 
or the actor possesses, on the other he was deeply interested in 
his own role as artist. Immediacy calls for a mode which dispenses 
with narrator; but it was to the poet’s advantage to develop 
such a figure or presence, for the narrator is both a means of 
controlling and displaying artistry, and a stalking horse for the 
personality of the poet. The young Inns of Court man, or 
Shakespeare himself, was concerned in publishing to establish 
himself as a poet with a distinctive voice and literary personality. 
Hence there is a clash of interests in the poems, of "told” versus 
’’ represented".
27 In the sense given by A. Berland, "Some Techniques of Fiction in 
Poetry”, EC, 4 (1954), 372-85, esp.372-73.
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Or, looked at another way, the poet proved himself distinct­
ively a poet by turning himself into, as it were, what he 
represented: displaying such arguments, so concisely expressing
various emotions, so nicely representing different persons, so 
suddenly passing from one person’s speech to another, from one 
action to another, that he "properly resembles a Proteus, that
transforms himself into different forms, and in whatever thing
28
or person he wishes” • This was all very well but perhaps he 
wished to display himself in something besides.
In fact, a characteristic liveliness and tension in the 
Ovidian poems comes from the poet trying to achieve both ends, 
the subject directly displayed and his identity as poet. The 
double aim controls and forms the genre’s distinctive narration, 
and what proceeds from it, a tone of voice.
Obvious features of the narration include a first-person 
narrator, or a strong narrating-presence, interpolated stories 
or digressions, and inset pictures. Lodge, Spenser, Marlowe, 
and Marston all use "I” at some points in their poems, and Drayton 
briefly drops into the first person at the end of Endimion and 
Phoebe, though most of the poem is remarkable for his suppression 
of an authorial presence. In Chapman’s Ovids Banquet of Sence,
28 A. Lionardi, Dialogi ... della Invenzione Poetica (Venice,
15543, p.62. Leonardo says virtually the same of the painter, 
(Paraeone, ed. I.A. Richter, p.53).
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there is a distinct narrating voice, while Shakespeare’s two poems
show what Coleridge characterised as a presence everywhere and all- 
29
knowing . Interpolated stories include that of Mercury and the
Fates, of Minerva and Arachne (in Muiopotmos), Endimion’s tale of
30Narcissus, Venus’ tale around the hunted hare . Glaucus’ long 
account of his unhappy love-affair generates some interest on its
31own account . Some of the inset-pictures have already been
mentioned, and to them may be added the detailed catalogue, such as
the garden in Muiopotmos, and the vivid account of the horse in
32
Venus and Adonis .
The functions of such insets are somewhat similar whether 
the interpolation is narrative, digressive or descriptive. In 
addition to introducing variety in subject-matter, pace and time- 
sense, they complicate the relation between subject-matter and 
audience so as to increase interest, maintain awareness of the 
distance or closeness between story and listener, involve or 
distance - usually the former - the audience. Thus Marlowe 
enhances the appeal of the main story to the listener by digressing
29 Biographia Literaria, Ch.15.
30 Marlowe’s Hero and Leander, 1.385-484; Muiopotmos, 257-352; 
Drayton’s Endimion and Phoebe, 585-610; Shakespeare’s Venus 
and Adonis, 659-708.
31 Lodge’s Scillaes Metamorphosis, sts.39-73*
32 Muiopotmos, 185-200; Venus and Adonis, 289-318.
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over the tale of Mercury, so that the listener is drawn closer to 
the poem, further involved in it by feelings of delight or half­
irritation aroused by the delay. Endimion automatically addresses 
the reader as well as Phoebe, and because the reader knows more 
both of Endimion and the goddess than the boy does, enjoyable light 
ironies are introduced. The reader, too, is taken into another 
world and time, and thus given an increased sense of spaciousness 
about the whole poem. The elaborate description of a work of art 
might seem at first only to distance a reader from the story; but 
the object beheld immediately invokes the point of view of a beholder, 
and this can be used to bring the beholder closer, or to identify 
as one spectator both a character within the poem and the reader, 
so that the latter is brought closer to the imagined feelings of 
the character. Thus Shakespeare virtually puts the reader in 
Lucrece*s shoes before the Troy-cloth; its story absorbs one, 
but one shares Lucrece*s abstraction. Venus* pictures of the
boar and hare invite the reader, as well as Adonis, to look 
directly on them, and if she succeeds in stirring the reader’s 
feelings while Adonis remains unmoved, the switch from the picture, 
effective for us, ineffective for Adonis, has an entertaining 
irony of its own as well as - gratuitously or otherwise - casting 
light on Adonis, because he is not moved. Shakespeare’s picture 
of the horse brings the animal before the reader’s eyes with a
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directness dispelling the too-obvious artifice of Venus’ attempted 
approaches to Adonis. Drayton’s account of Phoebe’s triumph, 
though the subject is monstrously artificial, brings one closer 
to look at the poem; the detail he specifies on the costume of 
her attendants supposes a nearness that even a real masque-audience 
could not share. The sid.tch in scales - from the earth beheld 
in miniature to the reflections in the boy’s eyes - has its own 
fascination - like that of Muiopotmos, where the fact that one 
is continually being asked to consider different orders of size 
stimulates a visually close attention, which in turn stimulates 
closer attention to the narrative. Virtuoso description exciting 
wonder as used by the poets offers a real means of counteracting 
alienation.
But more influential than such techniques is the narrator 
or narrating-pres ence in the poems; from it follows not only the 
control of subject-matter but a characteristic of the whole genre. 
This is a tone which makes it extremely difficult to know the 
author’s attitude to his subject-matter. One is unsure what 
angle he intended. Modern criticism reflects the ambivalence. 
Muiopotmos has been taken as an elegant piece of verbal embroidery,
33
or as a complex of recondite allusions and meanings . Chapman’s
33 Hallett Smith in Form and Convention in the Poens of Edmund
Spenser, ed. W. Nelson, versus D.C. Allen in Image and Meaning.
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Ovids Banquet of Sence is taken by one school as sincere, by another 
. 34 . .as ironic . Critics have endlessly debated Shakespeare’s intention
in Venus and Adonis, and to a lesser extent Marlowe’s in Hero and 
35Leander • Marston’s The Metamorphosis of Pigmalions Image lends 
itself to interpretation either as artistically serious or as a 
mocking parody . Again, the way that men looked at visual images 
in the age is apposite, for the moral or interpretive ambiguity of 
the poens is like their author’s delight in images which can be 
read in two ways according to the angle from which they are seen, 
in images which carry their own meaning around within them, like 
hieroglyphs^^.
34 E.g., J. Spens in Essays and Studies by Members of the English 
Association, 11 ( 1925) and Hallett '^ith in Elizabeth^
Poetry, versus the opinion of F.J. Kermode, BJRL, 44 (I96I) 
and M. Maclure in George Chapman.
35 Some of the large body of criticism on Venus and Adonis is cited 
in note , p. 13 | , and in the Bibliography.
36 E.g., G. Cross, Etudes Anglaises, 13 (I960) versus 
F.J. Finkelpearl. ELH. 32 (19é5).
37 Also, the divinus furor by which the poet was inspired was 
a form of inspiration related to that of the sybil or 
prophet, whose utterance was cryptic (see, e.g., Plutarch, 
tr. Holland (I603), pp. 654, 1143, 1344); there was thus 
a certain licence for inspired poetiy to vxithhold its full 
meaning. This worked with the Renaissance idea that art 
should be for an initiate and should therefore not give up 
its meaning too easily.
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To some extent, the discreet, or indiscreet but unknowable
narrator is not a new phenomenon in Elizabethan narrative. A
good example is in Gascoigne’s Dan Bartholmew of Bath, which
is worth some attention as its occurrence is not simply coincidence.
The origin of the poem as a whole is thought to be that Gascoigne
had a number of poems to hand, complaints, and so forth, which
he decided to publish together in a narrative framework given by 
38
a Reporter . The fact that the end narrative was published
after the rest of the poem, as well as Gascoigne’s rather careless,
ad hoc approach, supports the view. The Reporter turns out to be
a most interesting device. He is not a poet, he says, either in
39feigning or imitating ; he implies that what he recounts is an
actual episode, and implicitly claims to be fact, not fiction,
himself. Bartholmew is a friend of his - the Reporter himself
40
has experienced no such love adventures . Gascoigne provocatively 
draws attention to the Reporter’s bona fides. But the further the 
poem progresses, the less he can be believed, the more the 
Reporter assumes the privileges of the novelist, the fiction-maker - 
acquainting us iwith Bartholmew’s inward thoughts, not merely his
1
38 See C.T. Prouty, George Gascoigne (K.Y., 1942), p.213.
39 In Complete Works, ed. J.W. Cunliffe (Cambridge, 1907), I,J
p.9^ - st.l.
40 Ibid, p.99.
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observable reactions. He coyly leads up to the suggestion that he 
is closer to Bartholmew than earlier made out, only to back away from 
the suggestion^^. But then by a verbal convolution and cross- 
reference at the end Gascoigne hints at the identity of himself 
and love-victim^^. The whole narrating device turns out to be an 
ingenious fiction, masquerading as fact. The tone of the poem is 
as ambiguous as the narrator-figure. Gascoigne, says O.S.Lewis, 
somewhat irritated, "leaves us in doubt where we are meant to 
laugh"^^. But that might Gascoigne’s point, as though he ^
discovered the possibilities in a mixture of seriousness and 
flippancy - a solemn complaint in the correct manner and parody 
such as "his flecked cheekes /Howe cherrye redde, nowe pale and 
greene as leekes"^^. Detachment from a single point of view 
proves to have great possibilities; the shifts in tone and 
viewpoint are themselves an aspect of invention, in a poem which 
turns on emotional "Metamorphosis"^^.
41 Ibid, pp.125-26.
42 See C.T.Prouty, p.216.
43 English Literature in the Sixteenth Century Excluding Drama 
(Oxford, 1954), p.270.
44 Dan Bartholmew, p.130.
45 Ibid, p.105.
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Gascoigne was also the author of the Complaint of Philomene, 
a combination of narratives which was bound to be known by, for 
example, Lodge, though there is no direct link between the two 
poems, unless an opening which combines the local and the remote 
be counted one. Gascoigne was still a popular poet in the 1590s. 
His narration in the poem is interesting in the ingenious variety 
of story-tellers (narrator, nightingale, Nemesis, Philomene, 
Gascoigne), and hence a variety of kinds of eloquence (for example, 
to match a bird’s natural expressiveness, or the emotional urgency 
of the tale of Procne) ; and Gascoigne achieves this by construct- 
±r^ his poem along a series of different conventions - love-vision 
introduction (though no love-sick narrator), complaint, personific­
ation, tale and moral - a use of convention which amounts to 
invention. Gascoigne juxtaposes elements each in themselves 
familiar, together making something new. The narrator - firmly 
attached to Gascoigne himself at the beginning and the end - has 
not the opportunity for ambivalence which the Reporter had, but 
is as important as the figure in the earlier poem for giving 
cohesion. Without him the shifts in convention - and hence that 
particular inventiveness - would lose their point. The direct 
reference to "Dan Naso’^  as his authority means that the poem
46 Complete Works, i, p.181.
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has far more bearing on later Ovidian poems than the more polished, 
sophisticated narration of Sackville in his Induction and Complaint 
(though the Mirrour for Magistrates, as a whole, with its very- 
considerable store of narrative techniques and devices, the wealth 
of audience-levels, was obviously part of the later poets’ back­
ground) .
Gascoigne’s narrative achievements on their own do not account
for the Ovidian narratives’ characteristic tone. Another important
contributory factor was the Elizabethans’ training in translation,
both in their education and as a way of making their début as
writers. Marlowe’s translation of the Amores is the most striking
example, his handling of a narrator slightly distinct from himself
47
giving Hero and Leander its distinctive mobility of view-point 
Many others besides Marlowe undertook translation in the course 
of establishing a poetic reputation. The translator had to adopt 
a persona and to practise declaring a voice other than his own; 
translation automatically raised the question of what style and 
tone to adopt. It also encouraged a kind of detachment since 
the translator did not have to identify his voice with the views 
expressed by the author. Even so straightforward a work as a
4? See above, pp.7^~7^*
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tract by Paulo Giovio on emblems involves Daniel in worries about
style (the Worthy Tract was his first appearance in print in 1585);
he fears too great a ”nakednesse of ... stile”, presenting his
original "barely clothed in an English habite, voyde of al such
48ornaments as are due unto the worthies thereof" . The veiy fact
of having to choose a tone, combined with flexibility of attitude,
affected the poet’s stance when he came to make his own narrative.
Something of this is seen in Lodge, whose volume entitled
Scillaes Metamorphosis interlaced with the Complaint of Glaucus
was his first appearance as a poet. The volume contains two
unacknowledged translations from Desportes, while the title poem
may, as W. Staton suggests, have been influenced by Ronsard’s
49
"Complainte de Glauque" . But the whole book is made up of such 
a medley of poems, nearly all declaring different voices, that in 
itself it reflects the writer’s relative ease in passing from 
one tone of voice to another, and even the virtue, or virtuosity, 
attached to declaring successively different views. There was 
no requirement in the display that the first person "I" should be 
committed to one attitude or intensity of emotion.
48 Works, ed. A.B. Grosart (I896), IV, pp.7-8, 15«
49 In his article in SR,6(1959),243-50,
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Examining more closely the lack of commitment which 
characterises the genre, one finds that Lodge’s Scillaes Metamorphosis 
offers a further clue in its apparent discrepancy between style and 
subject-matter; or rather, there is artistic seriousness, reflected 
in Lodge’s loving display of verbal rhetoric, but it is applied to 
rather light-weight matter. Glaucus’ grief has little or no epic 
quality about it. Ronsard’s eloquence was expressed in a poem of 
eight six-line stanzas, almost a lyric; Lodge aims at a similar 
expressiveness but sets it in a longer poem, where by his display 
of simile and icon he seems to be proving himself in a style which 
was associated id.th epic poetry. The reason is partly that Lodge 
is "inuring himself in smaller mattersbefore (theoretically 
at least) proceeding to greater.
However, Spenser’s status as a poet was very different, yet 
Muiopotmos opens with a provocatively poised tone; *’I sing of 
deadly dolorous debate ..." - but it is a conflict among insects.
The way he positively hunts the letter almost suggests parody or 
deliberate mockery, and yet Clarion’s sad epic is presented ser- .
iously. Surely Spenser intended the balance, epic style in a 
"smal PoŒie". The result is for the combination of style and 
subject matter to impose its own critical criteria. Shakespeare
50 Polimanteia, ed. A.B. Grosart (1881), p.34.
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in Venus and Adonis in some respects does the reverse in tending 
to reduce the exotic to the commonplace, making Venus more human 
than goddess-like (by expected standards). Though there is 
precedent for gods showing all the frailty of human beings (for 
example, in Lucian’s Dialogues), his procedure remains distinctive. 
In fact, Shakespeare’s and even more Marlowe’s use of style is 
the development from what was seen more haphazardly in Gascoigne; 
the juxtaposing of different styles, and of styles and subject, 
as a means of piercing through the familiar and making new, 
transfoming and creating - an aspect of "divine wit’*^ ,^ which 
is not only intellectual acuteness but invention.
Assuming that decorum is "cumlynes"^^, the right style for 
the right subject-matter, the poets’ usage is a deliberate breaking 
of decorum; they develop a brilliance of style which imposes its 
own terms. Enargia, the mark of a high style, is used in Venus 
and Adonis not infrequently to irreverent ends. Their decorum 
allows of much play between a style and its subject, with the 
result that the writer can use a style with all the irtore deliber­
ation and without having to identify it with one categoiy of 
subject-matter. He can use it to camouflage his personal identity.
51 Chapman, dedication to his continuation of Hero and Leander.
52 The Mirrour for Magistrates, ed. L.B. Campbell, p.371.
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to conceal a directly personal tone of voice, to keep the reader 
alert to his intentions; non-commitment allows him all the more 
freedom to manipulate his material.
It is symptomatic of tone in the genre that proverbs or 
proverbial-type statement are strikingly used. Marlowe’s splendidly 
eloquent, wise-sounding gnome gave such figures great popularity - 
they became a mark of the fashion, and abound in Venus and Adonis.
But the purpose of such figures has often been mistaken, having been 
adduced as evidence of Shakespeare’s own attitude, whereas the 
point of such gnome, paroemia and epiphonema is that they conceal 
a personal point of view. The proverb is redolent of wisdom, 
authority and continuity, such as was advantageous for the poet 
to suggest in his poem; but it is not the poet speaking in propria 
persona. It creates a bland, ambiguous tone, and provides a means 
of poising the poetry between seriousness and levity, the operative 
quality being given - if at all - by the context. The Elizabethan 
reader, unlike the modern critic, was not concerned with ascertain­
ing Shakespeare’s attitude to Venus and Adonis; the use of the 
proverb-like statement was one more way in which he could enjoy 
Shakespeare’s wit in including so many nuances of tone and 
utterance.
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The subject of tone in the genre is curious; but it might 
be argued that to remark on it is to impose an identity on the 
poems which had no recognition at the time. But there is evidence 
from pieces which come in the wake of the fashion to suggest that 
the ambivalent tone was remarked, by contemporary audiences as 
characteristic of the genre, and that it was seen as a by-product, 
if not a source, of the poet’s invention. Poems such as Philos and 
Licia, Gale’s Pyramus and Thisbe and Barksted’s Hirrha patently 
are ivritten under the stimulus of Marlowe and Shakespeare; it 
is extremely difficult to tell whether these writers are serious 
and their poems bathetic, or whether they are witty and the poems 
parody of features of a popular style. For example, description 
in Philos and Licia virtually usurps the place of narrative; this 
may reflect how the writer was carried away by his ability to set 
out passages of description, or it may show him deliberately 
exploiting the humour in taking to an extreme description as a 
feature of style. Though the balance is slightly in favour of 
the second, it is almost impossible to decide finally.
Dymoke’s introduction to Caltha Poet arum (1598) is a continuous 
play - ideally for the initiate but entertaining for the outsider - 
on the poem’s balance between the artistically serious and the 
flippant; the disguise of the poet’s identity expends the real- 
unreal, serious-nonserious play. Dymoke’s use of "conceit” shows
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more clearl^ r than anywhere else in the period how it was valued 
as mt, invention, and laughed at as good self-opinion. Dymoke
laughs at the cliques who value cleverness so highly, but he makes 
a set at being considered clever too.
Middleton* s Father Hubburds Tales (l604) is a pamphlet mixing 
prose and poetry, a gallimaufry of which the main or serious object 
is social satire, but which carries several references to the style 
and manner of the Ovidian narratives. With a mock-dedication 
"To the true general patron of all Muses, Musicians, Poets, and 
Picture-drawers, Sir Christopher Clutchfist, knighted as a very 
bad pennyworth”^^ , the pamphlet is built on an encounter between 
an ant and a nightingale, the former saving its life by telling a 
series of tales of its adventures. The opening is a very "poetical” 
chrono^raphia in sestets; the nightingale speaks purest Helicon; 
nothing else would do for so aristocratic an inhabitant of poetry, 
the transformed Philomene. But the ant, though using verse when 
caught by the bird, makes a successful plea to tell "The tales 
of my black fortunes in sad prose” for
Rhyme is uneven, fashion’d by a clotjn;
I first was such a one, I till’d the ground;
And amongst rurals verse is scarcely found. (54)
53 Works, ed. Dyce (1840), V, pp.551-52*
54 Ibid, p.560.
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Pastoral is rejected; the demand.s of tales based on transformation 
to be told poetically are balanced against another sort of decorum, 
for neither ants nor ploughmen speak verse. The exposure of 
conventions for what they are allows in a great variety of 
allusion, such as that to the Nashe-Harvey quarrel, with the 
nightingale adjuring Nashe's memory, ’’Peace keep thy soult , 
and then immediately switching to advise the ant over prose- 
style - to avoid Euphuism, to ’’let no decorum want”, to be 
'’sententious and concise”. Decorum itself is mocked, and so 
is Cvidian metamorphosis: ”1, covetous of more change, leapt
out of this little skin of an ant, and hung my skin on the hedge, ^
S6 ' !
taking upon me the grisly shape of a dusty soldier”"^ .
Middleton can round a sestet with gnome as in st. 12 - but with
a difference:
And with this sentence let thy griefs all close,
“Whoe’er are wrong’d are happier than their foes.
So much for such ... 
as though to say, enough of proverbs; though stanzas 21-24, 
spoken by the nightingale, are so full of gnome - or paroemia - 
that Middleton’s aim must be parody. The nightingale is 
traditionally marvellous eloquent (as in the Complaint of
55 Ibid, p.562.
56 Ibid, p.585.
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Philomene) ; but Middleton implies that what is traditionally 
eloquent and affecting can be sententious to the point of boredom - 
and thus he mocks the patronizing nightingale. He is also at 
least alluding to the paroemia which is so noticeable a part of the 
eloquence of Venus and Adonis.
If there is any doubt that he is deliberately talking about 
the process of making poetry, the end removes it. For the ant’s 
last tale hinges on a disastrous career as a would-be poet; "in 
the spring of all my perfections, in the very pride and glory of 
all my labours, I was unfruitfully led to the lickerish study of 
poetry, that sweet honey-poison, that swells a supple scholar with 
unprofitable sweetness and delicious false conceits, until he burst
57into extremities and become a poetical almsman”. The ant
reminisces of a Golden Age when patronage abounded:
Then poets, by divinest alchemy.
Did turn their ink to gold ...
The very thought of gold can send the ant into verse. He finally
resumed his ant-shape, he says, when Clutchfist, presented with
58
the ’’first-fruits of ray musical-rhyming study” , used the camation- 
silk ribbon round the volume for shoe-laces. The pamphlet ends 
not with this deflation of poetic ambitious and rueful reference
\
1
57 Ibid, p.598.
58 Ibid, p.602.
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to a poet’s or a pamphleteer’s plight in earning money, but with 
a return to a very consciously poetic fiction, depicting the 
arrival of dawn.
Middleton solves the problem of what to put in a pamphlet 
partly by a series of self-conscious allusions to the problems 
and conventions of writing poetiy. A sharp awareness in the 
possibilities of switching styles, putting parody and seriousness 
side by side, of showing the artificiality of artifice, is made 
creative.
If Middleton talks about literary creation in this curious 
work, Nashe’s re-telling of the story of Hero and Leander in 
Hashes Lenten Stuffe (159&) simply displays the results of the 
method. The whole performance, G.R. Hibbard points out, is based
59on the tradition of the "learned trifling, the mock-encomium” , 
established in the dedication to a Hull would-be writer, Humfrey 
King (a dedication in which Nashe refers, not unlovingly, to The 
strife of Love in a Dreame with its amazing verbal concoctions). 
The parody of Marlowe’s poem rests on the trick of "reducing the
60
rare and exotic to the ordinary and commonplace life” .
Transforming a style even by parody is itself the way to 
creation. No passage in Elizabethan writing shows more clearly
59 G.R. Hibbard, Thomas Nashe (1962), p.239.
60 Ibid, p.245.
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the writer’s delight in the breeding, begetting word, and his
consciousness of how sheer wit in words is invention, bringing forth
a work which exists in its own right. Hibbard comments how the
implication of Nashe’s title is that the work "will have a distinct
flavour from anyone else’s. It looks as though he now felt that
he had finally achieved the objective he had set himself of creating
6la recognizable literary personality” • A personal voice emerges 
from and indeed is embodied in the artistry.
The forming of a literary identity is precisely what was 
taking place in the Ovidian narrative, and the transforming of 
material in those poems by, notably, verbal art mekns that in one 
sense the identity is submerged in that artistry. One wonders 
if the transformation Nashe effects would have been possible, 
though, if parody was not Datent in Marlowe’s poem, even in the 
very degree of his self-awareness. His feat is made feasible 
by the device typical of the genre of an unresolved, uncommitted 
tone which can at any minute be turned to praise or mockery; it 
is a tone which exists in addition to manifested artistry and 
comes from a witty juxtaposing of styles and subject-matter.
61 Ibid, p.236.
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If the young writer showed himself as a poet by, in one respect, his 
Protean art and personality, at the same time he asserted himself 
by a tone which never allows the reader to presume on it. If 
he did not emerge in quite the "more active and creative role”^^ 
poets made for themselves in the next century by displaying wit, 
acuteness, and in finding striking correspondences, his assertion 
of personality over and doove its embodiment in the object or person 
set forth was a move towards it, and reflects the establishing of 
the artist’s autonomy in the 1590s. He shifts the emphasis of 
Sidney’s "Yet say I and say again, I speak of the art, and not of 
the a r t i f i c e r t o  give the artificer a more conscious rôle.
62 J.A.Mazzeo, Renaissance and Seventeenth-Century Studies (l964),p.43.
63 Sidney,Apologie, ed. Shepherd, p.111.
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Chapter IV 
A study of the four major poems
Ultimately the case for the achievements of the Ovidian 
narratives as a genre rests on the showing which the individual 
poems make. In what follows four poems are discussed in order to 
display the strength and quality of the poetry written. Marlowe’s 
Hero and Leander is the most brilliant poem of the genre, so that 
no study could omit it. Of Shakespeare’s two poems, Venus and 
Adonis has received far more attention than Lucrece; however, 
critiques of it usually compare it with Hero and Leander (Marlowe’s 
poan always wins), or criticise it by criteria derived from outside 
the genre so that in a sense it is not allowed to stand on its own 
merits. Lucrece is underestimated, and for the wrong reasons, and 
deserves a fairer treatment. Drayton’s Endimion and Phoebe is again 
a neglected poem, though a good one; because it is different from 
the other three, it illustrates some of the variety possible within 
the genre.
Choosing particular poems raises the question of why others 
should be omitted. Many of the lesser Ovidian narratives can 
scarcely stand on their own without what can only be called a 
critical indulgence. Muiopotmos offers its own delights but remains 
what Spenser calls it, a "smal Po’éme”. Chapman’s Ovids Banquet of 
Sence as a poem is curiously unsatisfactory, almost unreal; which
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is one reason why criticism of it tends to be aligned with one of 
two schools of opinion. Marston’s The Metamorphosis of Pigmalions 
Image is also a battlefield of critical opinions, while it is 
scarcely substantial enough to provide criteria from within itself 
by which it might be criticised. Weever’s Faunus and Melliflora 
and Beaumont’s Salmacis and Hermaphroditus are witty and enjoyable, 
especially Beaumont’s poem; but as regards achievement, much of 
what they do is re-capitulate the charms of Marlowe’s and 
Shakespeare’s poems. They vouch for the huge success of Hero and 
Leander, but compared with that work have an air of the dé.jh vu 
about them. VJeever and Beaumont work within the conventions rather 
than extend them. Chapman’s continuation of Marlowe’s Hero and 
Leander I have not attempted to consider, partly because several 
detailed studies, complementary to one another, cover it in great 
detail^, partly because it is so different from other poems of the 
genre that quite other criteria apply to it. Notably Chapman
1 C.S. Leviis, "Hero and Leander”, Proc.Brit.Acad., 38( 1952) ,23-375 
D.J. Gordon, "Chapman’s Hero and Leander”, English Miscellany, 
5(19549, 41-94; M. MacLure, George Chapman (Toronto, 1966), 
PP.6I-67; V. Kostic, •Marlowe’s ’Hero and Leander’ and Chapman’s 
continuation", in Renaissance and Modem Essays presented to 
Vivian de Sola Pinto, ed. G.R. Hibbard (1964), pp.25-34.
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takes a definite moral attitude to the story and its characters, 
attaching specific meanings to images, characters and episodes, so 
that the poem resists the viewing from different angles which the 
other poems invite. Perhaps the key to the difference in its 
nature is the way Chapman sets Hero and Leander in the context of 
human society, judging their behaviour and its outcome by canons of 
such a society, so that the poem’s world never achieves the independ. 
ence of that of the other Ovidian narratives.
Hero and Leander.
Marlowe’s poem invites a multitude of responses. One is the
question of what he seems to be asking of the images which he brings
into existence. Obviously there is no single exclusive function,
unless the whole aim and end of artistic effectiveness is considered
as one. but the point is worth raising, for Marlowe and for
other Elizabethans, in terns which are not exactly those of Miss
Tuve in Elizabethan and Metaphysical Imagery. Ernst Kris’s
discussion of the image under the heading ’’Magic, communication,
2
and identification” suggests how the connotation of an image in a
2 Psychoanalytic Explorations in Art, p. 47f.
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given context can be that of imitation, creation, magic, or 
communication. Although he is talking about visual images, and 
although the primary function of a word is of course communication, 
nevertheless, the visual image was so important to the late Eliz­
abethan poets that it is legitimate to consider the verbal images
they create in the light of such connotations.
First of all, to talk about the "image” in Ovidian narratives
is to convey a variety of its forms and appearances. There is the 
particular kind of image of figures from myths, for Adonis or 
Endimion can never be completely detached from the mythology in 
which they exist; the poet’s particular image of Venus, for example, 
is inevitably taken in the context of other men’s images of the goddess 
Similarly, figures like Hero, or Lucrece, are bound to carry the 
reference to "Musaeus* Hero" or "Ovid’s (or Chaucer’s) Lucrece".
Then there is the image conveyed by a description of some extent 
and completeness in the porni, whether of a subject from nature, 
or as already given form by an artist. This kind of image can 
coincide with the first, as when the poet describes in detail a 
character who comes from myth. A third kind is the image produced 
by the swift, even elliptical, action of metaphor, or of brief icon 
and brief simile. Since the Elizabethans did clearly make a 
distinction between descriptio and icon, such a third type is worth 
noting. The images produced by simply the word, and by the 
impression of the poem as a whole, are also relevant. Particularly
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the former, the visual image which tends to pass through the mind 
simply at the use of a word cannot be ignored, since powerful 
naming is one kind of desired eloquence; striking epithets -
3
noun or adjective - were much admired . And for the latter, 
though a poem of the length of Drayton’s Endimion and Phoebe, 
for example, cannot exist in the mind as a single image, the fact 
that it is Tfjritten within a fashion and gives a particular form to 
that fashion points to the way it makes its own imprint.
The connotations of imitation, creation and the communication 
of a meaning are relevant to images in the Ovidian narratives.
The image’s functionjin the last of the three may work in several 
ways. It may be an emblem, in the way that Chapman’s picture of 
Hero with her head covered is emblematic of grief^. It may belong 
to a scheme of iconography, as Venus’ doves belong to any iconography 
of the goddess, or, more complex, as the pentacle which Chapman 
gives Ceremony is a proper, accepted accessory of such a figure^.
It may again be part of an allegory, as it has been argued that 
the picture of the horse is in Shakespeare’s Venus and Adonis^
3 E.g., Chapman’s praise of ’expressive Epethites’, preface to 
Ovids Banquet of Sence.
4 Sestiad III.292-300.
5 Sestiad III.123; see D.J. Gordon, p.53f.
6 By R.P. Miller, "Venus, Adonis, and the Horses”, ELH, 19 
(1952), 249-64.
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Or it may be part of the significance that the poet is overtly 
interested in writing into his poeia' thus, if it is decided that 
Shakespeare’s whole meaning in the poem is a judgement about the 
nature of love and lust, then a number of images can be read in 
that light. But although the poets are patently concerned with 
meanings, there is a limit to the reading of the poem’s images as 
subservient to any one of those meanings. For one thing, the exact 
"meaning” may be impossible to know - as, for example, what Shakes­
peare "meant” by Venus and Adonis.
For the function of imitation, the Elizabethans so frequently 
praise images in terms of verisimilitude that imitation might seem 
their aim; but beyond exact or convincing likenesses, penetration 
and imagination are ultimately more highly regarded. On both 
counts the artist’s skilllis esteemed; and praise of the artist is 
implicit, which means praise of the writer who sets out the artist's 
skill. Characteristic of the praise of visual art in the Ovidian 
narratives is that, beyond the image’s verisimilitude, a large 
part of its virtue lies in its being a symbol or sign of creation; 
the influence of Italy made it so, where the artist’s creativity 
was not frowned on as hubris tic or immoral but gloried in, vii ether 
as an echo of God’s creation, or as creation which existed in its 
own right with scarcely a reference to its shadovjing of a greater, 
divine creation, since artistic creation was itself regarded as
I6l.
divine. And from Italy came the idea of "The more Art the better"^; 
an artist could go higher by improving on the work of another artist 
than by starting from nature. The praise of another work of art 
is not the verbal image of a pictorial image of a reality, but a new 
image, equal to or greater than the original. IVhat is apparently 
only an accessory, the admired work of art, goes to the centre of 
the poems, and operates in the images which the poet makes without 
reference to any other artist, down to the very image of the whole 
poem. When the 1590 poet makes his images, he is placing a value 
on them as a mark of creativity.
let though an important function of the image is this intangible 
one, it could not have existed if the other functions had not been 
so alive, strong, widespread and used in other literary forms; nor, 
indeed, could it have existed outside an age with a "fondness for 
multiple (and disparate) significances* , a period which allowed 
that *• several symbols can stand for one and the same idea and several 
can be expressed by one and the same symbol*^. The variety 
of functions is true particularly of the images of the mythological 
figures, which is of central importance since the Ovidian narratives 
turn on them. Paradoxically, writers of witty Ovidian poems were
7 J. Shearman, Mannerism, p.46.
8 E.S. Donno, Elizabethan Minor Epics, note, p.13.
9 L. Bieckmann, "Renaissance Hieroglyphics”, CP, 9(1957), p.310#
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dependant on the erablem-books, the Renaissance dictionaries, the
moralists, to be free of the particular weight of responsibility
which other writers saw in using such fictions. Stephen Bateman,
with his Golden Booke of Leaden Goddes (1577) - the title speaks
for itself - would have been shocked by the lightness of Lodge’s
tone in Scillaes Metamorphosis, and the small place that any
spiritual meaning had in it; yet a book like his helped prepare
for the success of the later Ovidian narratives. The figures of
myth were so well-known that the very ballad-x^iters mentioned thon
in passing, without explanation. A name had only to be mentioned
for a whole train of associations to be aroused. E.W. Talbert has
set out some of the variety of meanings read into the stories of
Actaeon and Echo - Actaeon’s story could represent the attack of
emotions on the reason, or the results of presumption, or of error, 
10and so forth . The meanings of his subject were established for 
the poet before he began; the names reverberated. Moreover the 
name called up all those artists who had treated its story, the 
painting and tapestries in which the figures were shown. Thus, 
the poet could take much for granted in the rich world of mythology.
10 "Mythological Allusion and Mythological Moral", Renaissance 
Papers 1964, 3-11.
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and the force of alterations he wrought was much greater, through 
changing the familiar, than the novelty of a recherché subject 
would have been. If one doubts how many of the meanings which have 
been attributed to Venus and Adonis were present in Shakespeare’s 
mind when he wrote the poem, still the fact that the multiple 
meanings of the myth existed, at different levels and in different 
circles, meant that the impact of the poem was the greater, and 
Shakespeare’s own artistry in transforming the material the more 
esteemed.
Hero and Leander’s story was in a slightly different category
from a myth such as that of Venus and Adonis. It was Ovid’s
insofar as it appeared in the Heroides; it was not a transformation
is remarkable how strong the Elizabethan assumption was that
Marlowe’s poem should end with a metamorphosis). The txfo lovers
did not appear so regularly in the mythologists’ collections as the
deities, though Fraunce, following Fulgentius, could expound the
tale as "the light of the lanterne or lampe extinct (that is, naturall
heate fayling), lust decayeth, & Leander tossed with the cold storme
11of old age, is at last drowned” . but the "divine Musaeus’" poem 
was well-knoxm, given modern form by Bernardo Tasso, Boscan and
11 As D. Bush, MytholoKV and the Renaissance Tradition, p. 126, and 
D.J. Gordon, p.86, point o u t . T h e  quotation occurs in the 
Third Part of the Countess of Pembrokes Yvychurch,f.46 ^  .
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Marot, so that Marlowe's handling and recreation of the story was
12as pronounced as if the subject came from the Metamorphoses .
It is Marlowe’s poem, more than any other in the genre, which
gives the feel of what the artist is doing. The uniqueness of the
experience it offers is rather that of the work of art, the illusion
13of the artist revealing the "permanent forms” of things - partic­
ularly the magic of artistic permanence drawn from a world of myth 
which, as coloured by Ovid, suggests an endless process of change 
and renewal - than of the uniquely human, that of character which 
would occur in tragedy. Many of the ways in which Marlowe draws 
on Musaeus’ poem show the characteristic Elizabethan stress.
Musaeus starts with an invocation, which Marlowe omits, that 
puts the lamp at the head of the poem: »’Tell, 0 Goddess, of the
lamp, witness of secret love, and of the youth that swam by night
14in quest of his bridals across the sea ..." .
12 B. Tasso, Favola di Leandro et d’Hero, Libro Terzo de gli Amori 
(Venice, 1537)» f.lii^ - Ixiiii ^  . He takes pride in giving 
the Greek muse a Tuscan voice (f.lii '^ ). Boscan, Leandro, Las 
Obras (Barcelona, 1543), f.73 - 117Y Marot, Kystoire de 
Leander, et Hero, Oeuvres, III (Lyons, 1544), pp.114-41.
13 Hazlitt, Sketches of the Principal Picture-Galleries in England 
(1824), p.4.
14 Hero and Leander, ed., tr. E.H. Blakeney (Oxford, 1935), p.25*
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It is both something wonderful which, as Leander*s guide to the tower, 
made their love possible, but also is part of cause and effect in a 
more sinister way, since had it not been displayed by Hero on the 
final occasion, Leander would not have swum into the storm and been 
drowned. The opening allows the presenting of the poet as a 
narrator, in a traditional manner, and the reader’s gradual 
acclimatisation. Within a short space, Musaeus suggests a world 
to which the two lovers are subservient, with its wind and winter 
storms.
Marlowe from the first surprises;
On Hellespont guiltie of True-loves blood,
In view and opposit two citties stood ... (15)
He calls on no muse, by implication he is the sole creator of what 
follows; there is no tuning of the reader’s sensibilities.
Ostensibly the narrator is omitted - as is the lamp. The abrupt 
opening is like the announcement of a break with tradition; the 
invocation is set aside. Marlowe remakes the story and its world 
in, as it were, his own image; its world is not one of cause and 
effect in the ordinary way, of ill-omens. If Hero and Leander are 
star-crossed lovers, whose lives are determined by fate, there is
15 1.1-2.
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scarcely a hint of it at the start, except for the brief allusion, 
"guiltie of True-loves blood". It is as though Marlowe initially 
had little concern whether they were or not. The cloud of fore­
knowledge which is a part of Musaeus* poœi is removed, and with it 
the sense of looking back in time; so that while the tense is past, 
the tone has all the immediacy, and discovery, of the present, a 
present which is the moment of the poem’s creation.
Hyperbole enters with the sixth line, with "Hero the faire,
/iVhom young Apollo courted for her haire"^^; Marlowe expands a
figure of speech into a part of the poem’s world. The audacity
of it ("the gigantic insolence of hyperbole", says C.S. Lewis, its
17"mythopeic quality") seizes the attention - making one forget 
that Musaeus’ poem has its own hyperbole, to stretch the term, in 
persuading the reader to accept Hero and Leander as humanly real, 
referring the reader to place and history. Musaeus’ method is like 
the novelist persuading his reader to accept the novel’s world as 
actual, continuous with that lived in. Marlowe’s interest is to 
maintain the awareness that "The world of art is an enchanting 
deception"!^.
16 1.5-6.
17 C.S. Lewis, pp. 25, 26.
18 Hazlitt, p.30.
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His opening of the poem is like taking the beholder into a
building (another house, **a sort of dream created by man for those
19
who are awake"?) which offers a completeness of surroundings to 
replace the actual world. A hyperbole continues the principle of 
this other world, in which Hero is brought again into the centre; 
not only the gods but natural things, too, revolve around her, the 
bees deceived by the sweetness of her breath, and the workmanship 
of her veil, into trying to alight on it. Marlowe never asks the 
reader to accept this as anything but hyperbole, but it is so com­
plete that it is a complete territory, even a universe; and having 
semi-jokingly introduced it the poet then proceeds to people it, 
for the delight in the skill and wit with which he does it.
Musaeus presents his Hero in the context of parents and 
hierarchy; she is fearful of the forces she serves. Leander does 
not enter till later (about I.85). Marlowe by contrast straightaway 
raises up a second superb life-defying figure. Nature having been 
made to look to his Hero, Leander cannot be made a second centre, 
but the description, the conceit "Faire Cinthia wisht his armes 
might be her spheare, /Greefe makes her pale, because she mooves 
not there"^^, suggests that had Leander been known earlier, he
19 Plato, Sophist 266c (Dialogues, III, p.425).
20 1.59-60.
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would have altered myth and history itself. The description 
proposes a sort of illegitimacy - not of love - but of richness.
In this, if in anything, reside the omens, as though two such 
figures must ultimately be destroyed, or alter the whole course of 
things - as is suggested or foreshadowed, in a dead-pan way, by 
Hero’s Zuleika-like effect on the young men at the festival who 
"ryn’d as they went, and thinking on her died” .
As though to complete the world begun by the descriptions of 
Hero and Leander, Marlowe sets out the temple of Venus, emphatic­
ally again his own creation with the accounts of the decorations,
such as never existed in actual temples or paintings, with the gods
/ 22 
’’Committing head&e ryots, incest, rapes” . Thus Hero and Leander
21 1.130.
22 1.144.
23 1.164.
24 1.176.
meet in a supremely artificial environment, without even - at this
point - Musaeus’ indications, of time, the coming of night; it is
as though Hero, sacrificing turtles’ blood, is lit by her own
light, or Leander’s, "by the fire that from his count’nance blazed
But having so set the scene, and started the actors moving, Marlowe
surprises again, jestingly moving to an anti-climax of gnome which
is no anti-climax because the commonplace wisdom, sententiousness,
becomes oracle in Marlowe’s words - "IVho ever lov’d, that lov’d not 
P4at first sight?” . It is his own oracle, mocking both convention
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and, in a way, itself. Musaeus offers no interruption at this
stage - or indeed throughout the story which develops smoothly and
inexorably. His Hero is a maiden, who uses "words such as a woman 
2Smight use” Marlowe avoids words like "boy", "girl”, "maiden";
the lovers are called by their names or are simply "he" and "she”, 
as though - despite his poem’s greater length - he had no time to 
waste on niceties, which, if they occur at all, come from the lovers’ 
mouths (like Leander’s "Faire c r e a t u r e " ) T h e  irony of this 
economy, the sense of speed in their story, is in Marlowe’s delib­
erate changes of pace. The progression of the poem is wilful, 
entirely as Marlowe wishes it, not determined, as in Musaeus, by 
the lovers’ emotions or by cause and effect. Marlowe is not 
interested, apparently, as Musaeus is at the corresponding point, 
in shoxTing convincingly the course of a courtship, the grovrth of 
a relation, or in presenting a gentle, detached, experienced narrator 
who shakes his head over the behaviour of young men and women.
As Musaeus’ handling of the story is re-formed to display 
Marlowe’s art, so are the speeches between Hero and Leander given 
a form to show theirs, especially Leander’s in sophistry. His
25 Tr. Blakeney, p.29.
26. 1.199.
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themes in lines 119-294 are from Musaeus* poem but are developed 
as a bright student might copiously and ingeniously amplify a given 
topic. Characteristically, hyperbole becomes hubris in Leander’s 
mouth, in trying to persuade Hero that she outdoes the goddess she 
serves. Love itself, or that the "treasure" of her virginity will 
bring chaos on the world if it is not given to him.
The effect of the long persuasive speeches Marlowe gives 
Leander is to create the impression that much more of him is known, 
which is necessary since the character is different from the more 
easily acceptable wooer of Musaeus’ poem. Marlowe, diverging 
from the characterisation of Musaeus, has to substantiate the 
picture he initially gives of the boy, which means also showing his 
ability to provide psychological plausibility for the situation.
The length of speech is the more indicative of character in the 
light of the Elizabethan idea that speech is an image of the mind.
In thus imaging the mind, Marlowe continues to surprise, by the 
portrayal of a ruthless lover, like a "bold sharpe sophister", a 
Eerovjne in his wit, a Parolles in the service to which he is T^illing 
to put any argument, any tone of voice. The impression of "Marlowe’s 
Leander” - or "Marlowe’s Leanders" - is reinforced by those gnomic 
passages in which the generalisations seem to come wittily and 
provocatively from the xfriter himself, as though Leander became
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for the moment merely a stalking-horse for Marlowe’s mind and 
personality. The speeches are like Berowne’s in the delight 
of the wit in play, teasing out verbal and "conceited” possibilities 
as in
One is no number, mayds are nothing then,
Without the sweet societie of men.
Wilt thou live single still? one shalt thou bee.
Though never-singling Hymen couple thee. (27)
The origin is perhaps jest, but it leads to the serious making of
the poem.
It is as if Leander himself delights in taking on different
rôles, just as he delights in the different arguments; thus, in
pronouncing the rites in which Venus delights as "banquets, Dorick
musicke, midnight-revell, /Plaies, maskes, and all that stern age
28
count eth evill”, , he assumes the part of Comus. He continually 
throws out equivocal conceits and images, such as "Venus’ nun" 
with its suggestion of a prostitute, to make his argument run.
There is not exactly the knowing wink towards his reader, but 
Marlowe leaves the doubles entendres open, and emphasises this 
by making Hero no fool but one who, whatever her emotions, sees 
through the sophistry. In a sense Leander is simply playing for
27 1.255-58.
28 1.301-02.
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time with speeches, and he and Hero know it. Musaeus’ depiction 
of the wooing is more familiar, with recounted blushes and glances, 
and silence - "The while her glances were earthward bent, Leander 
with impassioned eyes wearied not of gazing at the maid’s smooth 
neck”^  . It is impossible to imagine a passage of time so 
represented in Marlowe’s poem. Even the silence of a blush, when 
Hero gives herself away with a slip of the tongue, initiates the 
almost frenzied imageiy and machineiy of the gods.
Treatment of noise and silence is curious in Marlowe’s poem. 
Where Musaeus*s Hero, in her account of the tower emphasises how 
"ever, night and morn alike, a sound of the windy deep roars in my 
ears"^^, the description by Marlowe’s Hero is of an even more 
emphatic silence. Marlowe continuously ignores the "ominous north 
wind, with perilous b l a s t s a t  the opening of the Greek poem.
Not only is the place *’whist and still”, save for the "ratting 
m u r m u r o f  the sea - like the picture of nature in a Petrarchan 
sonnet on night; the night is silent too. Marlowe’s world is, 
for the poem, wholly convincing. In such a detail it is like the
29 Tr. Blakeney, p.30. 
30. Ibid, p.31.
31 Ibid, p.25.
32 I, 346, 348.
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golden world of pastoral, with storms banished, akin to the world 
of a painting in its abjuring of the sound of the winds; the gods 
themselves appear to replace naturalistic representation. It 
is decidedly not a dream-world, its silence is not that of a temple 
of glass seen in a vision; it is not a world of the "erotic
33vision”'^ . Yet it does offer the otherness of a world seen in a 
vision.
Musaeus* Hero does not let an invitation to the tower escape 
from her involuntarily. Her account of the place follows reason­
ably from her protestations to Leander that what he suggests is 
impossible, and it is she who cuts through the impasse by his 
proposal to swim to her. The slip of the tongue of Marlowe* s 
Hero is in place not only as witty elaboration on the original, 
but as a reflection on her state of mind. Musaeus remains present 
to narrate what Hero feels; Marlowe, having apparently kept from 
the scene as narrator, has Hero show herself by her own actions.
He observes the consequences of her invitation, but again in 
primarily visual terms, in her expressive eyes, just as in
Mannerist theory visual appearance ideally tells the beholder about
34the emotions underlying the appearance"^ . Venus* rejection of 
Hero’s plea, and Cupid’s bow-shot, are on one level figures of
33 C.S. Lewis, p.25.
34 J. Pope-Hennessy, "Nicholas Hilliard and Mannerist Art Theory”, 
JWCI, 6 (1943), p.95.
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speech, animated; bat their appearance is in line with a painter’s 
depiction of an emotional situation, except that - as with Venus’ 
temple - it is no picture that the reader will ever have beheld, 
but one of Marlowe’s own making, with Cupid winding the pearls on 
his arm.
Instead of Musaeus’ orderly progression to the lovers’ plans, 
and the arrangement over the lamp, Marlowe follows up the sense of 
himself as artist at work by his digression on Mercury and the Fates. 
It marks a point where Marlowe communicates more powerfully than 
before the sheer pleasure he takes in making. His use of "I” 
reinforces this, and the very obvious way in which he disappoints 
one expectation - the reader’s, of the main story - and fulfills 
another gratuitously but delightfully. The story-teller holding 
his audience, in a wilful, extravagant but controlled way, looks 
forward to Tristram Shandy. Marlowe, like Sterne, imitates 
tediousness, while offering what is not at all tedious. He 
re-makes aetiological myth, accounting for why the Elizabethan 
scholar-tumed-poet is penniless, in an irreverent way; if men’s 
lives are controlled by gods, at least the poet can make the gods 
behave as he wishes in his story about them. The attitude is like 
Marvell’s;
though we cannot make our Sun 
Stand still, yet we will make him run.
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With the digression, it is as though the figures and metaphors 
reach a point where what has been a mere figure of speech suddenly 
takes precedence over the human actors. The art asserts itself - 
as Leander's art in sophistiy looked as though it was on the verge 
of taking over in his speeches to Hero; and yet the art is amply 
justified, not only by the delight it gives, but by the parallels 
it contains to the main story; something is risked which belongs 
to the gods, a human-being asks for nect|t - as Leander asks for A- 
and takes a goddess's possession. Hero. Disaster is bound to 
follow. But there is the suggestion that if the present order 
of things - including retribution on presumptuous lovers - were 
altered, everyone might be better off. The g old en-t ongu ed poet's 
vision, like the cunning-tongued Mercury's plot, is a better promise 
of a golden age than the rule of Jove. The episode shows Marlowe, 
like the deviser of a court-masque, altering and creating myth; 
but unlike the Arraignment of Paris % the poem has no royal presence 
around which to revolve. Instead it creates its own artificial 
centre, and myth is re-arranged for the gloiy of what the poet 
creates.
Marlowe's poem diverges increasingly from the plan and tone 
of Musaeus', which brings out the pathos of the story, building 
without sentimentality around the sentiment of the lovers' fate.
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The Elizabethan Hero is no figure such as the Greek one, but a
mixture of the shy, the artless, and. the knowing. Leander*s art
in rhetoric is balanced for the moment by her (unlearned.?) art of
flirting. The tower where she dwelt and the tower of her love
and chastity are merged in one; Leander*s first swim is passed
over without a word as to its difficulty. Roses await him as in
the Greek poem but the sea-water on him is nothing and he is no
35"breathless bridegroom** Marlowe's treatment of the story from
now on is like a deliberate demolition of Musaeus* assumptions,
and their replacement by a more complex, harsh truth, as if Marlowe
dismisses Musaeus* tacit claim that love is easily achieved, that
it is tender and gentle. Love has to be learnt - as if Marlowe
had the Ars Amandi in mind and Daphnis and Chloe - and when learnt,
it will be known to be not only gentle.
He rejoices in the kinds of dialectic between the lovers, just
as he did in Hero cutting off Leander*s arguments. He answers
the paradox of Leander*s ignorance in love despite his knowledge
of its arguments by **Love alwaies makes those eloquent that have 
'*'^6it-^  . The immediate yielding of Musaeus* Hero to Leander is 
replaced by a more worldly-wise instinct of self-preservation; 
as an Elizabethan, Hero's prospects will be ruined when she gives 
herself to Leander.
35 fr. Blakeney, p.35*
36 11.72.
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The hyperbole of the sun rising and setting, matching in
impetuousness the pace of the whole poem is consonant with the
lovers at the centre of a world revolving around them. Steane
points out how the opening of the Second Sestiad is like the way
events might be portrayed in a film with a shot missed out,
producing a comic effect:
He kist her, and breath’d life into her lips,
Wherewith as one displeas’d, away she trips.
37which omits any glimpse of how she rose from her faint ,
Comparison with a film-technique brings out how the choice of what 
the reader sees is Marlowe’s, if, as has been suggested, cinema
has an affinity with narrative since the film seen depends on the
oo
camera’s angle . Marlowe’s arbitrary, but self-consistent, 
choice of what the point of view shall be is done in such a way as 
to keep the poet’s manipulation of the angle always in sight.
Though in Marlowe’s poem the lovers exist outside the rest of 
society, it is the Elizabethan lover, not the Greek, who carries the 
emblems of his love where all might see them. But in recounting 
the emblems Marlowe is less concerned with their audience’s reactions 
than in wittily devising the tokens, such as '’the purple riband ...
y 39 1/VJherewith she wreath’d her largely spreading h ^ r ” . Immediately
37 11*3-4. J.B. Steane, Marlowe (Cambridge, 1964), pp.323-34.
38 R. Scholes and R. Kellogg, The Nature of Narrative (N.X., I966),
pp.280-81. 
39 11.106-07.
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after another interest takes over in the generalisation about 
fame.
In what follows,it is as though the whole world is seen with 
the lover's eyes; love has its own rationale (the rebuke from his 
father does not check but encourages), and the vision of the 
lover reduces to nothing everything outside it. Marlowe's "even 
as an Index to a booke, /So to his mind was yoong Leanders Looke"^^ 
is more important for what he makes of a commonplace than for its 
expected effect on the rest of the world.
The passage describing the actions of the "Saphir visag'd 
41god" might be the world seen through Leander's fired and fiery 
being; his imagination is out of the ordinary world, and his 
surroundings present themselves in a god-ridden magic way. At 
the same time, the awareness remains that what Marlowe starts from 
is a figure of speech, a manner of speaking, which he uses to 
depict the idea of the sea lapping round a swimmer. By his style 
Marlowe over-comes the self-defeating element of description the 
more complete, the more dispersed in time. His style gives not a 
single static built-up picture, then to be interpreted as a whole, 
but a passage which offers the delight that at successive instants 
it can be taken in different ways; like the overall portraiture
40 II.129-30.
41 11.155-220.
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of Hero it demands no exclusive reaction, and her being one thing 
does not preclude her being another. The voyage is seen through 
the lover's imagination; or it is Marlowe's rendering of a serii- 
mythical world; or he is describing the effect of waves on the 
body. The whole is analogous to a perspective-picture, except 
that Marlowe offers more, and more subtle, viewing-points than 
a painter could. The opal-like quality of the writing means that 
the whole poem becomes suffused with metamorphosis; change becomes 
possible at any moment. It brings transformation into a quasi­
human world as well as taking the human world into that of the 
gods, and transforming it there. In this style the risk of drowning 
is not seen as leading to death, but as another order of being, 
as if it only offered change, not loss, the chance to see how
''Sweet singing Meremaids, sported with their loves /On heapes of 
42
heavie gold'* .
In the midst of such diversity and magic of perspectives,
Leander is never so human as now; *'poore soule" exactl^r counter­
poises the artifice of the passage. He is paid out with the coin 
with which Marlowe paid the reader, enforced digression and delay, 
and the way he shares the reader's position earlier increases his 
human-ness. But whereas the audience was delighted by the earlier 
tale, and may be by Leptune's, it is nothing to Leander except a 
bar to the fulfilment of his wishes. It is the consequence of
kz 11.162-63.
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being the centre of a world that the allurements of a god have 
to be endured.
IVhile there could scarcely be a more artificial piece of 
writing, more apparently the poet's fantasy, what he describes is 
fully projected. It exists as an externalised world, not as some 
day-dream in the poet's mind - and in this achieves what Chapman's 
Cvids Banquet of Sence, for example, never does although both poems 
are notably, in their ways, linlced to the fantasy-activities of 
their irriter s. Marlowe's omission of the lamp aids the effect,
for the scene is lit by the sun, the picture of the sea takes its 
reality as icon from the effect of sunlight on waves. Hero's tower 
shines in this light, appearing more desirable and yet more 
unattainable to Leander than if he saw it only in the mind.
The effect of the sun - even if, to be plausible in the story, of 
the evening, when it "Descends upon my radiant Heroes tower" - 
is to create a scene the opposite of the surreptitious night-scene 
in Musaeus' poem.
The irreverent treatment of Heptune dovetails with the character 
of Leander as a means of showing the "gentle" youth, turning pale 
at the thought that he was the cause of hurt. Neptune's
43 11.204.
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inference -
seeing him with pittie to be moved,
Thereon concluded that he was beloved (44)
is both charmingly gratuitous and a way of humanising the scene,
and the immediate passage with its plentiful gnome. Another
reason for the lines makes itself felt when Leander "Cast downe his
45wearie feet, and felt the sand" ; they show the distance that
Leander has with effort swum, the sheer substance of the rhetoric
representing the passage of time. The method of having the reader
feel a reality is quite different from the method Musaeus uses,
who appeals to our feelings, how Leander went "with many a 
46labour" or on the night he dies how the waves overwhelm him.
Apparently fortuitous touches reinforce the orientation of
4?Marlowe's world. The "crooked Dolphin" rejoices at the sailor 
singing, not the sailor at the sign of good weather. The natural 
world revolves around the human-being. The "crooked Dolphin" 
also suggests Hero's spontaneity and naturalness, in whom even 
artifice appears artless (was she so surprised by the sight of 
naked Leander?). In the succeeding lines, Marlowe astonishingly 
combines the human, even homely - Hero giving up her warm place in 
the bed - and the more-than-human - Leander "Whose lively heat like
44 n.^ iS'2-o.
45 11.228.
46 Tr. Blakeney, p.33.
4? 11.234.
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/ hoWould animate grosse clay" . VJhere Musaeus 
is summary, Marlowe is explicit. Yet the effect of the passage is 
not voyeuristic, nor has it a trace of the prurience with which 
Chapman's Cvids banquet of Sence is coloured, Marlowe is, for 
one thing, expounding more truth than Musaeus, who shows love 
through a haze of sentiment, "Love is not ful of pittie (as men
49
say) /But deaffe and cru ell, where he meanes to pray" is part 
of the proof, no mere proverb - an Intention animi actio^^ - 
fobbed off on the reader to replace what the poet claims decency, 
or convention will not allow him to say. There is nothing of 
Chapman's wish-fulfilment. The love between Hero and Leander has 
the right of the natural, and the natural not merely mimicked, but 
given the insight of the poet.
From the outset, the whole movement of the poem has been 
towards the creation of an other world; the world of love begotten 
by Hero and Leander is the artistic balance, even fulfilment, 
of that other world's autonomy. By raising up the more-than- 
human figures of the two lovers, Marlowe sets them in the artist's 
world which is bound by no obligations to the actual; and realising
48 11.255-56.
49 11.287-88.
50 Conclusion to Chapman's Ovids Banquet of Sence.
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them there, he says and knows far more about them than if they were 
more obviously human. He takes them out of the convention estab­
lished by the Greek poem without resorting to another convention, 
such as pastoral. They are neither in the mould of famous lovers 
such as Antony and Cleopatra, or Troilus and Cressida, nor in that 
of Daphnis and Chloe. The angle on to them is that of the process 
of Marlowe's own art, its uniqueness, his consciousness of it and 
the means he employs to maintain the reader's consciousness of it.
Two means by which he does so call for comment, beyond what 
has been said in passing. One is characteristic usages of rhetoric 
in the poem (in addition to that of hyperbole), and the other is 
the construction of the poem.
The wilful pace of the poem when examined is seen to come to 
some extent from the use of figures of opposite tendencies. On 
the one hand, Marlowe has on occasion apparently indefinite time 
for devices of amplification, a kind of pleonasmus, statement made 
with a wealth, almost a superabundance,of words. The periphrasis 
of night may be a parody of long-winded statement but is convincing 
in its own right. A point in the narrative may be developed at 
great length - such as the di^gre^on about Mercury and the Fates.
On the other hand there is a tendency to figures in which there 
is some omission, either of word or thought. In terms of thought, 
the first line of the poem is elliptical; and the conclusive note
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of lines such as "Therefore in signe her treasure suffred wracke, 
/since Heroes time, hath halfe the world beene blacke'*^^ derives - 
as well as from the wit - from the compression caused by omitted 
words. The force of such a device is strengthened by the arbit­
rariness of what Marlowe displays, the visual ellipsis, as in
52"He whom she favours lives, the other dies"^ . But the amplific­
ation or the ellipsis can, as suggested above, never be predicted.; 
the choice is determined by Marlowe not by the material. He 
flouts expectation by treating Hero's tears so literally as pearls, 
or by making the sun return below the horizon after it has risen at 
the sight of the lovers. He imposes himself on his subject too 
by unusual word-order. Hysteron proteron, the name of the figure, 
was a legitimate device, but if used, too much it became, said
53Puttenham, a vice . Marlowe makes his own rules, using an 
unusual word-order frequently. Lines like "Home when he came, he 
seem'd not to be there", or "If not for love, yet love, for pittie 
sake, /Me in thy bed. and fi maiden bosome take"^^, create the 
impression of the distinct, even unique, presenting of events.
They enhance the impression that there is sœiething "topsy-turvy"^-^
51 1.49-50.
52 1.124.
53 Puttenham, Arte, p.l?0.
54 11.247-48.,
55 C.S. Lewis, p.25.
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in the poem. Such word-order is inter-related viith pace since 
its effect is to delay at the same time that the couplets leap to 
their conclusion. The progress of the poem is a moment-to-moment 
affair with little enjambement and none of the long development of 
the verse-paragraph. Marlowe leaves his imprint on the very medium 
as well as on the subject.
The construction of the poem points the same way. The treat­
ment of the story is not that of a " story of personality"; this 
is typical of the genre, often criticised for the writers' preference 
for "psychologising" over the drawing of "life-like** characters.
The po©n shows in small compass a form of what Empson calls 
"construction by s c e n e s T h u s  there is extrœie selectivity 
in what is shown. Hero and Leander appear differently in different 
scenes. It is not their character which is stressed but the 
plausibility of each of their appearances, and indeed the sheer 
variety of guises.
Empson's comment on the Elizabethans' taste in narrative 
occurs in his discussion of double-plots, how "after you have made 
an imaginative response to one kind of a situation you satisfy more 
of what is included in your own nature, you are more completely 
interested in the play, if the chief other response possible is
56 Some Versions of Pastoral (Harmondsworth, ed. of 1966), pp.49-50.
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called out too". The device, he goes on, "sets your judgement 
free because you need not identify yourself firmly with any one of 
the characters (the drama of personality is liable to boil down 
to this)". The relevance to Hero and Leander is that, though the 
poem has no sub-plot to speak of, the presentation of a character 
in different ways and in different lights may satisfy "more of what 
is included in your own nature"; more important, the device does 
not invite the response of identifying, it tends to keep the judge­
ment free.
Two features of the poem suggest themselves here, one, the 
response it does invite which is akin to that of judging, and the 
other, that Marlowe in the poem constantly is exerting judgement 
through the interspersed gnome. It is fair to say that the waken­
ing of the reader's judgement offsets his necessarily being a 
witness to so much judgement in the poem; a more complete response 
is achieved.
But judgement, or less strongly, consciousness, once aroused 
can be applied to more than one subject. By a variation on the 
method of " construction by scenes", Marlowe displays a wide range 
of his artistry, and conspicuously because of the frequent visual 
element; he displays also his grasp of "psychology" in making the 
figure at each successive appearance sufficient, psychologically, 
for the situation. By directing the reader's consciousness to 
successive appearances of Hero - through the simple fact that their
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variety precludes the reader identifying with her - he has the 
reader remain detached; and while he is detached, the reader is 
made more aware of Marlowe's artistry than if he was persuaded into 
a complete acceptance. The method keeps the audience awake to 
the artist's handling of figure, scene and language.
R.O. Payne says, of Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde; "the best 
art contrives to create in its audience a sense of participating 
in its illusions, without destroying the simultaneous awareness 
of a detachment sufficient for perception and enjoyment." He goes 
on to say, with Chaucer in mind, how "if the poet strikes the balance 
exactly, he can keep our consciousness of his artifices just suffic­
iently focussed to prevent empathy from becoming sentimentality and 
usurping judgement, and at the same time hold us in the poŒi enough 
to prevent detachment's becoming moral arrogance and encouraging 
unjustified conclusions. Marlowe's striking of the balance is 
widely different from Chaucer's; he keeps the reader so conscious 
of the range and expertise of his art that the danger would be, 
not that of sentimentality, but of alienation caused by a preponder­
ant view of the art. The bias is inherent in the genre of Cvidian 
narratives, and is ultimately one of its limitations, just as it is
57 The Key of Remembrance (New Haven and London, 1963)»
pp.220-21.
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a limitation on Mannerist works of art that the art itself so 
predominates. A disturbing of the balance though is a small price 
to pay for the brilliance of a hero and Leander. It is through 
the artistic validity of such an imbalance that English poetry of 
the Renaissance establishes itself as sui generis.
If there is one analogy for Marlowe's position, it is that 
of the Renaissance painter who has developed his technique to the 
point of being able to encompass a wider range of subject matter, 
of artistic problems, than has been attempted before. Masaccio, 
for example, undertakes and succeeds x%dth difficulties of depth, 
solidity, and perspective, as his predecessors could not. The 
clue to this is not that he possesses an inclusive vision which 
replaces a selective one, but that everything xfhich he undertalces 
is transformed and assimilated by his style. The excitement and 
integrity of such an artist comes, in part, through the sense of 
his discovery, his movement forwards, his achievement of a greater 
degree of illusion than existed before. So Marlowe carries off 
triumphantly new difficulties, giving his achievement the ease of 
the apparently natural. Like the painter he is selective to a 
degree about his material, but whatever he represents is rendered 
by his style. He sets himself details, figures, a way y of vTriting, 
that are markedly artificial and proceeds to naturalise them for the 
reader, turning them into parts of a world that is convincing in
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its own terms, not in terms - like the novel's - of a plausible 
extension of the actual. Like the Renaissance painter's work 
Marlowe's gains some of its particular significance by its advance 
over previous achievements, its degree of illusion being greater 
than an artist had achieved before in the medium. So in a sense 
the style could not be used again; its success meant that fresh 
methods and fresh difficulties had to be undertaken in the future. 
The very success of the genre which the success of Marlowe's poem 
stands for meant that as a form it could not develop. It could be 
imitated; but that is another matter.
Marlowe takes a fiction and gives it reality. He expands a 
figure of speech - such as Leander sol^icited by Neptune - to make 
a world, the sheer verbal process shifting the centre of the world. 
Though unfinished, his poem epitomises the magical power of the 
artist in transfoming literary material and first-hand, actual 
experience. Its xforld and life do not pretend to be an imitation 
of the actual; before their triumphant autonomy, questioning of 
the legitimacy of the poet's power to "fayne" is shown to be simply 
irrelevant. Hero and Leander is the superb fulfilment of Sidney's 
famous claim for the golden world of the poet.
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Venus and Adonis.
Venus and Adonis, like Hero and Leander, asserts the indep­
endence of poetry. But whereas in Hero and Leander its communic­
ation is closely linked to the sense of the poet creating his poem, 
in Venus and Adonis it is manifested most notably in the tone of 
voice, which shows in extreme form the resistance to a single inter- 
prstation, characteristic of the genre^^. The tone of voice has a
58 As is shown by the number of interpretations of the poewi: B.C.
Allen, "On Venus and Adonis", in Elizabethan and Jacobean Studies 
Presented to F.P. Wilson, ed. H. Gardner and H. Davies, (Oxford, 
1959). A. Bonjour, "From Shakespeare's Venus to Cleopatra's 
Cupids", ShS, 15 (1962) ,73-80; R.H. Bowers, "Anagnorisis, or the 
Shock of Recognition, in Shakespeare's Venus and Adonis", 
Renaissance Papers 19^2, 3-8; M.C. Bradbrook, "Beasts and Gods: 
Greene's Groats-Worth of Witte and the Social Purpose of Venus and 
Adonis", ShS, 15 (1962), 62-72; C. Butler and A. Fowler, 
"Time-Beguiling Sport: Number Symbolism in Shakespeare's Venus
and Adonis", in Shakespeare 1564-1964, ed. E.A. Bloom (Providence, 
Rhode Island, 19®)"; E.B. Cantelupe, "An Iconographical Inter­
pretation of Venus and Adonis, Shakespeare's Cvidian Comedy",
ShQ, qr (I963), 141-51; R.J. Griffin, "'These Contraries Such 
Unity Do Hold': Patterned Imagery in Shakespeare's Narrative 
Poems", SEL, 4 (1964), 43-55; A.C. Hamilton, 'Venus and Adonis', 
SEL, 1 (19^1 )» 1-15; A.T. Hatto, "'Venus and Adonis' - and the 
Boar", MLR, 4l (1946), 353-61; C. Leech, "Venus and her Nun; 
Portraits of Women in Love by Shakespeare and Marlowe", SEL, 5 
(1965), 247-68; J.W. Lever, "Venus and the Second Chance", ShS,
15 (1962), 81-88, R.P. Miller, "Venus, Adonis, and the Horses", 
ELH., 19 (1952), 249-64; K. Muir, "Venus and Adonis: Comedy or 
Tragedy?" in Shakespearean Essays, ed. T. Thaler and N. Sanders 
(Minnesota, 19®); H.T. Price, "Function of Imagery in Venus 
and Adonis", Papers of the Michigan Acadeny of Science Arts and 
Letters, 31 (1945) » 275-97; R. Putney, "Venus and Adonis, Amour 
with Humor", PC, 20 (1941), 533-48. This list is not exhaustive.
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very distinct identity, and the poem contains many statements which 
appear to be judgement or valuation. But the implications of the 
identity are not clear; and the statements are so various that one 
can usually be found to cancel out another. For example, against 
Adonis* "I know not love .. nor will not know it" can be set his 
masterly command of the subject, "Love comforteth like sunshine 
after rain ...". Conditioned to interpret by the plays, one begins 
" Since Shakespeare's attitude is ..." - only to realise that one 
does not know what it is, or whether he has one or more, to Venus, 
Adonis, love, lust, the boar, the whole poem. The subject and tone 
of voice presuppose kind - comedy, tragedy, romance - and values; 
but what are they?
The reasons for much of the unsatisfactory criticism on the
59poem have been analysed by Professor Kane . In the myth the 
usual situation in which a man wooes a woman is reversed so that the 
usual presuppositions no longer apply. Interpretive criticism of 
the poem has tended to stress the affective rather than the 
intellective side of the poetry, in the absence of an intellective 
control, criticism becomes a process of "assertion and counter­
assertion", it becomes self-generating. To break the pattern
59 In a lecture, 'Gawaine and Adonis ; the lady and Venus. A problem 
of tone' (King's College, London, 196?).
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which Professor Kane identifies, therefore, the initial problem 
is to find a reasonably objective control of intuitive critical 
responses to the poem.
The social setting, and the character of the mode of writing 
established by the earlier poems of the genre, offer certain facts 
and guidance. To recapitulate briefly, the society was the male- 
oriented one of the Inns of Court, a society in which eloquence 
was a business as well as a social and literary asset, and which was 
likely to be acquainted with criteria of poetry drawn from the 
Continent, especially Italy, and from Sidney. It was display- 
loving, and full of the idea that art overlaying art was an aesthetic 
virtue. Its taste in narrative x^ as likely to be trained on "tapestry- 
like r o m a n c e s a d j u s t e d  to variety, to a principle of construction 
by scenes - as in Eero and Leander - and to multiple portraiture 
marked more by sufficient psychological plausibility to the situat­
ion than by homogeneous character-development. Before this society,
Shakespeare's poem had the explicit rôle of display as the "first 
heir of my invention".
Beyond such guides, an intellective control can only be found 
in the poon itself. The title-page motto may urge critical caution
60 W. Empson, Some Versions of Pastoral (Harmondsworth ed. of
1966), pp.49-50.
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but offers no definite help^^. However, the very appearance of 
the first stanza offers a clue in the amount, kind, and use of 
rhetoric:
Even as the sun with purple-colour* d face 
Had ta* en his last leave of the weeping mom,
Hose-cheek* d Adonis hied him to the chase;
Hunting he lov*d, but love he laugh*d to scorn. 
Sick-thoughted Venus makes amain unto him.
And like a bold-fac* d suitor * gins to woo him.
Prom the start, rhetorical figures obtrude by their sheer wealth
V 62 '
and by the skpll with which they are handled • The stanza
includes: chronographia - a description of the time of day;
striking epitheton (weeping, purple-colour*d, rose-cheek* d, sick-
thoughted, bold-fac*d), much admired at the time; traductio
(lov’d, love); prosonomasia - the play on sound in love, laugh’d;
antimetabole - pattern taken one way then reversed, in **Hunting he
lov* d, ^ t  love he laugh’d to scorn**; brief simile ("like a bold-
fac* d suitor").
Antimetabole as used here raises one expectation but rewards 
another, with a delighting surprise, which is extended when it 
appears that Venus is ** sick-thoughted" ; for the weakness - the
61 In Marlowe* s translation from Amores, I.xv: "Let base conceipted 
witts admire vilde things, / Pair Phoebus lead me to the Muses 
springs" (Poems, p.l?8).
62 I use V.Hubei’s glossary of rhetorical figures, in Poetic 
Diction in the English ^ Renaissance (H.Y., 1941) #
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mind in the grip of a fantasy - is more apt for a human-being than 
a goddess. It is a signal that her view of the situation is maybe 
not to be trusted. The myth itself, which the audience would know 
perfectly well, promises a reversal of roles, but Shakespeare’s 
re-directing of pattern within only six lines tells how strongly 
his form of the story is going to replace the traditioital one.
Even lines 1-3 foreshadow this; for traditionally it is dawn who 
leaves her lover, Tithonus or - as elsewhere in Shakespeare^^ - 
the sun. Hence the world introduced, though mythological, is 
not the usual one of myth.
The first stanza is a clue to his intentions and also a 
preparation, working on one largely unconsciously and with extreme 
speed, for what follows. Speed is characteristic of the whole 
poem but is very noticeable here. A great many assumptions and 
much information are conveyed, especially in the epitheton; but 
the information passed over - such as the place, the occasion, the 
antecedents - is as striking as that given. Narration such as 
"Even as", "amain", and the switch from "scorn" to "sick-thoughted 
Venus" suggests ellipsis; epitheton and chronographia delay -
63 E.g., Henry VI, Part 3> H.i.21f,
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the first two lines could be summarised "at davm". The implic­
ations hold for the whole poem. The time-scheme is emphatically 
Shakespeare's, over-riding conventional progression as much as the 
double time-scheme in Othello. The speed of the opening is compar­
able to Marlowe's in Hero and Leander. Both are similar in the 
emphasis they lay on the present moment and in the strong impression 
of the poet's control over this emphasis. Shakespeare gains his 
immediacy by the mixture of tenses (as F.T. Prince points out), 
verbal colour and sxd.ft-working simile. There is another sort 
of immediacy in the poem in the interaction of figures such as, 
on the one hand, eclipsis, brief simile, metaphor, and on the 
other, pleonasmus, hendiadys, and synonymia; this is analogous 
to Marlowe's technique and equally striking. Brief simile calls 
for comment in itself as it is so frequent in the poem (used about 
77 times in 1194 lines to about 53 i^ 1855 lines in Lucrece).
It is sometimes used to structure a stanza, like anaphora, for 
example, in lines 458-61, when the speed of thought and of the 
succession of images seems to increase the speed of the whole 
poem. This very speed throughout the poem suspends one's 
judgement; there is no time to evaluate before one is swept on.
And anyvjay apparent judgment is exercised in the poem by a wealth 
of gnome, spoken by Adonis ("Love is all truth, lust full of forged 
lies"), by Venus ("Torches are made to light, jewels to wear ...'*),
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and by the narrator ("bliat wax so frozen but dissolves with 
temp*ring ...") • The effect is like that remarked in Hero and 
Leander; the disengaged judgement can be directed to appreciation 
of the art, and the way in which the actors argue their cases.
Stanzas 2-4 are Venus’ first speech. St.2 is full of hyper­
bole, such as "The field’s chief flower, sweet above compare"; it 
occurs some seven times in six lines. This in itself is excess, 
a tendency in general terms to pleonasmus, which the repeated pattern 
of comparatio magnifies. "Nature that made thee with herself at 
strife" suggests paradox. St.3 begins periphrastically, proceeds 
to more hyperbole ("A thousand honey secrets shalt thou know") and 
ends with a metaphor noticeably ambiguous, since she may be talking 
about snakes in the grass or the security she offers him by her love, 
or be suggesting her paradise-like nature to the lover. It is 
typical of imagery in the poem in the way it carries a reference to 
both inner and outer world (as in "I’ll be a park and thou shalt be 
my deer")^ -^ . St.4 is remarkable for figures of the type antitheton 
(in excess a vice, say the rhetoric books), paradox, synoeciosis; 
famishing amid plenty, lips made red and pale at one, "Ten kisses 
short as one, one long as twenty", a summer’s day like an hour.
64 11.804, 163, 565.
65 1.231. I do not discuss the imagery in this essay as it has 
received detailed study elsewhere, e.g., in the articles by 
H. Price and R.J. Griffin cited in Noteffi, p.l^i.
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The eighteen lines suggest a guide to Venus’ nature: extra­
vagance, excess, a liking for paradox and antithesis. They demon­
strate a superb command of rhetoric. They hint at her behaviour, 
excessive in what she does (the way she will sweep Adonis under 
her arm) and probably paradoxical; for if speech is an image of 
the mind, and paradox a mental habit, it is likely to have an 
outlet in behaviour as well as word. The evidence of the rest of 
the poem bears out the sketch. She is described by synoeciosis, 
continually uses hyperbole and paradox (she calls his breath
heavenly moisture, declares "I’ll make a shadow for thee of my
. 66 
hairs; /If they b u m  too. I’ll quench them with my tears")
Each of her speeches shows the same characteristics.
But Venus is love, and Venus is feminine; as the first she
has or is infinite variety, as the second she displays changeability
in mind. Since she is a goddess, both are amplified. At lines
985-90 the narrator ceases to describe her but exclaims at her
nature "how strange it seems /hot to believe, and yet too
67
credulous! ••• /Despair and hope makes thee ridiculous" . Love
66 11.191-92.
67 11.985-88.
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is governed by paradoxes, and Venus acts out the meeting of
opposites - "The one doth flatter thee in thoughts unlikely,
, 68
/In likely thoughts the other kills thee quickly" . She has one
theme - Adonis and love; but on it she works her endless variety.
For the "true lover" is
Unstaid and skittish in all motions else 
Save in the constant image of the creature 
That is belov’d. (69)
When one looks at her appearances she is variously "bold- 
fac’d", bossy (she plucks him from his horse), repell^t ("Even 
as an empty eagle..."), artful ("at his look she flatly fall eth 
down"), naïve or disingenuous ("didst thou not mark ray face, was
it not white?...... Grew I not faint, and fell I not dovjnright?’*),
absent-minded ("Where did I leave?"), poetic (saying how "Cynthia 
for shame obscures her silver shine"), pathetic ("poor Venus") 
and sympathetic^^. One moment she is grotesque, the Duchess of
71
Suffolk next to her handsome Master of the Horse , the next she is 
the Queen of Love herself. It seems that what Shakespeare does is
68 11.989-90.
69 Twelfth Night, II.iv.17-20.
70 11.25-30, 55f., 463-64, 643-45, 715, 727f., 1057f.
71 A portrait by Hans Eworth, reproduced in Hans Eworth; A Tudor 
Artist and his Circle, Leicester Museums and Art Gallery 
(Leicester, I965)•
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to present a series of portraits on the theme "Venus, goddess of
love, flouted in love by a mere boy". If the mistress plays
different parts (as in Marvell’s "I'he Gallery") so is Venus likely
to piay, or display, even more. Nearer in date than Marvell, a
sonnet by Robert Ayton, in which an excellent portrait of the lady
turns out to be the lady, suggests a habit of seeing the mistress
72in various definite pictures or rôles .
As Shakespeare omits Cupid’s bow-shot as a cause for her love, 
he throws the responsibility for it all the more on her nature.
A characterisation of her at one point does not necessarily cover 
her appearance at another. Comparing the depiction of Adonis, that 
too is a series of portraits or glimpses of a boy, or a youth - 
active, ignorant, knowledgeable, priggish, likeable, tongue-tied, 
eloquent. If the two actors are seen in so many different ways, 
it is no wonder that so many opinions can be extrapolated to give 
support to one interpretation or another. The principle of 
portraiture is disturbing to taste trained by drama or the novel 
to look for consistent characterisation and development, but ideal 
for purposes of display. Even the moments when Venus is almost 
repell^t are, in terms of the period, of advantage to Shakespeare, 6
72 Sonnet 42, English and Latin Poems, ed. Cullans (Edinburgh, 1963).
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for at such times he has to use his art to make acceptable, amusing, 
delightful, what would be boring, distasteful or indecorous if 
done less well. (And Creation involved ugly as well as beautiful 
things, as Du Bartas made a point of stating, so that the artist
73to reach highest must do likewise) . Further, inconsistency - 
though around one theme - is more entertaining than single- 
mindedness on the attack; T.K.’s Oenone may use sweet reason but 
is in danger of becoming a bore. The constant mind is more 
interesting when forced on to the defence - as in Lucrece.
A perplexing aspect of Shakespeare's Venus is that the rhetoric 
she uses is not only to be taken as the poet's own but as the 
manifestation of an art she herself possesses; character, medium 
and structure are fused - and imageiy which brings together inner 
and outer world adds to the effect. Artistic control of pace and 
its variety can be very difficult to disentangle from character.
In view of her command of language, who is the artist? The ■ 
hyperbole and antithesis which she herself habitually uses gather 
such momentum that the narrator takes it up, as though the artist 
were being affected by the very being he has created (for example, 
"She bathes in water, yet her fire must bum") . Because Adonis
73 %eek I, Day 3
i-Y- If
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is made indifferent to her physical charms - so that when she throws 
herself on him it is merely ludicrous or pathetic - all she has by 
which to vdn or to delay him is her power of words. All aspects 
of the situation amplify the part and importance of her verbal skill. 
That she is feminine means she has to speak more forcefully than a 
male counterpart. She might agree Trdth Anne Elliot addressing 
Captain harville: "our feelings prey upon us. You (men) are forced
on exertion. You have always a profession, pursuits, business of 
some sort of other, to take you back to the world immediately ... 
Venus has not only to counter reluctance but the positive attraction 
of hunting. The horse's escape aids her but in the end Adonis can 
rush off. Her argument therefore must be on a massive scale.
If any part of Shakespeare's aim was to rival or outdo Marlowe, 
it was a brilliant stroke to make the arguer a woman.
Venus invents one persuasion to love after another. But 
this involves another issue, whether her arguments are true or not. 
"Is it not", says Plato, "possible to enchant the hearts of young 
men by words poured through their ears, when they are still at a 
distance from the truth of facts, by exhibiting to them fictitious 
arguments, and making them think that the speaker is the wisest 
of merj^ all things? . Mut at is mutantur, this is the situation
75 Persuasion, Ch.23.
76 Sophist, 234c (Dialogues, vol.Ill, p.383)
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of Venus, the arch-sophist, preaching to Adonis, apparently ignorant
of nearly eveiything except hunting. Again and again she spins a
verbal fabric which almost appears to represent the norm - such as
her argument which runs "having no defects, why dost abhor m e ? .
She almost manages to push out of sight the reversal of rôles;
but then the epithet "love-sick" and the sound of Adonis* voice
are enough to reveal the word-spinning for what it is. Yet she
nearly succeeds; the narrator's prosopopoeia - "And Titan, tired
in the mid-day heat, /With burning eye did hotly overlook them"*^ ^
reflects her persuasiveness with all but Adonis and the actual world;
the sun is convinced but not the boy. She represents her view
of the case as true, whereas it is not necessarily, but merely
eloquent, and the more one hears of her, the more impressive is her
verbal wit. But as she has every incentive to use her eloquence,
most of what she says lends itself to be taken as witty but not
true. For example, one object of her wit is to spin out the time
79since it is all she can do. Love's comment "upon every woe" is
80
a rhetorical trick - like Rainolde's enlargements - to fill the 
time, and one aim of the boar and hare descriptions is to delay the 
moment when Adonis will depart.
77 1.138.
78 11.177-78.
79 1.714.
80 Rainolde, A booke called the Foundacion of Rhetorike (1563), 
introduction by F.R. Johnson (N.Y., 1945), p.xvi.
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She is able to take the offensive because she is love itself
and learned where the boy is ignorant. Adonis is remarkably silent
throughout. He has a few words at lines 185-86, and at line 373*
At lines 379-84 he is concerned with the practical business of how
to retrieve his horse. At line 109 she prods him into saying more.
He uses ploce prettily at line 4l2; but he relies heavily on defend­
ing himself by traditional proverbs:
Who wears a garment shapeless and unfinish*d?
Who plucks the bud before one leaf put forth?
...The colt that's back'd and burden'd being young,
Loseth his pride, and never waxeth strong. (81)
And again:
The mellow plum doth fall, the green sticks fast.
Or being early pluck'd, is sour to taste. (82)
He says rather flatly "'tis very late". At lines 611-12 he says
bluntly she is crushing him.
Adonis' style, with its suggestion of Euphuism, is out of date
for the 1590s. Venus on the other hand out-Petrarchs the most
extravagant Petrarchan sonneteer:
I, y
"0 where am I/" quoth she, "in earth or heaven?
Or in the ocean drench'd, or in the fire?
What hour is this, or mom, or weary even?
Do I delight to die, or life desire?
But now I liv'd, and life was death's annoy;
But now I died, and death was lively joy.
"0 thou didst kill me, kill me once again1 ..." (83)
81 11.415-20.
82 11.527-28. 
83 11.493-99.
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Repeatedly she returns to her attack: "0 learn to love, the lesson
84
is but plain" . Viho could teach a boy to love better than the 
queen of love? Alas for Venus, Adonis proves himself an excellent 
pupil but in rhetoric not love. At the end of her most eloquent 
persuasions ("VJhat is thy body but a swallowing grave") he finds a 
new tongue, bursting out with a terrific display of traductio, 
epitheton, paroemion, exclamatio, anaphora, paronomasia, erotema ... 
WTiat is more, he displays exquisite taste in cadence and modulation, 
passing from the outciy "Call it not love ..." to the simile of 
line 798, building the next stanza up from the gentle "Love comfort- 
eth like sunshine after rain" to the fierce assertion and contrast, 
"Love is all truth, lusi^ full of forged lies". He modestly ends, 
"More I could tell, but more I dare not say: /Thetext is old, the
orator too green". Modestly - but also ironically, for Venus lets 
him escape vjithout a word. The green orator has temporarily 
talked the master orator into silence.
Shakespeare has built rhetoric deep into the structure of his 
poem, to introduce the bigger theme of eloquence versus truth.
And more than Venus' apostrophes to Adonis involve it. To return 
to the opening, stanza 1 sets two world in motion and suggests a 
third. The first is a glimpse of the natural world seen through
84 1.107.
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conventions, a world of continuity where suns continue to rise and 
set; the second is the particular world of the poem brought into 
being by the poet. The third, suggested, is that in Venus* mind. 
"Sick-thoughted", from the angle of contemporary psychology, denotes 
a phantasia at work making a world not coincident with the real
85
one . For good imagination produces a world which can be just­
ified morally and artistically; bad imagination makes one distorted, 
which takes man away from truth and reality. Venus* world is one 
made by hyperbole; it is one of wishful thinking in which a supra-
human god-like Adonis is at the centre controlling its events and 
86
the "sympathy" between all the parts. Her wish is summed up;
Nature who made thee with herself at strife
Saith that the world hath ending with thy life. (87)
Throughout the poem Venus strives to create this world, to
impose her vision on the actual world. This is why the mention of
the boar is so ominous, for it represents a brute world which mil
not allow such visions. Whereas Marlowe could project his hyperbole
as a convincing part of his poem's world, enabling one to suspend
disbelief in the conditions of the actual world, Venus has no poem
in which Adonis can exist safe from the boar; she meets only a world
85 See, e.g., Puttenham, Arte, I.viii, p.19.
86 In the sense of "A (real or supposed) affinity between certain 
things" (ITO, la).
87 11.11-12.
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against her hyperbole. She has to fail and Adonis be killed.
The answer to the early couplet is;
"Wonder of time," quoth she, "this is my spite.
That thou being dead, the day should yet be light." (88)
The only "solemn sympathy" she sees between him and the world around
him is how
No flower was nigh, no grass, herb, leaf or weed.
But stole his blood and seem'd with him to bleed. (89)
Her hyperbole is false; but that is not the whole point.
Shakespeare embarked on a poem in a style which was ornate, 
rhetorical, bound to depend on hyperbole, for he could not - and 
would not want to - ignore the challenge of Marlowe's "insolent 
hyperbole", and the challenge of the earlier poem's excellence. 
Hyperbole by its very nature resists death; it is the "over-reacher", 
aspiring to immortality and the power of the gods. If death is an 
essential part of the basic material, the poet has a problem to 
introduce it when his style resists it. It is important to include 
it convincingly so that the poet shows he can overcome its naturalistic 
full-stop, and go on to make a work of art which is a monument against 
death and time - which has immortality. The point is no academic 
quibble for the period, and especially for Shakespeare whose poetry 
shows again and again attachment to the idea of the poet and art 
eternalizing.
88 11.1133-34.
89 11.1055-56.
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In Venus and Adonis Shakespeare maintains the reader's awareness 
of the actual world next to the wished-for world of hyperbole, here 
stated by Venus (Venus' own words can at times help, such as her 
pictures of a cruel natural world in which the hare is hunted to 
death). Giving the hyperbole world to her view, he is able to 
bring about a collision between the two worlds (artistically reflec­
ted. in pace, in the momentum of Venus' panic-stricken flight ending in
the sudden shock of discovering the body, when all the movement ends
QO
in the almost motionless image of a snail) . Thus Adonis is killed 
without the writer himself having to say it elaborately (and with the 
risk of absurdity), or in a flatter lower style, which would betray 
the style of the rest of the poem.
Hyperbole is preposterous illusion; but poetry is illusion too. 
Shakespeare plays off the different kinds of illusion - that of 
language, of Venus, of art, of life and love, of youth - so that 
ultimately the poem seems to offer some of the value-judgments which 
it withholds at the first. Venus' vision may be factually false but 
not necessarily in the end value-false. It is the value which is 
expounded after Adonis' death. With her prophecy the poem falls into 
a new perspective, for where her eloquence was for the sake of argument 
before, now it has truth because what she prophesies is not an abstract- 
ion, a verbal spider's web, but corresponds to a known state. Her
90 11. 1033- 36.
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antitheton reveals the nature of love in a humanly-manifested form:
how love between huraan-beings is contradictory, made and beset with
contraries, something excellent reduced to imperfection. That her
91prophecy has been anticipated by her experience with Adonis adds 
to the peculiarly mixed time sense in the poem, the sense of a 
synoeciosis as it were between past, present and future, increasing 
the overall vividness. The mood is that of Sonnet 6?: "Tir'd with
all these for restful death I cry": the very nature of life is to
confront man with contraries, and that being so it is also the 
nature of love as man has access to it. Shakespeare keeps out of 
his myth the anniversary element, but for something bigger - a fall, 
once and forever, a massive comment on life as man knows it. He 
makes an aetiological myth more ambitious than any to be found in 
Ovid.
The comment is not the end though; for, to the poem full of
92
the overtones of Platonism , one may supply the thought that out 
of contraries beauty is born. Even out of Adonis' death a flower 
springs up, and out of the occasion is brought a poem which has 
beauty. It is an invitation to create value even at the same time 
that it suggests futility in the attempt to find permanence; and 
permanence created lies in the work of art. The balance is shifted
91 As J.W. Lever points out, ShS, 15(1962), 85.
92 See T.W. Baldwin, The Literary Genetics of Shakespere's Poems 
and Sonnets (Urbana, 1950), Pt.I, on Venus and Adonis.
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from death as the occasion of beauty lost to death as the occasion 
of beauty created; the shift brings with it increased emphasis on 
the poet's creativity.
If one should think that by the new part given to Venus' words, 
Shakespeare is abandoning the principle of portrayal by variety of 
a being who is variety itself, the last few stanzas show her at her 
old verbal games of antitheton, pleonasmus and hyperbole. The 
peculiar realism of the poem at the end lies in the consistency of
rv,
Venus' inconsistency, the continual cultivation of opposites amoij^ ing
to a refusal to accept things as they are. She praises the flower,
but her cherishing of it means plucking it though the nature of
flowers is to viither when plucked (the contradictory act is not in
the sources). She promises
There shall not be one minute in an hour
%erein I T«7ill not kiss my sweet love's flower. (93)
The next minute, "weary of the world", she flies away. The contrar­
ies have not been reconciled or merged; Venus' answer to the actual 
world which resists the impress of her vision is to leave. Hers, 
by its terms, is false, but it is hers which gives value.
93 11.1187-88.
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Shakespeare's brilliant handling of style and its problems is 
a clue to the degree of success of the poem as a whole, or at anyrate 
to the peculiar experience it offers. A price is paid for the 
coexistence of the different worlds in a kind of unresolvedness.
They spell different things - romance, tragedy and comedy. The 
result is richness, for there are elements of all three in the poem; 
but that also means a kind of suspense, a lack of focus - one some­
times longs for the poem to settle one way or the other. Critically, 
it means, combined with the type of portrayal, an extraordinary 
difficulty in finding a view which is true to more than a part of the 
poem.
The verbal excess and variety which are a part of Venus in the
end characterise the complete poem. Shakespeare's artistic vitality
is too great for the type of construction - of multiple portraits
and scenes - which he inherits from Lodge and Marlowe. Often his
imagery over-fulfils the demands made on it by the context.
Portraits become symbols and emblems where perhaps it was not his
94
intention that they should. The horse has a super-abundance of 
life - delightful and refreshing in clearing the atmosphere of the 
close passion Venus suggests, and at the same time almost sweeping 
the pooïi off-centre - which then offers the pleasure of seeing
95Shakespeare control what he has created. Even the dab-chick simile
94 11.259-318.
95 1.86.
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96seems alive. The Mars-Venus sketch is so full and vivid that it 
wants to stand on its own, it exceeds what is necessaiy. And even 
Venus - or the Venus portrait-gallery - overfulfils her artistic 
rôle. Content exceeds the form (perhaps an unfortunate, though 
apt, phrase when Venus gives the impression much of the time of being 
too large). This is something of a paradox because the Mannerist 
character - of great and controlled virtuosity, such as Venus and 
Adonis displays - is an emphasis on form and art. But it is typical 
of Shakespeare's genius that starting - and ending - ivith such art­
laden terms of reference, he creates a poem in which the life takes 
over - as though only the drama could allow the depth and extent of 
his development (so that in Cleopatra, a single portrait centring 
on a single actor, variability is built into character; through 
actor and theatre an actual Pygmalion-effect is achieved as the 
artist's portrait of her is allowed to function, given life by the 
audience's faith in the illusion). Noticeably in Lucrece he works 
I'd.th a very different kind of character, and achieves, consequently, 
a different balance between form and content.
96 11.97-114.
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Lucrece.
Taken together, Venus and Adonis and Lucrece, 'the graver 
labour', are apt foils to one another. They have similarities in 
style, in the stream of imagery of each, the wealth of rhetoric; 
they belong to the same fashion, were made for the same audience. 
The continuity displays the distinctive qualities of Lucrece - how 
in the end its imagery adds up to a different impression from that 
of Venus and Adonis, how rhetoric is extended, and made to serve 
purposes other than those it did in Venus and Adonis. The earlier 
poem and the characteristics of an established taste in poetry 
provide a measure for Lucrece, a perspective which offers as much 
as that of Shakespeare the dramatist prefiguring later triumphs.
Venus' portrayal, with its variety, its sufficient psycholog­
ical plausibility, the way it keeps the Judgofnent disengaged, is a 
background for the presentation of Lucrece. Two approaches suggest 
themselves, the language by which she is shown and the type of 
character Shakespeare has chosen. One acts as a key to the other 
for he has taken a very pattern of constancy and virtue, a character 
repeatedly figuring in galleries of "Virtuous - or Famous - Women", 
a unity around which the poem revolves. He uses a complex system 
of portrayal for her, for no single method on its ovm would be 
sufficient. Even hvpotiposis following the painter's work would
214.
be inadequate for
... as in that excellent Table wee 
The picture of thy body plaine may see,
So could one paint the beauty of thy mind.
No rarer thing, we on the earth could find. (97)
Sight is limited, "eyes this cunning want to grace their art /They
98
draw but what they see, know not the hart" . The poet by contrast 
knows it; building the painter's art into his own he can both 
"look into the beauty of the mind" and render a portrait adequate 
to a character in whom outward beauty answers to and proceeds from 
that within.
The idea of Lucrece's beauty and its fusion with her qualities 
is begun in st. 1 and concentratedly developed l.^Of. Instead of 
her being sketched by the single simile, the apt icon - as Venus 
frequently was - the portrait starts with icon, relatively simple 
simile, and moves overall towards metaphor with its richness, 
complexity and density, as though the overcoming of ordinary 
successions of adjectives, the recording of appearance, through a 
device which itself disregards the normal sequence of time, could 
be the only approach to her beauty. Around the constant character 
the different parts of language coalesce to form a single image, 
no less than an Idea of beauty expressed in a human being. VJhen
97 T. Heywood, Pleasant Dialogues and Drammas (1637), P-275*
98 Sonnet 69.
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99Lucrece*s appearance again becomes the centre of the poem , the 
same tendency towards a complex and enriching interaction between 
different figures and concepts recurs. Narrative allows Shakespeare 
the time for the different parts of his imagery to interact, though 
the method of Lucrece moves away from that of Venus and Adonis to­
wards that of the plays where, in addition to the constant appear­
ance provided by an actor actually seen, quality and character are 
typically conveyed by dense metaphor and simile. Situation and 
appearance in Venus and Adonis, for example, is shown by a series of 
similes at a particular moment: "Even as the wind ... Or as the wolf ..
Or as the berry ... Or like the deadly bullet of a gun" - "Like a 
wild bird ... Or as the fleet-foot roe ... Or like the freward 
infant It is typical of Lucrece that a simile (of which
there are far fewer than in the earlier poem) for appearance leads 
on to metaphor: "Look as the fair and fieiy-pointed sun /Rushing
from forth a cloud, bereaves our sight: /Even so, the curtain drawn
his eyes begun /To wink, being blinded with a greater light 
where light is a metaphor for the sum effect of Lucrece*s beauty.
99 1.386 f, 1217f.
100 Venus and Adonis 11.458-61; 11.560-64.
101 Lucrece, 11.372-75-
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The increased complexity is on the way to the complex metaphors
of "As she would catch another Antony /in her strong toil of
*102grace"
The opening suggests a different principle from that of Venus 
and Adonis in that though there is a series of scenes - Tarquin 
hastening to CoUatiurn, a glimpse back to the previous night, 
Tarquin*s arrival, Lucrece herself - that of Lucrece holds for the 
whole poem. The account comes from the narrator himself, and 
character - meaning the sum of different qualities, face and heart - 
is the perspective on to what follows. Inevitably there is a 
qualitative difference in the way what follows impinges, similar 
to the way in which action and theme are interwoen in the plays 
and the audience put in possession of all tha data needed to assess 
the two; in Venus and Adonis, by contrast, Shakespeare kept the two 
apart, withholding for much of the poecji the means to determine which 
view came from him, which was merely an argument of the arch-sophist, 
Venus. Nothing hinders one from committing one*s views in Lucrece; 
as strongly as Lucrece is beautiful and virtuous, Tarquin is false.
A new dimension to the genre of the Ovidian narrative is achieved.
Thus there is one less barrier to the sort of identifying 
process to which one is trained by drama and the novel, once the
102 Antony and Cleopatra, V.ii.348-49.
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dizzy series of portraits of Venus is replaced by another unity.
But if one barrier is gone, another is more strong, and more obtrusive 
(to judge from modern reactions): that is, the rhetoric, primarily
that in which Lucrece expresses her complaint. It distances and 
hinders identification by the firm line it draws between life and 
art. So although there is no longer the same portraiture by 
variety to hold the poem away from one, there is still a powerful 
means of preventing the reader's imagination from becoming wholly 
engaged with the subject. This is difficult ground because one 
does not know how directly the Elizabethan reader could make the 
transition from rhetoric to personality; but the evidence suggests 
that he would be sharply aware of the art-element.
That the judgement is not committed is important in the context. 
Shakespeare's patron was a student of the Inns; the immediate 
audience of the poon - young men who, even if they did not ultimately 
become lawyers, were trained in the law - was alert to recognise 
legal terms and processes. The detached judgonent could be applied 
to legal matters as to art. One of the processes taking place in 
the poem is, in fact, a debate on Lucrece's - and Tarquin*s - 
innocence or guilt.
One tends to assume that Lucrece*s place as a paragon of virtue 
went unchallenged. Nothing in the Fasti, for example, or in
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103Chaucer's telling of the story , suggests that a shadow of doubt 
was entertained as to her excellence. D.C. Allen has pointed out 
how there was a strong body of opinion in the sixteenth century 
(and before and after) which questioned her virtue. It derived from 
St. Augustine; Si adultéra, cur laudata? si pudica, cur occisa?
•If she had been a Christian, she would have eschewed 'Roman pride
104
in glory’ and found another way 'to reveal her conscience to men'"
D.C. Allen describes how the argument found its way into the writings
of the humanists, and plausibly says; "The story of Lucrece was, I
expect, made important for Shakespeare by this ancient yet current
controversy; and without the benefit of this knowledge, we are non-
105
plussed by the tenor of certain areas of his poem" . He draws 
attention to Lucrece's consideration of suicide: "To kill myself,"
quoth she, "alack, what were it, /But with my body my poor souls 
pollution": and suggests that a doubt raised by Shakespeare's poem
is that "Lucrece should have defended herself to the death, or, having 
been forced, lived free of blame with a guiltless conscience. Her 
action was rare and wonderful but a little beyond forgiveness". 
L’hether one agrees wholly or not, he is surely right in drawing 
attention to the debate, Heywood, for example, in his play
103 Ovid, Fasti, 11.721-852; Chaucer, Legende of good Women, 
I69O-I885.
104 'Some observations on The Rape of Lucrece', Sh3, 15 (1962), 
89-98.
105 Ibid, p.91.
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noticeably presents Lucrece as less wholly innocent than Shakespeare's
Lucrece; and Heytrood's awareness of the other side of the debate
appears by his translation of two epigrams questioning Lucrece's
i n n o c e n c e ^ T h e  mere mention of Lucrece by Du Bartas (Week I,
Day 2) is enough to make Goulart in his earliest commentary of 1583
gloss the passage with the problem Augustine raised. A young man
of the Inns in 1580 does not take Lucrece's case to be unimpeachable:
"Lucretia might have dissembled hir ravishments, and so saved hir
life; had she yeelded, she had not bin forced, and had she not bin
forced, she might have condiscended, and yeelding, procured the
death of him that caused the losse of her owne life; but as she
107yeelded to lust, so did she also yeelde to death ..." \
To re-orient D.C. Allen's conclusions, the story of Lucrece 
at the time intrinsically called for the consideration of claim and 
counter-claim, it raised issues which if ignored by the writer would 
lessen the stature of his version of the story; on the other hand 
their presence meant that if harnessed they could amplify and give 
increased significance to his version.
106 Two epigrams, by beza and A. Casanova, Pleasant Dialogues .... 
pp.268,279. A reader of a I6O8 copy of Heywood's Lucrece 
(B.K.Cat. Ho: C.34.h.44) in 1633 recorded his disapproval of 
Lucrece at the end of the play.
107 A. Saker, Barbonus (1580), p.77-
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The story centres, as Shakespeare tells it, on a crime, that of 
Tarquin against Lucrece (and against all the canons of hospitality). 
At the end of the poem, the crime recognized as such is to be fully 
answered in the public sphere as, led by Brutus, Lucrece*s champions 
promise revenge on Tarquin and his camp. But the emphasis was not 
inevitable. Shakespeare could have ended the poem at a different 
point, xd.th a different emphasis; for though Tarquin foresees an 
endless slur on his reputation as a result of what he is going to 
do, the repercussions of his act could have remained in the domestic 
sphere had Lucrece acted differently after the rape. She triumphs 
over the situation in xAich she is victim by having the guilt of 
Tarquin fully recognized and publicly acted on.
A process analogous to that of a court-proceeding takes place, 
conducted at several levels: for Lucrece, for Collatine and his
friends, and for the reader. For Lucrece it must be done because 
unlike the reader she is not in a knowledgeable position over what 
Tarquin has thought, the implications of his act in his own eyes, 
and hence his guilt. She lives through the experience, and the 
reader lives xd.th her the mental processes by which she comes to some 
kind of terms with what has happened. Personally she is faced with 
an intolerable situation, but her view passes beyond the immediate, 
to the xforld and fame - "The orator, to deck his oratory, /Will
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couple my reproach to Tarquins shame" . If she has not, in 
Augustine's terms, a case to answer, she is bound to have a case to 
prove to herself, and to Collatine. For him and his company, the 
issue must be worked out in that they must be put in possession of 
the facts, and decide on the action if any, to be taken. I'or the 
reader - especially the sixteenth century reader - the case needs 
in some f o m  to be argued for his expectations of the story from 
his previous knowledge to be met and answered, and for Shakespeare's 
story to replace by its particular f o m  all the previous versions 
of the theme. A kind of inevitability has to be achieved on a 
variety of levels; arbitrariness on any one would weaken the poem.
The part leading up to the rape and Lucrece's complaint espec­
ially take on a new importance. The complaint has a definite 
responsibility to fulfil, functioning simultaneously in different 
ways for different parties. In relation to the judging of the case, 
a number of its parts carry an oblique reference to a type of judicial 
argument, that of the Conjectural Issue, which is set out in the Ad 
C. Herennium, Bk.II. T.W. Baldwin has shown how widely the Ad 
Herennium was used in Elizabethan education, and its popularity as a 
handbook of figures and t r o p e s H e  has, moreover, shovjn how in 
Romeo and Juliet, Shakespeare seems to be referring to precisely the
108 11.815-16.
109 Shakespere's Small Latine and Less Greeke (Urbana, 1944), 
especially Vol.II.pp.70-10?.
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110type of issue known as the conjectural , There is thus already 
evidence that Shakespeare around the time of the poem was familiar 
with the type of argument.
The conjectural issue of the Judicial Cause is recognised as 
the most difficult, as well as the most important, in the Ad Herrenium. 
It includes six divisions, which are, briefly: Probability (of the
defendant's guilt), Comparison (between the likelihood of the defend­
ant being guilty and anyone else), the Signs (pointing to guilt),
the Presumptive Proof, the Subsequent Behaviour (of the defendant),
111
and Confirmatory Proof . Obviously, many of these do not apply in
Lucrece*s case. Probability, through which 'one proves that the
crime was profitable to the defendant, and that he never abstained
112
from this kind of foul practice' cannot be used against Tarquin;
the whole point about his appearance is that he looks the last person
one would suspect (hence the comparison with Sinon in the Troy-cloth).
Lucrece would gain nothing by the division in a court of law. Tarquin
himself recognises beforehand that he stands to gain nothing: "What
win I if I gain the thing I seek?'*; "I see what crosses ray attempt
will bring "I have debated, even in my soul, /What wrong, what
113shame, what sorrow I shall breed** Comparison, used "when the
110 Ibid, Vol.II, pp.76-81.
111 Rhetorica ad C. Herennium, II.ii.3 (tr. H. Caplan (Loeb, 1954), 
p.él'f.').
112 Ibid, II.ii.it-.
113 11.211, 491, 498-99.
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prosecutor shows that the act charged by him against his adversary
114
has benefited no one but the defendant" likewise fails to support 
Lucrece*s case, if for no other reason than its intangibility.
115
Presumptive Proof does not help her much as there were no witnesses
before, at or after the crime (only "N ight-wand * ring weasels shriek
to see him t h e r e " ) h i s  behaviour beforehand roused no suspicion.
117On Subsequent Behaviour ', Tarquin is free again, since there are no
witnesses, none saw him enter or leave the chamber, he leaves the
house before anyone is stirring. Confirmatory Proof is employed
118
"finally, when suspicion has been established" - but so far it 
has not been.
However, the third division of the issue is more promising to 
Lucrece, as "By Signs one shows that the accused sought an opportunity 
favourable to success. Sign has six divisions: the Place, the
Point of Time, the Duration of Time, the Occasion, the Hope of
119
Success, the Hope of Escaping Detection" • What of course is 
striking is that Lucrece*s complaint touches so notably on several 
of the signs, principally time and opportunity. Night allows 
Tarquin his crime, both as a point in time, and as a length of time
114 Ad Herennium, II.iv.6.
115 Ibid, II.V.8.
116 1.307.
117 Ad Herennium, II.v.8.
118 Ibid, II.vi.9.
119 Ibid, II.iv.6.
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favouring success. Opportunity has conspired with Night to favour
him. "^ ûioever plots the sin, thou poinst the season", "Misshapen
120time, copesmate of ugly night" has allowed the crime
0 hear me then, injurious shifting timeI 
Be guilty of my death, since of my crime. (121)
The three together have feiven Tarquin hope of success and hope of
escaping detection. Time will not "With some mischance cross
Tarquin in his f l i g h t I f  Time's glory is "To unmask falsehood
123
and bring truth to life" , she has little hope, and no certainty,
that Time will so act for her, unless by her own efforts.
The strong association between time and opportunity - as in,
for example, Gerard Legh's phrase, "for suerlye Oportunitie, and
124
tyme, overthroweth strongest towers" - which existed, in the period
does not in itself explain why Lucrece should exclaim on them except
as an arbitrary process of invention; insofar as Ovid emphasised
the importance of opportunity to the lover, it was a notable irony
125that Lucrece should decry it Awareness of the legal argument
120 11.879, 925.
121 11.930-31.
122 1.968.
123 1.940.
124 The Accedens of Armory (15^2), f .209 ^  . D. Bush points out the 
similarity of the time-opportunity link in Lucrece to that in 
one of Erasmus Giliades, tr. Taverner (PQ, 6(1927),301). Time 
and Opportunity are combined in one figure on the titlepage of
S. Rowlands' A Terrible Battell betweene Time, and Death 
(?l606). S.C. Chew discusses the iconography of the figures 
in The Virtues Reconciled (Toronto, 1947), and in "Time and 
Fortune". ELH. é(1939). 83-113.
125 Ars Amandi, i.399f.
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gives plausibility for Lucrece picking on the topics as focal points. 
The poem is too rich and subtle for theirs to be the sole raison d'etre, 
but the law-association increases one kind of inevitability, which 
enhances the artistic inevitability that the success of the poem 
depends on; and the immediate audience makes it highly likely that 
the allusion would be picked up. The complaint passage also contains 
a concentration of legal reference and terminology: "guilt" is
frequently used (though not by Tarquin), and the terms "humble
suppliant", the suit, the crimes of murder, theft, perjury, suborn-
. . 126 ation, accessory
A consequence of Lucrece*s inward debate is that she brings 
herself to a decision over what action to take, despite the contra­
dictions she is aware of in suicide as a solution. A slightly 
different consequence of the debate is that her suicide is essential 
as the means to ensure Tarquin*s punishment. Sub-headings in the 
Quarto and some later editions show that sixteenth and seventeenth 
century readers saw her debate and its outcome as aimed at proving her 
case and, as important, carrying the consequence of Tarquin*s crime 
into the public sphere. At 1.1688 -"*But ere I name him, you fair 
lords*, quoth she " - the sub-heading reads: "Upon the relation of
Lucrece her rape, Collatine and the rest swear to revenge; but this
126 Ilf896, 918-23.
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seems not full satisfaction to her losses. She killeth her self 
to exasperate them the more to punish the delinquent”. Quarles 
1655 edition puts the second sentence at I.I709 - "With this they 
all at once began to say,/her body's stain her mind untainted 
clears” - which shows all the more clearly the stages of the process. 
Perhaps the editor argued her case for her thus additionally to free 
her from Augustine's accusation; but it is significant that the 
passage can be seen as Lucrece's means of making the consequences 
of the crime public (and historical) action. Lucrece makes revenge 
inevitable, and this in turn gives the whole process in the poem 
the air of fulfilling its o%m necessity. Further the ending moves 
it within the circle of a kind of tragedy; pathos is eliminated 
which makes the poem stronger. Imitators of Shakespeare's poem 
see the story in terms of the pity of it, and the opportunity to
127
draw out all the stops in emphasising and expressing the pathos , 
an emphasis which weakens and leads to hysterical outbursts which are 
less expressive than tedious.
If in referring to time, night and opportunity the complaint 
furthers Lucrece's legal case, it is only one of its functions.
From the start Shakespeare's portrait of her rivals and overgoes 
the painter's; but it is still only a part of Lucrece, her mind 
remains to be set forth.
127 E.g., in I.tD.'s The Lamentation of Troy for the Death of Hector
(1595).
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Her arguments against ïarquin display it in one way (just as,
for example, Venus' reflect her mind and character). They are of a
piece with the calibre previously suggested, as is shown by their
effect on Tarquin. "No more”, quoth he, "by heaven I will not 
128
hear thee” , as though were she to speak longer, she would 
effectually dissuade him. He is like the Harlowes who cut them­
selves off from Clarissa's letters because her pen would persuade 
ary reader of her just case and beauty, whether he wished to be 
persuaded or not.
Shakespeare brings together arguments, exclamation, proverbial 
statements, staple constituents of persuasory speech, into an 
affective eloquence id-th a single aim. But however well he does it, 
it had in a way been done before. Poetry to do what painting 
essentially could not had to present another dimension of the mind, 
not the mind in formal debate, but the mind as consciousness existing 
over a period of time. Ovid had done this through the letter in the 
Heroides; but there Heroes mind, for example, is displayed in narrat­
ive, in the exercise of memory. The letter catches the quality of 
moments, but through such moments described - the nurse nodding in 
sleep, the sound of the wind - and the revealing of Hero herself is 
made the easier because she is presenting herself verbally to Leander;
128 1.667.
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she has an audience. Daniel in the Complaint of Rosamond displays the 
character* s mind looking hack on the past, using the episodes 
connected with a ''historical" character to display her portrait.
He evokes and depends on a personality. Rosamond like Ovid's Hero 
has an immediate audience, her ghost coming to "plaine it" to the 
poet having a wider audience in mind. She sets out her history 
and moral consecutively; and indeed part of the mind's activity is 
thus shown.
Shakespeare presents Lucrece in her complaint not remembering, 
or recounting events, hut simply existing; emotions and thoughts 
are actually given as if in stage-soliloquy - yet the likeness is 
not exact as the dramatist has the license to contract time represented 
to a few minutes, as Marlowe does in Paustus' last speech, in persuading 
one to accept the idea of an hour passing. In narrative, if the 
writer does not simply resort to "Time passed..." or a similar 
formula, he has to hring the writing closer to an exact imitation of 
time passing. He cannot use the degree of illusion possible with 
a dramatic soliloquy. For one thing, in the poem the stage is 
blacked out, Lucrece's appearance nothing, the activity of her mind 
everything. Traditionally the mind was made more active by contem­
plating in darkness when it was freed from the distractions of 
129visibilia . The mental amplification is put into Lucrece's
129 E.g., G.Hakewill, The Yanitie of the eie, pp.l08-09.
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distress. For another, Shakespeare sets Lucrece's complaint in the
130time of night called nox intempesta. when time seems to stand still . 
She knows no audience with whom to live through the time. And 
Shakespeare, though using a semi-historical character, takes few 
points of a historical personality when he comes to depict her 
distress, oddly divorcing the mind from personality, making it in a 
way the expression of a quality, %d.thout trivia of character. He 
therefore seems to increase his difficulties almost wilfully, throvring 
all the weight of the passage on the mind, and the mind alone.
Familiarity with the novel leads one to expect a state of mind 
represented so as to coincide as far as possible with the felt exper­
ience of the reader in thinking or brooding. Tolstoy's art, for 
example, in analysing Anna Karenina's or Dolly's state of mind at a 
particular point, is directed to sounding and exploring a certain 
depth or level and then displaying it in terms which one accepts 
because of their correspondence vjith states of mind and moods actually 
or imaginably experienced. The writing seems - because its convent­
ions are accepted - to aim at convergence with actual experience.
The complaint in Lucrece exists by a different principle, as a 
structure parallel to the experience it represents, never aiming at 
converging vjith it. This is obvious, and something accepted more or
130 H. and A.G. Thornton, Time and Style (19&2), p.l06.
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less easily ifith much sixteenth centuiy poetry; but the method raises 
acute difficulty when it is used for imitation of a subject so subject- 
ive, so inevitably regarded as natural and resistant to artifice in 
representation, as consciousness. It is not as.though Shakespeare 
resorts to formulae of the type, ”1 feel ...” or to similes - 
"It was as if she ...”. Instead he provides Lucrece viith a succession 
of references not to feeling but to external objects - such as time 
and opportunity and night - which together make up a structure which 
may be seen plausibly to relate back to the state of mind whence the 
projections of thought and language come - a method of stylisation.
It has been pointed out how the complaint contains passages of
apposition and asyndeton, and how such inciting is associated viith
the attempt to "overcome the successive, analytical and temporal
character of external speech”, to break out therefore from one mode
131
of existence to another . To move from external to inner speech 
is one such change; to move from the usual forms of communication 
to something like prayer is another. E.B. Greenwood has observed 
how the use of ”a catena of substantives is a common rhetorisal
132
formula in invocations to gods” . The marked use of apposition 
and asyndeton in Lucrece's complaint is a sign of a double attempt
131 E.B. Greenwood, "George Herbert's Sonnet 'Prayer'; A Stylistic 
study” EjC. 15 (1965), 29.
132 Ibid, p.31.
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to move from one mode of experience to another. On the writer's 
part it is the rendering of consciousness which does not wholly exist 
in the "successive, analytical and temporal character of external 
speech”, the depicting of Lucrece's mental activity as opposed to 
its manifestation in addressing someone. For Lucrece, her outcry 
represents on the one hand "invocation, evocation and incantation all
133at once” - an appeal to principles which if not gods, exist like 
gods, have their continuity; and on the other hand, it is the 
attempt to overcome the nature of successive moments as she is forced 
to experience them. It would have been easier and perhaps more 
immediately striking to have Lucrece actually call out on the gods 
to avenge her; it seems futile to us and her to appeal to time, a 
mere expenditure of words. Yet by his method, Shakespeare is able 
to convey something of the actual experience of existing through a 
series of moments, of a human endeavour to transcend a mode of existence 
which is hateful. Prayer is no language of the everyday, but aspires 
to apprehend something of eternity. In invoking time, Lucrece iron­
ically strives to overcome the type of existence which time and 
opportunity ordinarily make up, and to master time by casting it 
into a moment outside its normal progression; and thus she masters 
what is most hateful to her, the fact that she must go on living.
If the hours through which she must live are near-intolerable she can
133 Ibid, p.31.
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at least re-cast thera in an image of her own making; the image is an 
illusion but it is one which helps her to live.
The formal artifice of rhetoric and stanza serve a purpose which 
greater apparent naturalism would fail in, since it provides a 
definite kind of measurement, like the formality of bars and rhythm­
ical patterns in music. This is falsification compared tjith the 
pulse of experienced consciousness, but j^gain because the structure, 
removed from the inchoate, inarticulated mixture of words and sens­
ations of the actual, projects further as it were into the outside 
world - Lucrece's consciousness becoming the poem, and the poem 
relating to the world outside it. Thus at the simplest it is in a
better position to come into a relation with systems and facts of
the outside world, amongst idiich is the measurement of time.
Lucrece's experience over successive moments receives a correlation 
writh the passage of time outside the poem, the reader's, and because 
both forms receive measurement - through the formality of figures 
and stanzas - one's own experience in time simply in reading the 
poem is correlated with Lucrece's experience in time. The effect­
iveness of this may account for some of the poem's unpopularity,
because time is so powerfully conveyed.
If Shakespeare's method is stylisation, the creation of a 
structure parallel to actuality, then it may be asked how the poem 
avoids being merely as it were a shell to reality. By a high degree
233.
of explicitness in the method, by saying through it everything that 
might be said and rendering every chosen detail articulate in its 
style, the artist creates a work which leaves no blank spaces.
This is true of Marlowe's Hero and Leander, a style of extreme 
selectivity and artificial reference making a world wholly convincing 
in its own right. It is a method analogous to Henry James' in, for 
example, the Golden Bowl; starting with a pattern, a simplification 
which if stated on its own sounds aHmost repell^tly unlifelike, 
which excludes vast areas of life and experience, he proceeds to say 
everything about the pattern and in terms of the pattern, and by 
making every bit of it articulate, creates a world based, on the pattern 
perfect in its own right, impervious to the comprehensiveness of the 
actual world, and therefore autonomous.
James provides another analogy with Lucrece in his use of an 
omniscient narrator. Coleridge characterised the narration of 
Shakespeare's poems as how "it is throughout as if a superior spirit, 
more intuitive, more intimately conscious even than the characters 
themselves, not only of every look and act but of the flux and reflux 
of the mind in all its subtlest thoughts and feelings, were placing 
the whole before our view" . Narrative prose has habituated one 
to regard such an all-knowing narrator as possible and normal; but
134 Biographia Literaria, Ch.lj, ed. Shawcross (Oxford, 190?), 
vol.II,p.15.
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this loses sight of the profound originality of Shakespeare's feat.
The dramatist is omniscient naturally; and so the tendency is to
see "Shakespeare the dramatist” in Lucrece.
It was a brilliant solution to problems of narrative felt at
the time, for example, how the reader accepts the authority of the
narrator when the story is told with great vividness and detail.
In The Unfortunate Traveller (registered 1? Sept., 159!^  compared with
Lucrece, 9 May, 1594), a work which Shakespeare in all likelihood
135knew and which he probably drew on , Nashe has Wilton tell a story 
of banditry and rape; a Roman matron, Heraclide, is ravished by the 
robber Esdras after he has apparently slain her husband, and after 
she has in vain argued with him as Lucrece did with Tarquin.
After the robber's departure Heraclide delivers a long complaint 
before stabbing herself - a complaint which may have prompted the 
idea of Lucrece's to Shakespeare. Nashe noticeably gets into 
difficulties over the telling of the story. He has the story; he 
has Wilton. The problem is how to deliver the one through the 
other, especially as Wilton is by no means a neutral observer.
Nashe fells back on the absurd device of having Wilton make a hole 
in the wall of the room where he has been shut up by the murderer, 
whereby he observes the episode before himself becoming involved
135 The linl{ is discussed by G.R. Hibbard, Thomas Nashe (1962),
pp.168-69.
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again. In the event the resolution of the difficulty is amusing 
because of the sheer pleasure of seeing Nashe*s vigorous invention 
carry off the episode. All the same it raises queries for the reader 
since by putting Wilton into such a situation where he observes 
without an attempt to stay the disaster or dissuade Heraclide from 
her suicide, Nashe is qualifying Wilton's character. One is bound 
at some point to match tale and teller, and the abrupt transitions 
and discrepancies sharpen awareness of the puzzle; elsewhere, over 
the *' jemmes Piazza''^ ^^  Nashe suggests verisimilitude.
The contrast is with the way Shakespeare banishes the problem.
He lays the peripheral delight of confusion between fact and fiction 
to display with a singleness of style and purpose a single, constant 
theme, resolving problems raised by fiction and credibility in a 
way which is as valuable to an art of fiction as the raising of the 
issues by Nashe in the first place.
The very method which to-day seems so natural to prose was 
facilitated by a style and degree of rhetoric which distanced the 
poem from actuality and prevented identification. Coleridge goes 
on to describe Shakespeare's narrator as "unparticipating in the 
passions, and actuated only by that pleasurable excitement which 
had resulted from the energetic fervor of his own spirit, so
136 Nashe, Works, ed. R.B. McKerrow, II, p.280.
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vividly exhibiting what it had so accurately and profoundly contem­
plated.**. The particular understanding which the poem offers is 
reached by seeing aright. To see less clearly, to be drawn into 
identifying with characters in the poem, would inhibit or distort 
the ultimate goal of understanding. Shakespeare's artistry, unlike 
Marlowe's, is a means of training the eye not on to the poem and 
artist but on to the subject he reveals.
The importance of the visual in the poou is nowhere more clear 
than in the account of the skilful piece of painted work. How
Shakespeare arrived at the idea of the Troy-cloth has often been 
137debated . A number of reasons point to why the subject might 
have been in his mind: the Troy-story was the great example of grief 
and suffering, it was an emblem of how time - so focussed in 
Lucrece's complaint - devours all - *'Oh fickle and brickie state
138
of mans lyfe, ... where is become that famous Troy ...” . As
the subject of wall decoration, it occurred in the Aeneid, in the 
account of Dido's palace (a passage long suggested as influencing 
Shakespeare's description); Chaucer thus uses it in the Hous of 
Fame, and, less distinguished bjit closer in time, Stephen Hawes in
139
the Pastime of Pleasure - but such examples leave Shakespeare's
137 Discussed for example by T.W. Baldwin, The Literary Genetics
of Shakespere's Poems and Sonnets, p.l42f; by D.C. Allen, in his 
article on Lucrece, ShS, 15(19^2)*
138 Printer to the reader, Boaistuau, tr. J. Alday, Theatrum Mundi 
(ed. of 1581), 1Î5 .
139 Aeneid, 1.456-95; Hous of Fame, 151-211; Pastime of Pleasure 
(SETS 1928), 3025-31.
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description a rather arbitrary choice.
It was a tradition in non-satirical complaint for the speaker
to call exempla and comparisons before the mindfe eye - as in
Sackville's Complaint and Daniel's Rosamond. Boccaccio also does
this in Fiammetta. Towards the end of the book, Fiammetta, her
life ruined, softens - or exacerbates - her grief by the thought of
women who have suffered more than she. "Me thinkes that next after
140these, I see Hecuba coming to my minde" she says - Hecuba, a
visual image of grief, her aged and wrinkled face made horrific by the
marks of her grief. Hecuba is a figure that Lucrece ponders over
not in the mind's eye, but in an objective shape on the painted
surface. He could easily have had Lucrece call up the Troy-story
with all the analogies it held for her within the mind. But when
every rhetoric-book said that descriptio - or related forms such as
demonstratio - was a way of presenting a subject as if actually seen,
when repeatedly they specified the example of the sacked city as an
I4lapt subject for the figure , and when the painting criterion was 
so inextricably worked into the very concept of descriptio, it was 
not surprising that an original mind should connect mentally 
examined exempla into visually experienced forms of their themes.
140 Amorous Fiammetta (15&7) f.ll4^
141 See above, p. 4-^ .
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Shakespeare's method is far more forceful and vivid than the story-
recalled only in the mind. The visual image of the sacked city
picks up the comparison and image (purest commonplace in the period),
which has been running through the poem, of Lucrece's chastity as a
citadel. There is the icon of her breast, the ranks of blue veins
leaving "their round turrets destitute and pale”, the "ivory wall”
of her skin, Tarquin's determination "To make the breach and enter
this sweet city't even the heraldry of her red and white takes on
142
military overtones . Her chastity is her ”never-conquer'd fort";
after the rape "She says her subjects with foul insurrection /Have
143
batter'd down her consecrated wall” . The painted work is
brilliant hvpotiposis; juxtaposed with Lucrece's state of mind it
creates a skilful piece of icon on a new scale, because it provides
a similitude for her mind.
The long description has difficult functions to perform.
It must represent the hours between the departure of the messenger
and Collatine's return; it must enable Lucrece "to mourn some
newer way”, "Being from the feeling of her o^ jn grief brought /By
deep surmise of others detriment, /Losing her woes in shows of 
144
discontent" . Like the Troy-story in Hamlet Il.iii it offers
142 11.441, 464, 469, 470-83.
143 11.482, 722-23. The description of the mutiny within Tarquin 
(428-36) is reminiscent of accounts of the beleaguered town in 
the rhetoric books.
144 11.1365, 1578-80.
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temporary escape from present hardship. But where in the play the
introduction of the subject forwards the action because it allows
145
Hamlet the time to brood and devise the dumb-show , in Lucrece a 
corresponding function is denied it because Lucrece has already 
taken her decision to commit suicide before she thinks of the painted 
work.
The description, with the particular air of completeness of 
hvpotiposis, conjures up a whole world - first of all with Lucrece's 
presence omitted. The eye is not allowed to dwell on a detail 
until the painter's magic has created a whole environment, and then 
tellingly the eye is Lucrece's, alighting on Hecuba, her town, her 
husband lost as Lucrece feels she has lost hers.
One is shown another man's actual portrayal of a grief-stricken 
world, not a picture moulded by the wishes and biases of Lucrece's 
own mind. Relative to her it is an objective picture of grief, 
the more terrible because not the offspring of her tormented mind - 
as Hecuba was of Fiammetta's - unbalanced by what has happened, but 
an external measurement, a check on Lucrece's appraisal of her own 
situation. Because the painting measures such memorable catastrophe 
and because the artist is supremely skilful, as Shakespeare makes 
abundantly clear, Lucrece's personal tragedy becomes the greater.
145 A. Righter, Shakespeare and the Idea of the Play (1962), p.162.
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The measure of grief is not a demented woman's phantasy at work nor 
the poet's exclamation in describing her grief but the penetrative 
imagination, the perception and artistry of the painter. Super­
lative skill - often so wearisomely praised by the Elizabethans - 
is made functional in the construction of the poam as a whole.
Like the rhetoric of Lucrece's complaint, the art is a measure of 
experience.
The whole poem can be read as a play on the processes of 
distancing and bringing close. The imitation of the painter's 
works aims at the impact and time-free nature of the picture and 
pictorial experience, an aim carried out through subject matter 
which is timelessly remote, but which the painter has made as if 
present. The gulfs between past and present are ellipsed and, too, 
the gulfs between different kinds of experience. Shakespeare chooses 
a subject axiomatically remote; much of his effort is aimed at 
overcoming the remoteness. This is reflected not onjy in the 
characteristic of vivid imagery and much metaphor, but in the 
tenses - as in Venus and Adonis - and in the construction for 
example of the opening. "Brief hirmus" holds over the reader's 
attention, almost breathlessly, till the main clause is reached in 
1.3, when the tense is the historic present. The mixed tenses 
convey the urgency of time pressing forward, of a single opportunity
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offering itself and taken. Against this speed, the sadness of 
time dragging in the complaint is all the more effective, especially 
as a new momentum is gathering of a different kind, that by which 
Lucrece takes her decision to commit suicide. Again in the des­
cription the pressure of time is removed, before the poma works up 
to Lucrece's actual suicide, leaving an air of unexpended energy at 
the end, which corresponds to the decisive actions still to be taken 
by Collatine and his company.
A characteristic of Hero and Leander was likewise immediacy 
through, for example, the casting of all attention on to the moment 
of the poem's creation. Marlowe also uses a pictorial style which 
aims at the wholeness and instantaneity of visual experience.
Both poets strive to overcome the same characteristic inherent in ' 
word, story and teller.
Shakespeare often touches, as Marlowe does not, on the idea 
that all words are ultimately superfluous to his theme, which is 
first to last Lucrece's beauty, both moral and visual. Beauty 
needs no orator, says st.5. The mixture of lilies and roses in 
her face is a "silent war"^^. Collatine's tongue seems shallow
146 1.71.
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to Tarquin, oratory a "barren skill”, next to what it praised
Debating within himself, Tarquin argues to excuse himself: "All
148orators are dumb when beauty pleadeth” . Having woken her he
asserts how her beauty is responsible - her colours "Shall plead
149for me and tell my loving tale" ; "the fault is thine, /For those 
thine eyes betray thee unto mine"^^^. And again he blames her too- 
eloquent beauty - "Thy beauty hath ensnar'd thee to this night 
In other circumstances, Lucrece's beauty would be as that of Sonnet
§1-
For I impaire not beautie being mute.
When others would give life, and bring a tomb.
There lives more life in one of your fair eyes.
Than both your Poet es can in praise devise.
The poet's words - like Collatine's in boasting of Lucrece - can
become at the last a tomb. Art fails beside such beauty - its image
can never have life and breath - and yet the attempt must be made.
And ultimately the poem may be Lucrece's monument, not her tomb.
147 1.78.
148 1.268.
149 1.480.
150 11.482-83.
151 1.485.
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Lucrece illustrates the characteristic of much Elizabethan
152
literature, an aspiration to revelation rather than description , 
for which reason writers explored the potential of the letter, the 
complaint, and of styles which acted with the vividness of painting. 
If the aim in literature was inevitably self-defeating, since verbal 
expressiveness must be discursive, there were resolutions of the 
problem. One was a kind of expressiveness so apt and acute that 
it is more like naming than periphrasis, or exclamation or descript­
ion, naming so true that it brings the thing fully to the mind, and 
may be imagined to go to the quick of the subject, capture the very 
life. Writing cannot wholly exist by such naming, but the quality 
resides in icon and metaphor, products of ellipsis, and of the 
penetrating perception, and can be intensified by a figure such as 
apposition ^ich over-rules ordinary sentence-structure. Another 
resolution is to look on verbal eloquence as providing what the 
visual image cannot, a supra-eloquence, a voice - as when Lucrece 
addresses the Image of Hecuba: "Poor instrument" quoth she,
"without a sound, /i'll tune thy woes with my lamenting tongue"^^^ - 
and the time-element, imitative of actual existence frcm minute to 
minute. In general Elizabethans use both methods to raise the
152 R.A. Day, Told in Letters (Princeton, 1966), p.?.
153 11.464-65.
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status of poetry; Lucrece is remarkable for the fullness with which 
Shakespeare uses both kinds. Its reference to the pictorial is 
only equalled by its reference to the mind. Both types of writing 
are bound up with the overcoming of time simultaneously with convey­
ing the experience of time - not stated but shown. Henry James 
called the presentation of time passing "the stiffest problem that 
the artist in fiction has to t a c k l e S h a k e s p e a r e ' s  success, 
for all that it is in a style which we to-day find unsympathetic, 
is comparable to Richardson's in Clarissa. It is the more impressive 
that the Ovidian narrative is a mere miniature, subject to numerous 
limitations, compared to the novel, with its flexibility, natural­
istic prose and size.
15^  Notes on Novelists (1914), p.349. Quoted by A.A. Mendilow,
Time and the Novel (1952), p.63.
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Endlmion and Phoebe
Drayton's poem, dedicated to Lucy, Countess of Bedford, was 
published in 1595# The visual appeal of the style, the artifice, 
the wooing of the boy by a woman, the subject of myth, are features 
typical of the genre but, as M.C. Bradbrook says, "the whole poem 
is a celebration of Platonic love'^^^ - an orientation which the 
language of the dedication hints at. It is as though Drayton wished 
to prove the style and kind of writing could be used to chaster 
ends than Venus and Adonis.
Some affinities of the poem such as that with the Faerie Queene 
are apparent from the first. Professor Tillotson and more recently 
Miss Grundy have pointed out the similarity of Phoebe to Du Bartas' 
Urania, the tenth Muse, ^o, like Phoebe, can transport the poet 
above the earth^^^. The poem's subtitle. Ideas Latmus. the mention 
of "Idea", Ann Goodere (11.1011-19) and the fact that Drayton 
"probably identifies himself with Endimion”^^^, all suggest an 
interweaving of interests and concepts unesqpected in view of the
155 In Shakespeare and Elizabethan Poetry (1951) » p.?l.
156 In Drayton, Works. V,p.l9; J. Grundy in "Brave translunary 
things", 59 (1964), p.506.
157 J. Grundy, op cit, p.50?.
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more obvious and superficial impression made by the writing, of - 
to quote a typical reaction - "a quiet, spacious and purely decorative 
w o r l d T h a t  there is more to the poem's world and style than 
the 'purely decorative' is shown by Miss Grundy's discussion of the 
neo-Platonic ascent embodied in the poem. For Drayton, she argues, 
"the poet's flight and its expression are instantaneous - "rapture" 
in all senses of the word”^^^. The way she elicits the implications 
of 'clear' for Drayton, and how they exist in Endimion and Phoebe, 
hints at the undervaluing of the poem, the tendency to see no more 
in it than Drayton's "quiet moonlight loves
A work with which the poem has certain affinities - harmonising 
to some extent with Du Bartas' verse - is Colonna's Hypnerotomachia 
Poliphili. To approach the poem by the prose vision draws out 
other sides to the writing to do with the poet's rdle as creator of 
poetry and poetry's world, and the means by which he establishes 
them. The form of the Hypnerotomachia that is relevant is the 
translation of Book I ty R.D., published in 1592; for though the 
original must have been accessible to Drayton, the relation of the
158 H. Child, Cambridge History of English Literature (Cambridge, 
1909), Vol.IV, Ch.X, p.180.
159 J. Grundy, op cit, p.508.
160 H. Child, op cit, p.lSO.
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poem to the prose shows in large part in the borrowing of words and 
phrases from the English translation. To say Drayton drew on the 
original leaves the coincidence to be explained away that in 1595 
he chose verbal descriptive details which had been used three years 
before by E.D. More general resemblances, therefore, of imagery, 
concept and setting, plausibly relate to the translation.
To summarise briefly, R.D.'s translation concerns the dreams 
of the love-tomented narrator, Poliphilus, how he finds himself in 
a country amongst ruins, has a fearful encounter with a dragon before 
escaping to a pleasant country where he meets five nymphs, the senses, 
who ultimately take him to their queen, Eutherillida. After admir­
ing her wonderful palace and gardens, Poliphilus is presented with 
a choice, he chooses love, and proceeds on a way on which he meets 
a beautiful maid, who, though he cannot be sure of her identity, 
is Polia whom he loves. Together they visit the Elysian fields, 
where they witness several magnificent triumphs. The environments 
in which Poliphilus finds himself are either formed ty man-made 
artifacts, or are paradise-like places (the country in which he 
meets the five nymphs, the Elysian fields), but paradises in which 
nature is perfected by the presence of wonderful art (the octagonal 
bathing house and the statue, vhere he meets the five nymphs, and 
the classical triumphs augmenting the beauty of the Elysian fields).
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The art " an exquisite Arte beyond all capacity”^^^ which ravishes him 
is, typically, that of the classical past: "Oh the excellency of
passed wittes, and perfect golden age” - "Oh reverend arthists of
162
times past” . It is of such kind, of such "power, humaine
force, and incredible meanes” that it envies "(if I may speake it)
the workmanship of the heavens” . The English translator supplies
the "if I may speak it"; the Italian does not draw back from
presenting artists idio almost seem capable of endowing their creations
with life and breath, or who give them the complexity and perfection
of things in nature.
Poliphilus is unambiguously free frcm the Puritanism an
Elizabethan was familiar with. His pleasure in the skill with which
164
trails of ivy are depicted is never spoiled by the thought that 
art may be the tool of wrong use, that green, living ivy is somehow 
morally better than a gold representation of it. His vision is an 
aesthetic and artistic one, not like Spenser's divided by moral 
claims. And where Sidney and Spenser qualify their detailed 
descriptions of the beauties of a woman by associating physical
161 The strife of Love in a Dreame, f.14y  C
162 Ibid, f.l4 r , 18^ .
163 Ibid, f .7 .
164 Ibid, f.69f.
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appearance with moral qualities, good or bad, Colonna presents the 
beauty of nymphs and KLia as vividly as his powers of description 
allow. The frankness and enthusiasm of his accounts suggests the 
figure descriptions of the Ovidian narratives, the delight of 
describing a beautiful human being in breathtaking attire. His 
world is that of the imagination, given freedom within a dream but 
controlled by his knowledge of art.
Obviously, from the outline of the narrative, it is not 
similarity in the story which Drayton's poem shares; but as the 
experience in reading R.D.'s translation is to make one aware of the 
series of wonders, not the story framework, so it is not surprising 
if Drayton draws on other sides of the work.
The vision begins with the inspiration of the idiole, Polia, 
who keeps the narrator awake. She is the expression of an ideal 
but, as woman alone, cannot be more than complementary to the idiole 
ideal. His devotion is "uppon the rare divine object: whose
reverends Idea is deeply imparinted within me, and liveth ingraven 
in the secret of my h e a r t T h e  "rare divine object" may be, 
in part, Polia; that he does not recognise Polia when he meets
165 Ibid, f.l
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her (in Ch.11), is perhaps indicative, for the "rare divine object" 
is also art, and beyond that, the unattainable of a Platonic perfect­
ion. Such is Drayton's "Idea" to himself; she is in part Ann 
Goodere, but "Idea" is linked too with the artist's apprehension 
of the Idea of his work, without which he cannot begin or carry it 
through, and which is linked in turn with the poet's concept of his 
inspiration, such as Miss Grundy shows exists in Endimion and Phoebe. 
When Phoebe awakes Endimion he - as Poliphilus meeting Polia - is 
not aware of her whole identity, knowing he loves her but "Not 
knowing yet great Phoebe this should be"^^^, her inspiration to him 
as Idea is to the poet.
However cerebrally conceived an ideal Colonna's Polia is, she 
is given most vivid and complex expression. The narrator sees her 
in two ways. First, she is an "honourable Nymph" wh(m he "might 
well perceive ... was a reall mayde indeede and no spirite"^^^.
But then he realises that he sees before him " a reall and visible 
object of a most excellent representation, lovely presence and 
heavenly aspect, of a plentifull store and universall gathering of 
unseene beautie, and inhumaine comelinesse"^^^. Colonna seems to
166 Endimion and Phoebe. 1.559.
167 The strife of Love ... f.77 ^
168 Ibid, f.80 r .
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mean by this that a being essentially of the spirit, of some 
heaven, has taken on a visible and human foim. The embodiment is 
analogous to Phoebe*s. Had she appeared to Endimion as a goddess 
** adorned iTith her light, /No mort all eye could have endured the 
sight**; so she makes herself **like a Nymph** and **not like Phoebe, 
as herselfe d i v i n e * * ^ E v e n  as a nymph her beauty has, the poet 
conveys, the marks of a heavenly descent; she is still the embodi­
ment of an **Idea** of beauty.
Details of the two figures are alike. One of Phoebe*s garments
is
A dainty Smock of Cipresse, fine and thin, >
o A  cast with curls next to her lilly skin;
Through which the purenes of the same did show
lyke Damaske-roses strei^ with flakes of snow (170) ^
Polia wears under ** a thinne subtill stuffe of greene silke**,
**a smocke of pure white coorled Lawne, covering her most delicate
and tender body ... Which white smocke seemed as if it had covered 
171
damaske Roses** . Of the complex of garments making a skirt, one 
falls "down about her feet in plightes and fouldes, unstable and 
blowne about with the sweet ayre & coole winde** (a frequent charac­
teristic of the fine garments the narrator sees), as the veil of 
Phoebe* s **Azur*d Mantle** **ever^ the gentle Ayre did blow, /Still
169 11.108-10.
170 11.121-24.
171 The strife of Love ... f.78 ^ .
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, / 172
with the motion seem^ to ebb and flow" . Drayton might have ^
remembered the veils which characters other than Polia wore,
"habits ... girded with scarf es, the endes flying abroade**, or a
"thinne vayle, edged with gould" moved by the air, or the fineness
of a veil of Queen Eutherillida*s costume, "a thynne vayle covering
it all over of silke sypresse", even showing through all the raised
173
embroidery on the gown under it .
Phoebe has around her neck
a chayne twise twenty fold.
Of Rubyes, set in lozenges of gold;
Trust up in trammels, and in curious pleats 
With spheary circles falling on her teats. (174)
Around Polia*s neck are pearls, but "over the devision of her
breastes, betwixt two great Pearles, there was laced a corruscant
round Rubie**; and "all these Pearles and Stones were laced in a
175worke in losenges, in a rare and beautifull manner** The
narrator goes on to describe the arrangement of her hair, which 
from the middle of her forehead, "in fome of two Hemycycles to the 
halfe of her eares, it mounted uppe in curled trammelles**. The 
last word, in different spellings, is a frequent enough term in the
172 11.115-16.
173 The strife of Love ... f.86 , 52 , 54 ^ .
174 11.117-20.
175 The strife of Love ... f.78 ^  ^79  ^.
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period in descriptions of hair-arrangements; in this passage, 
however, it occurs sufficiently close to the account of the neck­
lace - seven lines below on the same page - for it possibly to have 
suggested the extended use of Drayton.
Phoebe, "like a Nymphe, crown'd with a flowrie twine" recalls 
Polia, her hair waving in the wind, wearing "a garland of tawny 
vyolets sweetly smelling - no unusual likeness on its own but 
enhancing the general similarity. Elsewhere in the poem Phoebe's 
"pleyted F r o c k r e c a l l s  some memory of the "little plightes and 
gathers" of Polia's costume. Phoebe's smock, discovering "all her 
stomach to the waste, /With branches of sweet circling veynes 
enchaste"^^^, is no more revealing than Polia's garments on her 
"most delicate and tender body, and snowy skinne", which show her 
"pretty bearing out breasts, upon her slender and small waste, over 
her large proportioned flanckes and little round belly"; or her 
"smocke .. covering her daintie soft snowye thinne skinne 
When Phoebe first tries to win Endimion with her chams, she points 
out how "This foote. Arts just proportion doth reveale", as though 
she were a revival of the "true Art"^^^ which Colonna repeatedly
176 Ibid, f.79 .
177 1.158.
178 11.125-26.
179 The strife of Love ... , f.78 . Polia, and indirectly Phoebe, 
both probably owe something to Boccaccio's account of Diana near 
the opening of the N inf ale Fiesolano (tr.D.J. Donno (N.Y., 
i960), p.5.).
180 The strife of Love ... , f.25 ** .
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admires. "For take away order and rule," he says, "and what thing
can any man make, eyther beautifull to the qye, or of commendable
1.81.
proportion" . Drayton, the admirer of skilful "sumetry", gives 
Phoebe both virtues for she is associated with inspiration, the 
source of the art-making process.
Verbal echoes of the Strife of Love ... occur around the passage 
describing "great Phoebe in her tryumph" made for Endimion, a 
similarity not surprising as R.D.'s translation displays five 
triumphs set out in minute and vivid description. In the poem.
Mercury is sent to the woods to prepare the inhabitants for Phoebe's 
coming - Fauns and Satyres, the Oriades, Hamadriads, Driades and 
Niades. Drayton gives particular attention to the clothing of the 
Oriades:
like to the Spartan Mayd, .
In Murrie-sqyndall^ gorgiously arayd; ^ /
With gallant greene Scarf es girded in the wast,
Theyr flaxen hayre with silken fillets lac^, ^
Woven with flowers in sweet lascivious wréathes^
Mooving like feathers as the light ayre breath^ 182)
He gives no reason why Oriades should be "like to the Spartan Mayd",
or why flowers should be in "lascivious wreathes".
181 Ibid, f.l8 ^
182 11.773-78.
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In Colonna* s work, one of the nymphs who are the five senses
has her hair "bound up in fillets of glystering gould", "beset with
floured mirtle", while the apparel of all five is of fine silks of
different colours, one garment of purple, another of "curled white
sendall, gyrded about their smal wastes with girdles of goulde"^^^.
Then there is the "great company of yonge maydes, more fay re and
delicate then bee to bee founde in Sparta", and the "most brave and
184
fine youthes" whom Poliphilus sees with Polia . Both groups are 
clothed in silks of "changable collours", "some in Purple & Murry, 
and some in white curled Sendall". The emphasis is as ever on 
great richness (buskins laced with silk, or buttoned with gold and 
precious stone) and delicacy (hair covered with a "thinne vayle, 
lyke a Spiders webbe"). After seeing this ccmpany, Polia takes 
Poliphilus to the Elysian fields, and to the "golden countrie" 
the entrance of which is barred by mountains. Amongst its many
trees is the "aierie Teda beloved of the mountains, celebrated and
185
preserved for the festivall Oreades" . The place is "frequented
with countrie Nymphs and Drvades". and among them, "horned faunes
186and lascivious satyres" . There the narrator sees "a great
183 The strife of Love ... , f.37 ^  .
184 Ibid, f.84'^ .
185 Ibid, f .97 .
186 Ibid, f.97 .
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assemblie met togither of strange people**, including the "Nymphs 
Hamadryades** who attend the triumph of Vertumnus and Pomona.
Though the spirit of the triumphs is not that of Phoebe* s, a
detail recalls an earlier passage in Endimion and Phoebe. About the
"heavenly triumph, with a marvellous and solemne pompe, infinite
troups of Nymphs, their faire and plentifuU tresses falling loose
over their shoulders, some naked with aprons of goates skins and
kids, others with tymbrels and flutes, making a most pleasant noise,
as in the daunce called Thiasus, in the trieterie of Bacchus, with
green leaffie sprigs and vine branches, introphyated about their
heads and wasts**^^^. Phoebe* s "frolick Nymphes with Musicks sacred
sound" "in brave galiards they themselves advaunce, /And in the
1 ftft
Thyas, Bacchus stately daunce" . If the nymphs in the trans­
lation are clad too wildly for Drayton, t h ^  are nevertheless some 
way from the wildness usually shown hy Bacchus* attendants, are 
associated with a "marvellous and solemn Pompe", with instruments 
making a "most pleasant noise**. They provide an immediate source 
for the thyas in a part of the translation which provided other 
details for Drayton.
187 Ibid, f .90 ^ - 91 .
188 11.501-02.
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Another set of details, first noticed ty D. Bush , occurs 
in the list of trees which are found in the "golden countrie". The 
"aierie Teda" and its link with the Oriades noticed above, appears 
in the same list: "Yew trees, wild Pynes, unfruitfull but dropping
Resin, tall pineapple, straight Firre, burning Pitch trees, the 
spungie Larix, the aierie Teda beloved of the m o u n t a i n s .
In 1592 two names were rare enough for the translator to supply a 
marginal note: "Larix. is a tree having leaves like a pine, &
good for building ... Taeda. is a tree out of the which issueth a 
liquor more thinne than pitch". Phoebe in a speech to Endimion 
says:
Behold (fond boy) this Rozen-weeping Pine,
This moumfull Larix, dropping Turpentine,
This mounting Teda, thus with tempests tome.
With incky teares continually to moume (191)
In addition to the translation providing all three names in a
single passage, the first garden-like place to which Poliphilus
comes contains "the weeping Larix, whereon Tui^entine is made"^^^.
It is more hazardous to posit a specific link between the 
settings since both poem and prose draw on the strong and widely 
used tradition of a paradise-like place, a locus amoenus. It is
189 Mythology and the Renaissance Tradition, p. 162.
190 The strife of Love ... , f.97 ^ • Z' a ni XL
191 11.5?<J-73^.-L h
(7192 The strife of Love ... , f.33
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worth pointing out that Drayton would have found both moly and Lunary
193
in The strife of Love in a Dreame . R.D. uses the phrase of birds*
194"sweete chirpings, melodious recordings** compared with Drayton*s 
"Birds to their loves their small recorders tuned**. He has 
**Chjfristaline streames** "sliding downe** the hills. His paradise­
like places are shut away from the rest of the world as the plot 
is on Latmus by Phoebe. They are full of groves of trees offering 
shade. The country where Poliphilus meets the senses has a "seate 
unchaungeable, the time not stealing away**^ ^^ . So Phoebe - whose 
hand is apparent in the place from the first - promises Endimion 
’•lie staye the time, it shall not steale away**^ ^^ , the touch of 
freedom, the sense of a perpetual spring for which the whole beautiful 
place seems to be waiting. It is reminiscent of the paradise of 
the Elysian fields, with "the spring never decaieng but renuing**, 
its flowers "like a painting**, "reserving and holding their colours 
without interdict of time**^^^. Colonna* s paradises are distinct­
ive for his very detailed and explicit descriptions, which marks 
them off say from the pleasant shady place described at the beginn­
ing of Sannazaro*s Arcadia, or from the bower briefly described in
198Lodge* s Ro:
193 Ibid, f.4 , 24 .
194 Ibid, f.32 ^  .
195 Ibid, f.38 ^  .
196 1.267.
197 The strife of Love ... , f.91 .
198 Arcadia (Venice, ed. of 1549) $ sig. A3 ^  ; Rosalynde. Works
(Glasgow, 1883), Vol.I, f.l6 .
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Another general characteristic common to prose and poem is an 
imaginative sensitivity to precious stones. Drayton has the flaming 
stones surrounding Latmus summit. Endimion* s shepherd*s staff is 
"of sno^ Ivory, /Studded with Currall, tipt with Ebony**^^^. His ^
t—
colour changes "like to a Christall neere the fire set**, it "Now 
doth retayne the colour of the flame, /And lightly moved againe, 
reflects the same**^ ^^ . The traces of the unicorns drawing 
Endimion* s chariot are of •* ropes of Orient pearle**, his coronet is 
"Of one intire and mighty Emerald**, his bracelets "Of Hellitropium, 
linckt with golden twists **^ ^^ . In the Strife of Love in a Dreame 
Drayton would have found beauty-intoxicated lists of jewels:
"iffithiopian Chrysolite**, "Perfect greene Emeralds of Scythia**, 
coral, "gallatitis of colour like Ivorie*, "Ethiopian Hyacints*,
"greene Silenitis of Persia: Not subject to the change of the
moone, delighted of Cupid**^ ^^ . He would also have found imaginative 
settings of precious stones and metals: a mixture "As full of coulers
as a Christall glasse, repercust and beaten against with the beames
199 11.145-46.
200 11.537-40.
201 11.807, 814, 816.
202 The strife of Love ... , f.90 V
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of the sunne" "cleare Chalcydonie, ... of the colour of the troubled 
Sea Water**^^^; or the fountain with "sixe little scaly Dragons of 
pure shining Golde", and a bowl of porphyrite, which pleases not 
only because of its richness and ingenuity, but because "what with 
the greene assayling of the compassing Orange trees, and the bright 
reflections of the shining matter, and the pure water, there was 
such a gratious couler, in that singular and most prêtions vessell, 
as if the Rainbowe and the clowdes had made theyr habitation there". 
The response is quite different from Du Bartas, who gives a catal­
ogue of seme of them^^^ but no more. The impact of Colonna*s images 
and invention was not likely to be lost on a reader simply because 
of inkhom terms in R.D.*s translation.
The Strife of Love in a Dreame contains an element which is 
the equivalent of Drayton*s "nines and threes**, that is, Colonna*s 
complicated schemes of alchemy, his reference to the trinity by the 
symbolical shapes of the obelisk, of chalcedony, resting on a cube 
and c y l i n d e r . More impressive than such details, though, was
203 Ibid, f.48 ^  , 46 , 4 6 - 4 ?  ^  .
204 Week I, Day 3, 869-78.
205 The strife of Love .... f.70 ^  -72 . This side of the
Hypnerotomachia. particularly the alchemical element, is 
e3Q)ounded by L. Fierz^David, The Dream of Poliphilus (English 
tr., N.Y., 1950). R.C. Cummings has argued a link between 
this passage of Colonna*s work and The Faerie Queene. II.ix.22; 
**A note on the arithmological stanza: The Faerie Queene.
II.ix.22**, JWCI. 30(1967), 410-14.
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the part that the Hypnerot omachia played in fostering the Renaissance 
interest in hieroglyphs. If the English poet did not know of the 
place of the hook in the current interest, which is extremely un­
likely, the prints would impress themselves on him as mysterious. 
Colonna*s hook so patently embodied complex and subtle allegorical 
schemes that this more serious side to it could not he missed, even 
though R.D.* 8 translation scarcely gives full weight to the 
allegorical seriousness.
Overall perhaps the main attraction of the translation - or 
the original - for Drayton was that it combined a sensuousness 
that was Ovidian with, at times, the elation of Platonism; it 
offered precedent for making Phoebe as beautiful as he could devise 
and the embodiment of the idea of chaste beauty. He found in 
Colonna* s book imaginative exuberance directed to constructing 
visual sights, stimulated by book knowledge and visual knowledge, 
and exercised in the legitimately fantastic world of a man* s 
dream. Imaginative delights such as had been the prerogative of 
romance were brought into the aura of neo-Platonism. He found too an air 
of personal involvement that prevents the work being a dilettante* s 
stroll through a garden of delights - involvement predominantly at an 
emotional level, but also in the writer*s pride in his knowledge of 
what he is writing on; he has the role of antiquarian to live up
262.
206to as well as that of lover • The involvement is transmitted 
to Drayton. Also the Hypnerotomachia was an example of a dream 
carrying admiration of art and theory of inspiration. Whether 
Drayton knew that the writer was Colonna or not he must have known 
that Poliphilus was both a fiction of the writer* s and an embodiment 
of his ideas and ideals. The oblique projection of artist and author 
is a precedent for the puzzling way in which Endimion is both a boy 
in a myth and the figure of the poet, and helps to explain how 
Drayton could move from Endimion to theories of inspiration.
Colonna is aligned with Alberti: the master-painter feels
207
’’himself another God” . Drayton builds into his poem a more 
cautious attitude to man's works, and man himself; the microcosm 
displays ’’her Makers workmanship” ”In such strange maner and such 
fashion wrought, / As doth exceede mans dull and feeble thought”
In Du Bartas, Drayton had access to Colonna* s idea freed from the 
slightly blasphemous presumption of the Italian. Du Bartas finds 
that the fabled sculptures and paintings of antiquity are
tesmoins suffisans qu'une docte peinture,
Deesee, peut former toute une autre nature. (209)
206 See Charles Mitchell, ’’Archaeology and Romance in Renaissance 
Italy” in Italian Renaissance Studies, ed. B.P.Jacob (196O), 
PP-455-83-
207 Quoted by J.Shearman, in Mannerism, p.48.
208 11.699-702.
209 Week I, Day 6, 11.831-32, in Works, ed. U.T.Holmes et al.
(W.Carolina, 1935), II, p.406.
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(Sylvester adds the further precaution of "Goddesse-like"). The 
particular way in which Les Semaines are oriented to the painting 
is the complement for Drayton to the high praise of art in the 
Hypnerot omachia. Du Bartas has a long similitude between a land­
scape painter* s work and the sum of Creation:
Le Peintre, qui, tirant un divers paysage,
A mis en oeuvre l*art, la nature, l*usage.
Et qui d*un las pinceau sur si docte pourtrait 
A pour s* etemizer donné le dernier traict.
Oublie ses traveux, rit d*aise en son courage.
Et tient tousjours ses yeux collez sur son ouvrage...(210)
The figure hy which he shadows the great picture of the world and
man*s activity, the figure by which so much of his poem on Creation
is made, is description. And Du Bartas refers - predictably but
211aptly - to La Semaine itself as **ce tableau** . Who is the man,
he asks, "qui trouvera estrange si j*ay rendu le paîsage de ce
tableau aussi divers que la nature mesme ...?*• The dignity of his
subject affects his style: **La grandeur de mon sujet désire une
diction magnifique, une phrase haut-levée, un vers qui marche d*un
pas grave et plein de magesté**^^^. To reach this aim he makes at
the start of the poem an •*Invocation, en laquelle il requiert une
213
pensee celeste, un esclaircissement & purification d*esprits** .
210 Week I, Day 7, 11.1-6, Works. II, p.415.
211 Works. I, p.220.
212 Ibid, p.222.
213 Du Bartas, Les Oeuvres Poétiques (Geneva,l601), Goulart*s comment- 
aiy to Week I, Day I, 1.5» p.7# Sylvester, in his 1595 trans­
lation of Week I, Day 1, speaks in his introductory verse of the 
region where "God is Phoebus, and his sprite the muse**.
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an invocation which is in religious terms but which invokes Apollo* s
inspiration; for by Phoebus is figuratively understood, says Goulart,
**la vigeuer d*esprit, dont les poetes sont esprit: comme aussi
ceste splendeur & clarté qui apparoit es poemes monstre quelque
214chose d* extraordinaire** . Thus Du Bartas aims to import enargia 
into his style; and again and again he seeks the sufficient handling 
of his subject in descriptive passages, since by these he can achieve 
a verbal equivalent to a visual sight, description embodying Apollo*s 
light, thereby making or aspiring to a golden world.
So Drayton in Endimion and Phoebe aims at a style of vivid 
description because for him and the period description is instinct 
with creation and because the style incorporates a part of inspir­
ation itself; and thus the later delineation of the poet*s ** rapture** 
has a direct link with description opening (and continuing) the poem. 
The nexus of associations around Phoebe, "Idea**, a tenth Muse, and 
the "idea** of the poem without ^ich the poet cannot make it, 
strengthen the link. Muse and **nymph** take and give light: to
represent the one - ** nymph**, Phoebe - is needed a descriptive style 
of lustre and light, and to achieve this energy is drawn from the 
idea which is at least partially represented by the visible *• nymph**.
214 Goulart includes this as early as 1583» in Commentaires et 
Annotations sur la Semaine de la Creation du Monde (Paris.
1583), f.32 .
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Drayton earlier in Peirs Gaveston has Peirs say:
If cunning*st Pensill-man that ever wrought 
By skilfull arte of secret sumetry.
Or the divine Idea of the thought 
With rare descriptions of high poesy,
Should all compose a body and a mind.
Such a one seem*d I, the wonder of my kind. (215)
But Peirs only seems. In Endimion and Phoebe Drayton creates an
identity in which form and mind are of a piece, an identity which
is the "divine Idea of the thought**; he uses "rare descriptions**;
he suggests Phoebe possesses **Arts just proportion**, the equivalent
of **secret sumetry**, Colonna*s **true art**, "order and rule**.
Like Shakespeare in Lucrece. it is Drayton the poet and not even
the ** cunningst Pensill-man** who gives the identity being.
Where Du Bartas kept the simile of painter and painting in 
view, Drayton - for all his self-effacement compared with Marlowe - 
all but eliminates it, silently inferring that the poet has replaced 
the painter, and that he alone has brought the world of the poem 
into being, a world not coextensive with the everyday or actual, 
but framed away from it, as distinct as a chamber decorated to imit­
ate the actual world. The poem*s world is ideal, and paradise-like.
215 Peirs Gaveston. 11.157-62, Works. I, p.163.
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It is the golden world of pastoral, as Endimion*s occupation shows, 
but it is also the golden world which can be created at any point 
in time by the imagination and the poet*s art.
The kinship between entering a rocxa*s world and entering the 
po€oi*s is more than chance, especially where the rocan or chamber is 
** attyred lyke a seconde Paradice**, **a verie Sympathie, of an imagined 
Paradice**, as Whetstone* s traveller in An Heptameron of Civil
216
discourse (1582) admires a chamber in the palace . A passage 
in the book takes further the tacit conceit of an environment of 
paintings creating a world. The narrator praises his host*s picture 
galleiy, its "Mappes of the worlde ... so artificially set foorth 
in Painting, as I doubt the Popes Microcosmos at Latteran ... wylbe
217
ended with no more perfection** . A margin note says: **The Pope
hath begun, and not yet finished a moste rare Gallerie**. At the 
end of the book the company meet in a chamber made to ** resemble a 
fayre Garden in Maye**^^^. The time is the new year for which reason 
an Image of Janus, "in the likenes of a Serpent, winding his body 
into a circle and holding his taile in his mouth** dominates the room;
216 An Heptameron ..... sig. H2 ^
217 Ibid, sig. M2 .
218 Ibid, sig. W4 r .
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but it also aptly represents the continuity and timelessness of
art which can transform an environment. For when the company
proceed to a "moste delycate Banquetinge House*', the wall paintings
are so realistic that a man "without blushing** might have attempted
to pick a fruit or flower "had not the dead of Winter, reaved the
219
likelyhoode, that they should be perfect** - i.e. have life .
The theme is taken to its conclusion in the masque ending the book 
which is performed **in an inclosed place in the great Hall**^^^.
There are revealed mountain, forest, plants, animals - "which domestic- 
all desart, was perfected with such art, as nature confessed her 
excellent cunning to be vanquished by man*s industrie**. In the 
midst of the mountain which is Parnassus "was an Arbor of sweete 
Eglentine. intercoursed with Roses, and fully shadowed with the
spreadinge Branches of the purpled Vine**, where Diana is seated,
221
surrounded by the muses, sounding **heavenly harmony** . A 
conflict is enacted, virtue wins, and the world of the masque opens 
to include that of the company, with Queen Aurelia at its centre; 
finally, the expanded world opens yet again to signify the kingdom 
of Elizabeth, with "Uranie** giving the English guest a silver pen
219 Ibid, sig. XI ^  .
220 Ibid, sig. 23 .
221 Ibid, sig. Z4 .
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222
and verses (which are set at the front of the book).
The masque element in Endimion and Phoebe was pointed out above 
223
in another connection . What Whetstone shows is how the image of 
an earthly paradise starts with the "inclosed place" like the micro­
cosm made by a picture-gallery, and the place, seizing the beholder* s 
imagination takes him into its world, replacing that idiich he has 
left outside, and, cariying through its story and time, it expands 
and unfolds to bring him into a new relation with the outside world. 
The fascination which the artifact had for the period lies especially 
in its actual making, the magic of a transformation from life to 
art. Endimion and Phoebe calls for a readjustment of attitude, 
to see its painterly images not as static, but as images themselves 
of creation and of a creating process.
Part of the making of the poem*s world is by catalogues, of 
trees, flowers, birds and herbs. They are a conscious writing ^
within tradition, but something more as well. As used by Drayton, 
the catalogue is to delineate a specific place overcoming some of the 
element of discursiveness in full description. Like apposition, it 
sets aside - or postpones - full sentence structure. Where apposit­
ion overcomes the temporal form of external speech to suggest prayer.
222 Ibid, sig. Z4 ^ .
223 See above, pp.
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the catalogue - well-used - dispenses with usual sentence order
U 224
using what Chapman called "expressive Epi*^tes" to achieve the ] 
clarity of naming; echoing Adam's naming of things in Eden it 
aspires to give a bird or plant a permanent, vivid image in words.
The effect is of an individual plant given the significance of 
identity and at the same time a life beyond its usual cycle. The 
working of Drayton's catalogues in Endimion and Phoebe is reinforced
f
by his suggestion of the clear fixed images of paint and tapestry.
The precision of the making of the work of art gives the poem its 
integrity and uniqueness. The interest in the work of art for its 
own sake cernes in Drayton from a strenuous professionalism, and 
from his sources with their consciousness of the artist creating 
an object to vie with or replace the natural. This interest is 
partly responsible for the particular tension of the poem which 
prevents it from being a mere exercise in pastoral or decorative 
writing.
The poem does not have the devices of Hero and Leander. Venus 
and Adonis and Lucrece which give those poems their immediacy.
Its couplets are measured and almost leisurely compared with 
Marlowe's; Drayton works with the larger unit of the vers e-par ag r aph. 
Consequently it does not have their urgency. Drayton sets the poem
224 Preface to Chapman's Ovids Banquet of Sence.
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in a ranote past, a golden age, to which leisure is natural.
Extreme remoteness and absence of immediacy in tenses probably 
correspond to devices in the other poems by which the reader's 
judgement is held disengaged. The visual presentation of the 
world means that one is beholding not judging. But whereas in 
Hero and Leander and Venus and Adonis the invitation was to behold 
variety, in Endimion and Phoebe it is to witness the making of a 
unity, both of world, and of concept. A series of scenes converge 
to make a single model, and are like different aspects of the same 
identity. Drayton directs the reader's attention to the processes 
in art hy directly talking about them, not by rapid changes to 
increase awareness.
The advantage of controlling variety, directing it to the 
creation of a single theatre, as it were, is that Drayton can then 
proceed to give it different kinds of plausibility. The world 
takes on its own time-scheme. Phoebe refers to actual periods of 
time - she has watched over his flock for three years, she will 
make Endimion sleep for thirty; continuity is given, suggesting 
the succession of rare seasons, of day and night, and the relation 
of the poem's moment to past and future. It also takes on a time 
through the emotional development of Endimion. Phoebe's courtship 
is made a necessary period of time in which she courts, is repelled, 
succeeds in her absence and is welcomed.
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Time in the poem is amplified and complemented both by the dream- 
element and by the perspectives which are opened out. The distant 
view, the 'prospect* is something to which Drayton shows great sens­
itivity, marked in comparison with Du Bartas, for example, who gives 
none of the sense of the world seen at a distance though he moves
225
amongst heavens and hierarchies . Later Drayton becomes more
226
explicit, focussing on a landscape in The Barons Warres; and in 
the preface to Part I of Polvolbion he uses the idea of a prospect 
to suggest a journey in historical time, as well as the overtones
227
of a literal prospect over England ; the preface to Part II echoes 
this when he says, "If I arrive at the Oreades, without sinking in 
my flight, your Highnesse (Prince Charles) cannot but say that I 
had no ill Perspective that gave me things so cleerely, when I 
stood so farre o f f - idiere "perspective" still carries the over­
tones of a magical power. In Endimion and Phoebe the long views, 
though not specified by any word like "prospect" or "landscape" 
expand the poem spatially and temporally; Drayton offers the spect­
acle of the world he has created growing small in Endimion's ^es 
as he ascends to the heavens to which he has lately been praying.
225 Week I, Day 6, 1.842f.
226 The Barons Warres. Canto 6 , 232-344, Works. II, pp. 110-14.
227 Polvolbion. "To the Generali Reader". Works. IV, .
228 Polvolbion. Preface to Part II, Works. IV, p.390.
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The different views of the world suggest that the poen itself can 
be looked at from many angles, which gives it more plausibility, 
freeing it from a two-dimensional existence.
The authenticity of the poem is further established because 
Drayton provides a series of hamonising images, suggesting corres­
pondences between different kinds of existence and things of differ­
ent dimensions. At the level of the visual image, for example, 
the reflection in Endimion* s eyes is of the life around him, an 
expansion, rather than reduction of the world to a miniature; the 
colour of his face compared to a jewel before a fire is, again, an 
image which expands and interconnects different scales. The 
harmony, one is made to feel, proceeds from the very mind of the 
poet, in tune with the idea around and for which he makes the poem, 
which therefore has something of the "musicke of the mind**^^^. It 
appears in Phoebe, in her "due proportion", and in the dancing - of 
streams, fairies, planets and nymphs; it comes from the delineation
of the planets, "by their working how they sympathize", so that the 
230
microcosm echoes the greater world.
"Sympathy" is a key word and quality in the poem, in the senses
229 Peirs Gaveston, I.I69, Works. I, p.163.
230 u . 698-700.
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"A (real or supposed) affinity between certain things", "agreement,
accord, haimony, consonance" and "Conformity of feelings ••• harmony 
231of disposition" ^ • The word occurs twice in the rarer verb form,
232
of the planets* influence , and of the Muses and the man they 
inspire, how they work by a "like attracting S y m p a t h y T h e  
concept is strengthened by the expanding images and comparisons 
mentioned above, and by the recurrence through the poem of "Haimony", 
•sweet consent", a "true consorted symphony" (of the Muses),
"tuneful Diapazons",the music of the spheres, "Amphions well-tun'd
234
lyre" (of Phoebe*s words) • Predominantly the Music is assoc­
iated with the Muses; the sphere* s hamony suggests the part of 
music in the working and continuance of the whole world, while the 
mention of Amphion recalls music as a creating force; since Phoebe 
uses the simile of her words, the creative element colours the words 
themselves. "Sympathy" was a word used in Venus and Adonis - 
ironically though called "wondrous**, since it is only so in Venus? 
eyes. That poem used from first to last the conflict between Venus* 
vision of things as they should be - nature deferring to Adonis - 
and the world as it is; death entered the poem because Venus* idea 
of " sympathy** turned out to be only a conceit or a fancy, not truth.
231 NED, la, 2a, 3a.
232 17586.
233 I.9O8.
234 1.204.
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The world did not revolve around Adonis; but then in some ways it
was continuous with a known one, as critics* references to the
sights and sounds of the Warwickshire countryside suggest. It
is because, hy contrast, Drayton shuts away the Latmus paradise
from the rest of the world - and progressively defines the place
where Endimion and Phoebe meet - that Phoebe* s influence can be
235
felt in it (she has worked with Nature to make it) and that 
Endimion can be placed at its centre. It is a world infused with a 
"sympathy**, shown when Phoebe descends before dawn: as she touches
Latmus, the place is lit up, her nymphs gather, birds sing, the 
deer flee as they would from Diana by day. The sympathy - with its 
connotations in the period of a legitimate natural magic - elimin­
ates conflict, such as existed in Venus and Adonis or in the conflict 
between the demands of the myth and the demands of the artist in 
Hero and Leander. For this reason Endimion and Phoebe is less 
dynamic and exciting than those poems but is as distinct and coherent, 
and its achieved haimony should not be mistaken for stasis.
If true beauty is of the mind - as writers continually said - 
if it is a "heavenly concord**, it poses the problem like the music 
of the spheres, of how men are to apprehend it. The creation of a
236 E.g., 11.221-22.
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poem which reflects the harmony between all the parts, in addition 
to all its other references to beauty, is a means wherel^ the poet 
can make accessible such beauty, a means denied to other artists 
since the poet alone can interweave images of the world and of the 
mind, move between the idea of the poemfe "fore-conceit", its 
inspiration and its realisation.
The poem offers difficulties critically. It throws one off
balance by the way in which Drayton, having presented his subject
237
in what D.G. James calls the supremely poetical mode , goes on to 
talk allegorically about art and the poet in a framework of cosmol­
ogical reference and mystery; and, of course, he pierces the whole 
illusion by mentioning his "wearie Muse" at the end. Endimion and 
Phoebe is perplexing with its nines and threes because one cannot 
know how much they meant to Drayton, whether the utterance is a 
personal belief, the inclusion of what he felt to be appropriate 
invention for such a poem, or whether it was his conscious counter­
poising of the more purely delighting element. In the absence of 
knowing what the poet’s attitude is, therefore, the critic is faced 
with a difficulty not so dissimilar from that of Venus and Adonis.
Probably for Drayton, there is an equation between "the true
pOQ
Art* and *that cleare and perfect light** . Good poetic art must
237 D.G. James, **Metaphor and Symbol*^ , in Metaphor and Symbol, ed. 
L.C.Knights and B.Cottle (Colston Papers,XII,I96O),pp.101-02.
238 The strife of Love ..., f.25^ .
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have certain qualities - Miss Grundy points out that these are stated
in Song XXI of Polyolhion - hut for the poetry itself to he good it
must have the right suhjeot-matter; and if it achieves the qualities,
it will have done so through poetic inspiration which, as Apollo's
light, is associated with the light of the Creator - the "goodliest
qualitie" of light, which "is of an heavenly offspring, and which the
239
Poets call the eldest daughter of God" . The very fact that Drayton 
uses a myth means that he is saying more than what the myth in its 
bare form purports to be; but he does not simply take over inter­
pretations ready-made - such as Bndimion representing an astro no me r^^^, 
The poem generates its owa meanings, by its style, its visual clarity 
and its creation of visual images. The images are valp.able because 
they are so life-like, because in them the poet, like the painter, 
"doth expresse things nearest to the life, /Doth touch the very poynt, 
nor needs he adde there to; /Por that the utmost is, that Art doth
239 Du Laurens, tr. Surphlet, A discourse on the preservation of 
the Bight (1599), p.18.
240 Cooper* 8 Dictionary so described Endimion. Greene equates 
him with an astronomer in Planetomachia (1585)) sig. A3 , 
and Goulart, commenting on "Les Colomnes", 11.649-50, also 
describes him thus (ed. of I6OI, La Seconde Semaine, p.579, 
tr.Lodge, A Learned Summary... (1621), Pt.II, pp.261-62).
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strive to doe**^ ^^ . The images begin to exist on their own terms,
242
resisting a single interpretation •
Once again the end, if not the aim, is a kind of autoncany.
The poem has a self-referent quality, like the use of rhetoric in 
Venus and Adonis. Drayton's approach may seem far from Marlowe's 
or Shakespeare's but its product has much in common with theirs.
241 Poiyolbion, Song XXI, Works. IV, p.422.
242 Earlier in the sixteenth century, the meaning of "synMetry" was 
to do with the harmonious working of the body (NED. 3a). 
Possibly Drayton's " skilfull arte of secret sumetry'* meant to 
him something beyond proportion and symmetry, to do with the 
artist capturing the kind of symmetry which Plotinus said 
belonged to living things (Ennead. VI.7.22); so that his 
ideas of art's potential may ultimately be closer to Colonna's 
than his more obvious protestations would suggest.
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Conclusion
Ben Jonson, writing in Discoveries, says of poetry and painting 
that poetry is the nobler; "For that can speake to the Under­
standing; the other, but to the Sense"^. There is no suggestion 
that any qualification has to be made for English poetry, which as a 
contemporary literature can now take its place next to one made by 
Ronsard and Du Bellay, or by Petrarch, Ariosto and Tasso. Jonson* s
same work contains a section Non nimium credendum antiquitati:
2
"Set not too much store on antiquity** . The way to the battle of 
the Ancients and Modems is open in England. That it was one of 
the battlefields of Italian criticism in the sixteenth century 
suggests the advance of a contemporary English literature to a point 
where by 1598 Nashe can in one breath speak of "divine Musaeus ..., 
and a diviner Muse than him. Kit Marlow**^.
In the revolution of attitude the genre of the Ovidian narrative 
played a modest, but distinct and indeed irreplaceable part, helping 
poetry in English to establish its right to set up its own criteria 
without being crippled hy the demands and accusations of the moralists
1 Discoveries, in Works, ed. Herford and Simpson (Oxford, 1948), 
VIII, p.610.
2 Ibid, p.567.
3 Nashes Lenten Stuffe. Works. Ill, p. 195*
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It did this because of its particular nature, not in spite of it; 
and what it achieved could not have been done by other current poetic, 
and literary, forms. Taking fable and fiction - the especial mark 
of the poetic - it recreated them in a style extrenely conscious of 
the painter and his achievements, allowing the writer to draw on the 
painter* s already established prerogatives as well as to vie with 
him. These poems aimed at a kind of autonomy - similar, again, to 
that of the Renaissance picture or of the tapestry - showing a world 
modelled on features of the actual but a world in which the impossible 
could and did happen, in its frame quite distinct from the beholder* s 
world. Their typical size and compactness meant - compared with 
sonnets or the long epic - a comparability with a well-wrought piece 
of painting, which affected the genre*s own form of the eternizing 
theae, the work of art as a monument to overcome time and to give 
fame.
If, as is claimed, the genre was so successful it may be asked 
why it was such a transient phenomenon, why the form did not continue 
and develop; for, itself static, it has no direct offspring.
Most obviously, once the poems of the genre had achieved 
certain ends, there was less for later poems of the same fashion to 
do. It was typical of the kind of poetry that each writer had to 
discover new material within it, that the success of Endimion and 
Phoebe, say, is bound up with the fact that Drayton does not attempt
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to recapitulate old triumphs. Salmacis and Hermaphroditus would be 
better known and more popular if its charm did not so much depend 
on the way that Beaumont echoes Marlowe. The analogy with the 
Renaissance painter recurs, that painting with the aim of increasing 
illusion and display of masteiy could only succeed and keep its 
integrity by breaking new ground.
Ovidian narratives used a kind of writing which was a phenomenon 
of its time and of the flamboyant, display-loving society of the 
Inns of Court and its "conceited" - in both senses - young men; 
and in the links of the Inns of Court with the royal court, the 
poems were dependant on the "artificial and insincere^world which 
revolved around Elizabeth, and on the myth surrounding her. Once 
that society was changed, its centre lost, such poems as the Ovidian 
narratives could not continue to be written, or at anyrate not in a 
live tradition. Like the society, they reflect a precariously held 
balance. That of the court depended on Elizabeth; that of the 
genre, on the relation between story (the demands of narrative) 
and artist (the shifting of the centre of interest to him). It 
could be handled and controlled hy a Marlowe, but not by lesser 
imitators.
The genre* s characteristics were, in general, too prone to 
parody and satire to last; it had something of the excess which 
characterises Mannerist art, beginning with an extreme regard for 
art. The poems cultivated sensuous delights and admiration of
^ G.K. Hunter, John Ly]jr; The Humanist as Courtier (1962), p.?.
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art. Unstated but strong belief in artistic possibilities prompted 
parody, criticism and reaction. In The Metamorphosis of Pigmalions 
Image. Marston states so clearly that the statue became flesh and 
blood, in such a disingenuous and at the same time knowing tone, 
that he automatically raised ribald comment.
Strictures of another sort came from other quarters. Fulke 
Greville implicitly criticised idiat "wecall Arts; and fall in love 
with these. As did Pygmalion with his carved tree**^ ; and Bacon chose 
to speak of ** Pygmalions frenzy" as a " good emblem or portraiture of 
this vanity; for words are but the Images of matter"^. Naming 
he implied was an arbitrary process; the object which existed was 
valuable, not its verbal sign. There could not have been a more 
deflating attack on the power of illusion in words and the artist's 
creation in words. Looking back, Cowley writes of Bacon’s 
achievement;
From Words, which are but Pictures of the Thought, ...
To things, the Minds right Object, he it brought.
Like foolish Birds to painted Grapes we flew;
He sought and gather'd for our Use the true; (7)
5* "A Treatise of Humane Learning", Poems and Dramas, ed. G. Bullough 
(Edinburgh, 1939), Vol.I, p.l60.
6 Bacon, Advancement of Learning. I.iv.3. His attitude to myth 
is shown by The Wisdom of the Ancients, tr. Gorges (l6l9). See 
C.W. Lemmi, The Classic Deities in Bacon (Baltimore, 1933).
7 Cowley, "To the Royal Society", 11.69-73, Poetry and Prose.
ed. L.C. Martin (Oxford, 19^), p.56. Quoted by E. Heller, The 
Disinherited Mind (Hamondsworth, I96I), p.228.
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The "poetical fiction" is reduced to a mere figure of speech, an 
irrelevant toy. The interval between Ovid released from moralis-
Q
ation and Ovid re-chained, as E.S. Donno characterises the episode , 
is made to look a dream.
Reaction came from amongst the writers in the genre themselves. 
Lodge repudiates his earlier work, in 1596, with his Prosopopeia: 
or Teares of Marie, although as his title shows he does not abandon 
the art. Drayton rewrote Endimion and Phoebe as The Man in the Moon, 
which, as John Buxton says, "can hardly be said to be the same 
poem"^. His revisions of Mortimeriados typify a change too.
The connoisseur has replaced the amateur in the description of 
Mortimer's tower. The technique of excellence is recognized,
Drayton knows how perspective works, what light and room are good 
for viewing. Instead of one position shared by the painter and 
the poet and another by the spectator and the reader, there are now 
four, the painter and a spectator come between us and the pictures.
The curious link between the painting and time has gone; and so has 
the magical in the air. It has been transferred to the natural 
world, or absorbed into "natural magic" as part of the "Sympathy 
and Antipathy of things
8 Introduction to Elizabethan Minor Epics, ed. E.S. Donno.
9 J. Buxton, Poems of Michael Drayton (1953). Vol.I, p.xix.
10 Bacon, "Histoiy of Winds*,* tr.R.G. (1653), pp.200-01.
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Other art-forms developed to replace the scope of the narrat­
ive. The artificial centre to the poem's world, repeatedly 
emphasised above, took one of its main cues from court-entertainment, 
With the development of the masque by Ben Jonson, the attempt to 
recreate the Ovidian narrative's world would have seemed forced 
and futile; for the masque, as well as centring on the principal 
spectator, incorporated marvellously vivid description which had, 
moreover, been given its visual counterpart. The imagination's 
opening in the masque-like artifact such as the Arraignment of Paris 
disappeared.
The genre became outdated in wider contexts. Lodge's Scillaes
Metamorphosis had been a fable about - at least nominally -
inconstancy. Ovid's vision and way of writing offered the
perception of permanence in mutability - as M.C. Bradbrook has said,
11mutability answered by metamoi^hosis - which was a vision as much 
artistic as philosophical. One sort of permanence is artistic 
and that the Ovidian narrative saw and realised. But concurrently
11 M.C. Bradbrook, Shakespeare and Elizabethan Poetry, p.53* 
Panofsky's comment on how the figures of change are re-bom, 
how the "very transitoriness of life means a guarantee of 
immortality" is very apt ("Et in Arcadia Ego" in Philosophy 
and History. Essays presented to E. Cassirer, ed. Klibansky 
and Paton (Oxford, 1936), pp.243-44).
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another kind of permanence was recognized, the constancy of the 
mind. In 1594, Stradling's translation of Lipsius was published. 
Two Bookes of Constancie. Constancy is to be built in the mind; 
its definition is "a right and immoveable strength of the minde, 
neither lifted up, nor pressed down with ext email or casuall 
accidentes Emphasis is shifted from reliance on the outside
world, even in the foim of a vision, to reliance on the inner world. 
When Sandys* translation of Ovid is published in I626, he places 
lines praising the heroic mind at the centre of the prefatory verse. 
Lodge in l6l4 issued a translation of Seneca's work, stating that 
it was constancy as a feature of Seneca's life which drew him to
13
the translation . One sees also in Shakespeare's sonnets a shift, 
from the search for constancy in an external object to its making 
within; constancy cannot be found in the loved person, but a truer 
form of it is made by the lover himself. Next to the constancy 
built within the mind, the peiroanence that might be built around a 
poem on a myth becomes by ccmparison almost a vanity.
12 Two Bookes of Constancie. ed. Kirk and Hall (New Brunswick, 
1939), Bk.I,Ch.iv, p.79.
13 Quoted by Kirk and Hall, p.29.
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But looked at in other ways, the Ovidian narratives handed on
an extremely viable heritage. Above all they had emphasised and
demonstrated the poet's power to transform and create. What Ovid
had asserted, they made true for English poets; Marlowe said it
through his translation of the Amores and had shown it in Hero and
Leander. Heywood, who himself had attempted to show it in Oenone
and Paris (1595), said it even more firmly, in l609: "Tocme-makers
die disgracst, then Homer trust, /By whom thy fame lives, now thy
grave is dust"^^.
Poets are Makers, had great Homer pleasd 
Penelop had beene wanton, Hellen chast.
The Spartan King the mutinous hoast appeasde.
And smooth Ulisses with the home disgra' st,
Thersites had the Imperiall Scepter ceasd.
And Agamemnon in his rancke beene plast:
Oh I Homer, t'was in thee Troy to subdue.
Thy pen, not Greece; the Troyans overthrew. (15)
Having stated the transforming power of the poet over history,
Heywood makes the point even more strikingly for a familiar world.
The poet can "cleare thy Fame, and give thy scandal end" (if you
give him gold). Poets
can make wantons Civill, the Foole wise.
The stooping Straight, the Tawny coloured faire.
The merry. Modest, and the Loose, precise, 
and change the colour both of face and haire.
All your Mercuriall mixtures then dispyse.
For your Vermillion tinctures take no care:
What needs you far for couloured unctions seeke.
When our blacke Inke can better paint thy cheeke. (l6)
14 Troia Britannica (l609), p.l?0.
15 Ibid, p.m.
16 Ibid, pp.172-73.
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Of course Heywood is following Ovid - and he refers the reader to 
the De Arte Amandi. Bk.3, "A Godhead raignes in us, & with the stars, 
/We have Trafficke and acquaintance"^^ ; but the confidence with 
which he asserts his case in what is not primarily a translation 
reflects the new status and confidence of the English poet.
Even the more cautious Drayton towards the end of his career
is prepared to admonish the man who scorns a poet;
Slave, he whom thou dost thinke, so meane and poore to be. 
Is more than halfe divine, when he is set by thee.
Nay more, I will avow, and justifie him then.
He is a god, compar'd with ordinaiy men. (18)
Boldest is Chapnan prefacing the Iliads. Not only does 
Homer "lasting, living, raigning" prove "how firme Truth builds in 
Poets faining"; not only can poetry make "a true account /Of all 
things to her high discharges given, /Till all be circular, and 
round as heaven"; "her Promethean facultie /Can create men, and 
make even death to live"^^. In one way Chapman is protected by 
his relation to Homer, of translator; but it was so bold a step to 
claim that English was capable of expressing "the coppie and
20elegancie of the originall", the "height and roundnesse" of Greek ,
17 Ibid, p.191.
18 Polvolbion. Song XXI, 137-40, Works. IV, p.420.
19 Epistle Dedicatory to Iliads. Poems, pp.385-88.
20 Preface to Achilles Shield (l598). sig. A3
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that his words say as much for English and the English poet as if he 
was speaking quite independently of Homer.
Significantly one of Chapman's first published translations
from Homer was Achilles Shield (1598) - a translation of the great
prototype for all descriptions of works of art, the description
of a shield made by a god, but a description the quality of which
superbly matched the quality conjured by the idea of a god's skill.
And not only was the shield wonderful; it was an image of creation,
a world in miniature. To Chapman, the account was "this more then
Artificiall and no lesse then Divine Rapture"; what is "here
prefigurde by our miraculous Artist, but the Universall world,
which being so spatious and almost unmeasurable, one circlet of
21
a Shield représentes and imbracith?" The poet, in matching the 
god's creativity, shows his own ability to create, and creativity 
is transferred to description itself. Further, Achilles' shield 
embodied the artist's - and hence the poet's - relation to time, 
for it enacts cycles of human activity and gives the illusion of 
overcoming time by transfixing it, a series of central moments given 
permanent fozm. Such a description was a means of mastering change 
and inconstancy, the supreme example of "Art perfecting Nature";
21 Ibid, sig. A2
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what existed in nature imperfect was given form "In th*other,
22
order'd" (to re-apply a phrase of Chapman's)
The passage from Homer was both the source and the end of the 
Elizabethans' mysterious regard for description. To set it 
adequately in English was, frœi the point of view of the highest 
poetic criteria, the final proof of the language. The way to the 
achievement lay through the elaborate descriptions of works of art 
in the Ovidian narratives, the poems which, being the poets' making
of worlds other than the actual, are themselves images of creation.
In such worlds, the natural centre is shifted, just as, when 
craftsmen make a set for a court-entertainment within a hall, the 
controlling centre will be the royal audience. In religious terms
it was legitimate to place man at the centre of the world: he who
had the true knowledge and fear of God "peut dire, la terre, la 
mer, I'air & tous les biens y contenus, le Soleil, la Lune, & les 
Cieux sont h moy; puis que pour moy celui qui n'a que faire de . 
rien a tout crée de rien, afin qu'elles fussent h moi, & moi h 
lui"^^. Pico, de Bouelles, and others had placed man at the centre 
of the world, an qye to behold the rest of creation; but the concept 
had, in the 1580s in England, yet to be turned to a valid principle
22 Poems, p.389.
23 S. Goulart, commentary: Les Oeuvres Poétiques (Geneva, l601),
II, p.519, on Les ColonieT  ^ ^2?f.
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for artistic creation. In secular poetry, without the license of
religion and without the license of a royal audience (God's deputy),
24Marlowe using the energy of hyperbole created a world in which 
Hero and Leander were at the centre. The reader knew it was
hyperbole, a mere figure of speech, but the shift, untrue as fact,
25was fruitful as an artistic principle .
With the remaking of worlds went other changes in emphasis.
To T.H. the tale of Narcissus was a lesson that the "Transitory
26
thinges of this world are not to be trustyd" . In Watson's Amyntas 
the change to a flower is little more than a consolation for the 
loss of Amyntas; yet the emphasis is changing since the recurrence 
of the flower in future seasons is made the excuse for Fraunce's 
later work, the Third Part of the Gountesse of Pembrokes Yvychurch 
in which mourning shepherds meet to commemorate the death of Amyntas. 
In Venus and Adonis, a kind of aetiological myth has been reasserted, 
in that stozy and metamorphosis in a sense exist for the sake of the
24 Hyperbole was marked hy the Italians for its energy - e.g.,
G.B. Pigna, I Romanzi. p.49, G.B. Giraldi, Discorso ... intomo 
al comporre de i rcmanzi. p.l6l.
25 One wonders if a reason why no major poet undertook so eloquent 
a myth as that of Orpheus was that the creation of another 
centre besides the natural one is written into the myth (e.g., 
R.B., Orpheus his .journey to hell. ]B]L  ^ ) ; thus there is less 
freedom for the poet to create one.
26 T.H., Narcissus (I56O).
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work of art which Shakespeare has brought into being. The setting 
of the work of art at the end of a natural process is a valuable, 
if highly artificial, precedent for the next century.
The extreme regard for art, which is so typical of the 1580s 
and 1590s and particularly strong in the Ovidian narratives - where 
perhaps its degree comes fr<xa the influence of the Evpnerotomachia - 
was far from stultifying. Rabelais mocked the art-worship and belief 
in illusion of Colonna's book by taking it to logical and hence 
absurd extremes. It must have semaed life-denying to him to be
continually asserting how, for example, silk roses were "molto piu
27
p acceptatissimo ... ad gli sensi che la verace" . So one of his
characters is deceived by a silken fruit on a tapestry into trying
to eat it and is almost choked by the silk; the narrator is so
deluded by the perspective of a mosaic pavement that he walks as if
28
it were three-dimensional, exaggeratedly raising his feet . His 
mockery could be applied to the Elizabethan trait, which, it is true, 
baldly stated can become tedious. But by suspending disbelief in 
the limits of art the poet approached unusually close to th^ossib- 
ility that the work of art and its contents might not only coexist 
with live things but actually come alive. The excitement gives
27 Evpnerotomachia Poliphili (1499), sig. H4 .
28 Gargantuan and Pantagruel. Bk.V, Chapters 31, 38.
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certain poems an astonishing vitality, for example. Hero and Leander 
(would it have stepped out of its niche if taken further?) and Venus 
and Adonis (Venus is too full of life, too life-like, for the demands 
of the myth). The magical possibility exists even where it is 
condemned. Hakewill condemning delusions of the eye, in I6O8, 
describes a "transformation", a miracle worked by Albertus Magnus.
He made a chamber "suddenly to be flored over with green grasse, 
hearbes, plants, flowers, roots & trees among; upon which were 
delicate fruits, and birds; some singing, others chirping, to the 
great admiration, and astonishment of the beholders; It being in
29
the dead of winter, a perfect representation of the spring" .
It is impossible to tell from his account alone whether the feat is 
magic or the illusion of art, which itself has the power to over­
come time. One wonders if Shakespeare's last plays, with the 
miracle of the work of art brought alive, the magical side to the 
T^pest with the strange relation between Prospero and the play­
wright, would have been possible without the climate of the image's 
miraculous power and the exploration of its power in the 1590 poems.
Because the Ovidian narratives demonstrated so decisively the 
idea of the poet creating other worlds, in them the imagination was 
automatically more inventive and less imitative. It brought into
29 The Vanitie of the eie. pp.75-76.
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being the fiction of the poem, discovered the particular f o m  of it
in the mind - like one of the worlds Fulke Greville said existed in 
30
the mind - and externalised it as distinct from the waking world 
as a hippogiyph from a horse.
The writing of poetry which tended, for all its admiration of 
the illusionist side of art, to value the imagination for its percep­
tive and creative power is important because the same kind of writing 
involved the positive concepts of fiction very clearly. By the end 
of the century it is claimed as an essential mark of poetiy, even if 
a kind of English common-sense saw the absurd side to the proposit-
31ion. "The truest poetry is the most feigning" says Touchstone .
Marston attacks an en«ny in Certaine Satyres, the volume which
included The Metamorphosis of Pigmalions Image (1598):
For tell me Crittick. is not Fiction 
The soule of Poesies invention?
Is't not the fome? the spirit? and the essence?
The life? and the essentiall difference?
Which omni. semper, soli, doth agree 
To heavenly discended Poesie? (32)
More seriously. Chapman asserts how "this all-comprising Poesie"
is not "phantastique, or meere fictive; but the most material, and
doctrinall illations of Truth"; for "if the Bodie (being the letter,
or historié) seems fictive ... the sence then and Allegorie (which
30 "A Treatise of Humane Learning", st.l.
31 As You Like It. III.iii.21-22.
32 Certayne Satyres. IV.87-92, Poems, ed. A. Davenport 
(Liverpool, 19^1), p.83.
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is the soule) is to bee sought ••• Why then is Fiction, to this
33end, so hatefull to our true I g n o r a n t s ? Jonson, in Discoveries, 
states the relation between poet and fiction in a way that could have 
come straight from Giraldi: "hee is call'd a Poet, not hee which
writeth in measure only; but that fayneth and formeth a fable, and 
writes things like the Truth. For, the Fable and Fiction is (as
34
it were) the forme and Soule of any Poeticall worke, or Poeme'^.
The supremely fictional genre of the Ovidian narrative helped 
- even crucially - to bring about the re-orientation of the 
fictional in art, at the same time that it established the 
independence of art. Because such verse was primarily not a glass 
giving back virtue her true shape (though it might do so incident­
ally), it exploited the poet's right to fiction. Looking at the 
best individual poems of the genre on their own grounds shows how, 
in their way, they were remarkably successful in a variety of kinds 
of expression. They advanced fiction, as an art, to a position 
that Elizabethan pros e-fiction on its own was nowhere near achiev­
ing. It is possible that the novel, when the form took shape, 
owed a debt to this particular kind of poetic fiction that has not 
yet been recognized.
33 Poems, p.40?.
34 Works. VIII, p.635.
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Appendix I: The death of Sidney and the development of the fashion
for metamorphosis in poetry.
Indirectly the death of Sidn^ may have affected the use of 
transformation in the Ovidian narratives.
Watson's Latin Amyntas. dedicated to Heniy Noel, was published 
in 1585. In October 158^ Sidney died at Zutphen. In 158? Abraham 
Fraunce brought out a free translation of Watson's po«a, dedicating 
it to Mary, Countess of Pembroke, who, Mark Eccles points out in 
connection with her patronage between I586 and 1593, " seems to have 
been particularly interested in poems on Amyntas" ( Christopher 
Marlowe in London. p.l68.). In his dedication, Fraunce refers to 
the year of sorrow he has endured, and speaks of the "utter undoing 
of our poor shepherd", by which he might be referring to Amyntas, 
but more powerfully to Sidney, who had presented himself as the 
shepherd Phillisides, as well as under the name of Astrophel. In 
1590, Peele in Polyhymnia describes Greville as if he still mourned 
for "Sweete Sydney, fairest shepherd of our greene" (1.112). Sidney, 
then, the shepherd, had suffered the "utter undoing" of actual death.
In the last of the "Querulae" of Watson's poem and hence of 
Fraunce's version, the dying Amyntas is pitied by the gods:
Jupiter in meane-tyme, and th'other Gods of Olympus.
When they saw this case (though greate things were then in
handling)
Yet lamented much, and then decree'd, that Amyntas
Sowle should goe to the fyelds wher blessed Phillis abydeth,
And bloody corps should take both name and forme of a fayre
flowre
Call'd Amaranthus then, for Amyntas fryendly remembrance.
(LI ^ )
Amaranthus is of course the "fabled never-fading flower, emblem of 
immortality" (Chambers' Dictionaiy). Cupid ^ o  takes amaranthus 
as his flower gives it the power to staunch a woWid: "this gift ^
will I give thee for ever". Remote though Amyntas and Phillisides 
are, the fate of the first offers comfort to mourners of the second 
because he is given immortality in the changed shape of a flower, 
by another shepherd, that is, poet.
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Fraunce's request to the Countess of Pembroke for patronage is 
made through his own rble as shepherd, in working the transfom- 
ation of Amyntas in English verse, and in paying a tribute to the 
memory of Sidney; so that if she protects the book, it is for her 
brother's sake. Fraunce's use of hexameters is in itself a tribute 
to Sidney, a pioneer in such metrical experiment.
The poem was a success, with a re-issue in 1588, a new edition 
in 1589 (as well as further re-issues). In 1592, Fraunce brought 
out The Third Part of the Count es se of Pembrokes Yvy church, a 
collection of the "most conceited tales of the Pagan Gods", based 
mainly on Ovid, and presented as the contributions of shepherds 
ccxnmemorating the anniversazy of Amyntas' death. Fraunce prefaces 
it simply with six lines of Latin verse to the Countess of Pembroke:
Nymph, muse of the muses, image of dying Philip 
Receive Amintas breathing again after his death:
Receive most sweet sayings of noble seers.
Delights, Muses, mysteries; and finally, -vdiatever 
Learned Greece has given, or regal Rome has left.
Which mixed fruit with flowers, dulce et utile.
(Translation by Miss V. Barnes)
Sidney's memorial through Fraunce's verse is explicit. The dying 
Amyntas' transformation to a flower free from the ravages of time 
leads to the annual revival of his memory through Fraunce's work, 
renewing the work of past poets and renewing Sidney's memory in 
verse.
Though the fiction is made around Amyntas, the name had assoc­
iations with Sidney besides those Fraunce gave. In his Preface to 
Cephalus and Procris (probably registered in 1593# published 1595),
Thomas Edwards praises "Thrise happy Amintas that bode his penne to 
steepe in the muses golden type of all bounty; whose golden penne 
bode all knightes stoope, to thy 0 thrice honoured and honorable 
vertues". (The uses made of the name "Amyntas" were mazy and 
various, but that it was used to denote other poets also does not 
preclude its applying to Sidney. For some of the associations of 
the name, see H. Morris, "Richard Bamfield, 'Amyntas' and the y
Sidnqy circle", PMLA, ?4 (1959), 318-24.)
Spenser's Astrophel. his elegy on Sidney, was written after 
1591 (when he refers to his inept silence on Sidney's name).
Central to the poem is Astrophel's transformation to a flower 
"that is both red and blew, /it first growes red, and then to blewe 
doth fade" (184-85). When Spenser writes
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The Gods which all things see, this same beheld.
And pittying this paire of lovers trew.
Transformed them there lying on the field
(181-83)
it reads like an imitation of Fraunce's 158? translation, in which 
Jupiter and the gods behold Amyntas' death.
Ironically Sidney's name had to wait over five years for a poem 
which directly immortalized his monory with a transformation, since 
none of the flood of commemorative verse uses the device. The 
oblique elegy provides the idea, and then it is an elegy based on 
another man's work. But it seems likely that Fraunce got the 
impetus to make his translation by seeing how the whole poem could 
by a dedication be oriented to the memory of Sidney. As the 
arguments produced by W. Staton, showing that The Lamentations of 
Amyntas was a decisive contribution towards the fashion of the 
Ovidian narratives, are convincing, there is the surprising 
possibility that Sidney's death contributed to the development 
of the genre.
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Appendix II: Chapman's Ovids Banquet of Sence and the
Hypnerotomachia.
That the Evpnerotomachia was an influence on Ovids Banquet of 
Sence has also been suggested by M. MacLure, George Chapman, p.51*
The complex figures and arrangement of Niobe and her sons 
in Ovids Banquet of Sence are reminiscent of the wonderful and 
elaborate statues in the Hypnerot omachia. The way Chapman hints at
the workman's skill in confusing life and death, and life and art, 
recalls Colonna's praise. A striking example is the carved figures 
"so perfectly and sweetely counterfeited with livelie motions ... 
that the workman could not be accused of any imperfection, but that 
one had not a lyvely voyce to expresse their mirth, and the other 
brinish teares to manifest their sorrow" (Quoted, for convenience, 
from R.D.'s translation, 12 ^ ; but Chapman may equally well have 
read the original). The effects Colonna describes are likely to 
have been an imaginative stimulus to Chapman; for example, "The 
playne grounde that was hollowe and smoothe in every cutting out 
of a lirame or body ... was like unto red coroll and shyning, which 
made such a reflection upon the naked body es, ... that they seemed 
lyke a Carnation Rose couler" (The strife of Love. 20 ). . The
curious flower and plant catalogues with which the Hypnerotcmachia 
is interspersed similarly may have suggested to Chapman the possib­
ilities in unusual collections of plants, although there is no direct 
link between that in Ovids Banquet of Sence and those in the earlier 
work.
The idea of a banquet of the senses in a garden is common to 
both works. After his escape from the dragon Poliphilus reaches 
a fair and fertile country, and comes across an elaborate fountain, 
by a pool with "approved hearbes" and flowers and trees further 
off. The statuaiy consists of a sleeping "fair Nymphe" who "looked 
as if a most bewtifull Lady in hir sleep had been changed into a 
stone"; while on her gazes a satire "in prurient lust uppon his 
gotishe feet", with other smaller figures around. A "singing 
company of gallant demoselles", the five senses, enters with their 
"musicall & consonant" voices of "incredible sweetnesse' accompanied 
by a harp; 'forthe tryall of which noveltie" (says Poliphilus)
"I crouched downe under the lowe boughes of the next adjoyning bushes, 
and saw them come towardes me with gratious gestures" (37 ^ )•
Ovid similarly gets himself into an absurd position, "Maskt in a 
friendly Thicket neere her Bowre" (st.46). Poliphilus has, as Ovid 
takes, "the good opportunitie"; the nymphs with their bookish
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names - Aphea, Offressia, Orassia, Achoe and Geushra - invite
him to the octagonal bathing house by the fountain, where they proceed
to bathe and invite him to bathe also, arousing his lust.
Ravishing sights, scents, sounds and flowers are expatiated 
on elsewhere, especially during Poliphilus* banquet at Queen 
Eutherillida*s palace. After, he is shown the artificial gardens 
with their scents of flowers; in that with silk and gold plants, 
under an arbour of gold with seats of jasper, "The fayre and pleas­
ant Thelemia, solaciously sitting downe, tooke her lute which she 
carryed with her, and with a heavenly and unhearde sweetnesse, she 
began to sing in the commendation and delights of her Queene" (70 ^ ). 
The sweetness of her voice is like Julia's (st.7), when "Her Lute 
she takes t'enamoure heverOy eares" (st.ll).
Thelemia is a hint for wish-fulfilment (Rabelais took the cue 
in Gargantuan and Pantagruel in devising the establishment of 
Thélbme). To the continual feasting of the senses in the 
Hypnerotomachia must be added the allegorical and alchemical 
element, which would particularly have appealed to Chapman.
Professor MacLure points out the alchemical significance of the 
first few stanzas of Ovids Banquet of Sence.
Both works have the air of wish-fulfilment, similarly both 
have a strong erotic element. But here the personal involvement 
of Colonna's narrator - and of Colonna himself - points to what is 
no more than the partial success of Ovids Banquet of Sence.
Colonna has it both ways in the vision: intense sensuousness and
intense neo-Platonic highmindedness. Chapman likewise tries to 
have it both ways in Ovids Banquet of Sence. But Colonna has the 
license of the dream, and we know that Poliphilus will eventually 
wake to find himself alone; the narrator's senses throughout are 
sharpened both by his sense of loss, and by the idea of a dream- 
state. Chapman projects no emotional involvement through his 
narrator, \^ o is apparently set in a waking world. His poem is 
a sense an intellectual gamble, intense cerebration intended to 
offset the erotic element. If it were cut off from the world, it 
might succeed in setting its own teims on the world. But Chapman 
deliberately provides a historical link. If it were dream, it would 
have the latitude of dream. As it stands, it is too obviously 
fantasy, and hence at odds with the outside world. Ovid's singing 
beautiful world exists only within his mind and personality; he 
can project it on to neither Corinna, nor the outside world, nor
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a new Ars Aaiatoria. And his internal debate is fatal to the move­
ment of a poem in which narration is present as little more than 
convention; it sets up a conflict between a meditative and a 
narrative poem. Dream would allow the movement of an allegory of 
the senses; but any movement generated in the poem is broken first 
by Corinna* s shock at seeing Ovid, and irrevocably by the entry of 
her companions. Intentio. animi actio increases the impression of 
fantasy wish-f ulfilment.
This limited success might be an argument for taking an 
ironic view of Chapman* s ladder of beauty; but such a view does not 
account for the feeling the poem gives that Chapman would like it 
to be successful - as though he miscalculated in the form he gives 
it, or in the way that Ovidian narrative could be handled. The 
poem se&ois never fully externalized, or projected, despite 
Chapman's efforts to make it so.
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